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Arthur Waley’s Translation of the Shijing
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The topic of my thesis is Arthur Waley and his translation of the Shijing, or The
Book of Songs (1937), as Waley entitled it. The Book of Songs is especially noted for its
philological ingenuity, anthropological insight and poetic appeal; during my preliminary
research I discovered that there exists an interesting interplay between these three
aspects of this translation. In this thesis, I hope to examine the textual and thematic
hermeneutics of The Book of Songs.
Waley did not read the Shijing as a scriptural text inscribed with sagely intention
and authority; rather, he returned it to its folkloric origin, presenting the Shijing as an
anthropological document of the lives of ancient Chinese people, an imaginative
expression of the desires, beliefs and values of a primitive society, and a vivid mimesis
of ancient life. Waley’s philological decisions were underpinned by this general
interpretive orientation, informed by his understanding of the anthropological
significance of the Shijing and guided by an attentive concern for poetic cohesion. The
anthropological and poetic aspects were mutually implicated. The Book of Songs displays
a keen interest in the common people, and Waley’s knowledge and insight in
comparative anthropology enabled the Western reader to hear in this exotic text distant
echoes from their own traditions. These anthropological underpinnings help to
articulate and enrich the poetics of The Book of Songs. Waley’s overall design and the
poetic language he employed bring forth these anthropological aspects in a poetic
manner. The “folk” elements in the Shijing were foregrounded in The Book of Songs and
deemed to be aesthetically interesting. The style and voice that Waley developed in his
translation communicate the naive appeal of a folk aesthetic, and convey the
compositional features and modes of experience of the “primitive” imagination. In
Waley’s translation, the remote, difficult text of the Shijing is transformed into natural,
evocative English poetry, and the philological, anthropological and poetic aspects of The
Book of Songs coalesce into a Chinese aesthetic that is fresh and spontaneous, enjoying a
pristine intimacy with Nature.
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Introduction
One day in 1945, the editors in George Allen and Unwin Ltd. received
a request from the British Council seeking permission to re-print some
materials from one of their published books. The piece they requested is
written by Arthur Waley, and has, as the letter goes, the title “She King or
Book of Oder”. The editors in George Allen and Unwin were perplexed;
they wrote a letter of enquiry to the author of the piece: “We have not
been able to trace this amongst any of the poems we publish for you and
we shall be grateful if you will tell us in which of your books it is
contained.” “The British Council”, replied Waley in his usual tone of poise,
“means The Book of Songs.” 1
It can be gathered from this incident how very unfamiliar China still
was in the minds of some Europeans, and one is reminded of David
Hawkes’s comparison, that “the accepted picture of Ancient China was as
remote from reality as Archbishop Usser’s view of world history.” (Hawkes
1989: 246) Yet while the century turned a change was taking place, however
slow and imperceptible. “A new picture” gradually emerged during the
course of the century, “filled in bit by bit by the labours of the
archaeologist, the palaeographer, the etymologist, the textual critic, and a
host of others.”(Hawkes 1989: 246) China in the eyes of the West ceased

1 Letters to and from Arthur Waley (dated 7 Nov. 1945 and 8 Nov. 1945, AUC 242/10), in
Records of George Allen & Unwin Ltd., The Archive of British Publishing and Printing,
University of Reading.

1

to be the infatuated object of Jesuit inspired Enlightenment sinophilia, and
became less and less an object for the furtherance of commercial interest
or missionary labours. It gradually emerged, in Western conception, as a
civilization with a long and splendid cultural heritage, worthy of the
keenest intellectual interest. This change is recounted in Waley’s article,
“Our Debt to China”:

A great turning point in our relations with China had come. Hitherto all the
English who had visited that country had done so for political reasons, either as
missionaries, soldiers, sailors, merchants or officials. About this time quite another
class of visitors began to arrive – men of leisure merely anxious to know more of
the world; poets, professors, thinkers. (Waley 1940: 554)

Waley wrote that people like Bertrand Russell, Goldsworthy Lowes
Dickenson and Robert Trevelyan came “not to convert, trade, rule or fight,
but simply to make friends and learn” (ibid.: 554). Towards the end of this
article Waley related the recent appointment of Ch’en Yin-k’o 陳寅恪 as
the Professor of Chinese at Oxford. Waley thought it “the most important
event that has ever occurred in the history of Chinese-European relations”:
“Never before has a Chinese held a professorial Chair in Europe. The mere
fact that the appointment was made (circumstances have prevented him
from taking up his duties at present) shows that we are at last willing to
give concrete form to our long-established veneration for the scholarship
of China.” (ibid.: 557)
This “turning point” signaled an increased genuine interest in China
2

from a literary, cultural and fundamentally humanistic point of view; a
broadened sympathy, as it were, or a willingness to fathom the richness of
the culture of the other in its own terms, without assuming the mind-sets
or superiority of the self. This sympathy for China was well evinced in
Waley’s career as a sinologist and translator, and has its root in the writings
and journeys of Goldsworthy Lowes Dickinson, who was Waley’s tutor at
King’s College, Cambridge (Harding 2011). Waley’s sympathy for China
fundamentally implies a broadness of mind, or what William Empson
called “Waley’s courtesy”–“A large capacity to accept the assumptions of
any world-view, without assuming any merit for our own, is the basic virtue
of Waley’s mind.” (Empson 1964: 410) It entails an “intensity of
approach”, which David Hawkes described as “a particular kind of
humanism, which refuses to be misled by cant about literary history and
social evolution – which insists on approaching any society or any work or
art, whatever its time and place, with equal seriousness and
alertness.”(Hawkes1970: 51) The composition and design of The Opium
War through Chinese Eyes (1958) is infused with this spirit of sympathy for
China – Waley intended to give an account of the experience of this war
from a Chinese point of view by incorporating Chinese materials, notably
the diaries of Commissioner Lin.
Waley’s sympathy for China is also manifested in other somewhat
incidental though no less revealing ways. In the afterword to Ballads and
Stories from Tun-huang (1960), Waley gave an account of the discovery and
3

nature of the Tun-huang manuscripts and the expeditions undertaken by
Sir Aurel Stein and subsequently Professor Paul Pelliot, who removed large
amounts of manuscripts and paintings to London and Paris. Stein, as Waley
related, thought the Chinese scholars mere “arm-chair archeologists”, a
conception which Waley took pains to correct but to no avail (1960: 238);
Pelliot, on the other hand, “inherited so much of the nineteenth-century
attitude about the right of Europeans to carry off ‘finds’ made in
non-European lands that … he seems never from first to last to have had
any qualms about the sacking of the Tun-huang library.” (ibid.: 238) To
Waley, this idea of removing archeological finds from their native land to
Europe for conservation and study, while having some validity in societies
which are completely divorced from its remote past, is questionable when it
comes to China: “The continuity of Chinese culture and the existence,
even during the twilight of the Manchu empire, of scholars such as Lo
Chen-yu and Wang Kuo-wei made the adoption of a similar attitude
towards Chinese treasure-trove quite inapplicable.” (ibid.: 237) Waley’s
unease about such cultural robbery committed by Europeans is considered
one of the reasons for his retirement from the British Museum: “Waley
clearly felt ambivalent about working with looted works of art”, remarked
de Gruchy (2004: 60). 2 The sympathy and concern for China is
2On

Waley’s retirement from the British Museum, de Gruchy wrote that “Waley clearly felt
ambivalent about working with looted works of art, and he retired from the Museum in 1929
not so much for his health but because he disliked the work. He was also less at home
discussing visual arts than he was in translating written texts; he preferred the poems written on
the paintings to the paintings themselves. By this time the great success of his translations also
gave him the financial independence to concentrate on his own studies.” (2004: 60) One may
4

unequivocally expressed in the message Waley sent on the occasion of
China’s fifth war anniversary (1942, the fifth year of the Sino-Japanese war):
“greetings and encouragement to those who are entering the sixth year of
war to defend China’s splendid culture.” (Johns 1988: 129) It is also
sustained by the long-standing friendship, both scholarly and personal,
between Waley and a number of Chinese intellectuals – most notably Hu
Shih 胡適, Hsu Chi-mo 徐志摩, and Hsiao Ch’ien 蕭乾. Yet perhaps the
most powerful expression of this sympathy for Chinese culture, is the
scholarly quality and aesthetic appeal of Waley’s works.
Waley’s translation practice was primarily driven by his enjoyment of
the original and a wish to share this delight. His first book, the privately
printed Chinese Poems (1916), originated from his wish to share with his
friends “the pleasure [he] was getting from reading Chinese poetry.” (Waley
1962/1970: 134) This principle of delight is carried on through Waley’s
career, as revealed in his 1958 article “Notes on Translation”: “a translator
should have been excited by the work he translates, should be haunted day
and night by the feeling that he must put it into his own language, and
should be in a state of restlessness and fret till he has done so.” (Waley
1958/1970: 163) Indeed, what led Ivan Morris to choose “Madly Singing in
the Mountains” as the title for a commemorative volume on Waley, 3 is
also consult the article “Arthur Waley at the British Museum” by Basil Gray, Waley’s successor in
the British Museum. The article was included in Madly Singing in the Mountains (Morris, 1970:
37-44). John Hatcher’s biography of Laurence Binyon, Laurence Binyon: poet, scholar of East and
West, also gives some details about the matter.
3 Morris, Ivan (ed.) (1970). Madly Singing in the Mountains: An Appreciation and Anthology of
Arthur Waley, London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd. The line is taken from Waley’s translation
5

precisely the wish to emphasize the “joyfulness” of Waley: “For him a great
work of literature was not, as it seems to be for many later specialists, an
entrenched fortress … that must be grimly attacked with a battery of
jargon and scholarly weapons, but an endless source of joy.” (Morris 1970:
9)
For Waley, the wish to share his enjoyment in the literary and
philosophical heritage of the Far East also carries with it a literary
commitment, or the accompanying efforts to fulfill or actualize the
aesthetic promises of the original in an English translation: “Hundreds of
times”, said Waley, “I have sat for hours in front of texts the meaning of
which I understood perfectly, and yet been unable to see how they ought to
be put into English in such a way as to re-embody not merely a series of
correct dictionary meanings, but also the emphasis, the tone, the eloquence
of the original.” (Waley 1958/1970: 158) It can be said that the initial
delight and the ensuing translatorial efforts contribute to the literary appeal
of Waley’s works. Here, the “literary quality” of Waley’s translations has
two-fold implications. Firstly it concerns Waley’s status as a poet and writer,
or the literary value of his works. In this respect he was considered part of
the “Modern Movement” in English literature. Cyril Connolly, in his book
The Modern Movement included Waley’s volume A Hundred and Seventy Chinese
Poems in his “List of One Hundred Key Books of the Modern Movement

of Po Chu-i’s poem 山中獨吟.
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in England, France and America”. Connolly had chosen “books with
outstanding originality and richness of texture and with the spark of
rebellion alight, books which aspire to be works of art”, and he had
“excluded translations except Waley’s translations from the Chinese which
can surely be judged as an original contribution to our poetry.” (Connolly
1965: 6-7) Connolly described the poetic quality of Waley’s translation in
the following terms: “Waley was an accurate scholar as well and brought a
whole civilization into English poetry…Today the poems are as necessary
and haunting as ever” (ibid.: 38). William Empson, in his seminal Seven
Types of Ambiguity quoted Waley’s translations of Tao Qian to illustrate the
first type of ambiguity. 4 Empson thought that “as a way of translating …
Arthur Waley’s method of vers libre is much the best” (Haffenden 2005:
333). In 1953 Waley was awarded the Queen’s Medal for Poetry, which “put
him in the company of such poets as Siegfried Sassoon and W. H.
Auden.”(Schaberg 1999: 180) Waley’ works also have a wide appeal for the
general

reader.

He

still

“outsells

most

of

his

sinological

successors”(Schaberg 1999: 180); a glance at the print-run numbers of his
published works, which were carefully catalogued in Francis Johns’s A
Bibliography of Arthur Waley, would give clear indications of his long-lasting
success. As David Holloway remarked, “so far as most people in the
Western World were concerned, he was Chinese poetry.” (Holloway 1982)
4Jason Harding remarked that “It was Waley and not the ‘imagist’ Pound who opened Empson’s
eyes to the abundance of multiple meanings in Chinese literature.” (Harding 2007: 86). See
Harding (2007), (2012).
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Apart from his literary achievements and popular success, Waley is
also held in high esteem among professional sinologists. David Hawkes
described Waley’s works as “the distillation of profound scholarship and
patient research”:

Many a younger scholar would feel that to have produced just one of those many
books (which Waley wrote) would be sufficient justification for a lifetime devoted
to the frustrations and intricacies of sinology. Indeed, many who read his latest
book will envy the startling mental vigour which makes him, at seventy-one, as
fresh and up to date as when, a whole age ago, he represented a junior, exotic
branch of the now historical Bloomsbury Group. (Hawkes 1989: 241)

Walter Simon remarked that “the breadth and depth of [Waley’s] learning,
accumulated in a lifetime of intense and unremitting study, is self-evident,
as are unmistakable manifestations of his genius.” (Simon 1967: 271) Waley
was recognized as a prominent figure on the British sinological scene, and
an important participant in the discourse modern Western sinology.
The essence of Waley’s legacy, therefore, lies in his combination of
the roles of the poet and the scholar in the role of the translator, and the
synthesis of literature and learning in his translation. This study has the
general goal of obtaining a more rounded and substantial understanding of
Waley’s legacy as a sinologist, poet and translator. To do this, I decide to
focus on Waley’s translation of the Shijing 詩經, or The Book of Songs, for
this translation proved especially revealing of the essential aspects of
Waley’s legacy sketched above.

8

The Book of Songs was first published in 1937, a work from the “middle
period” in Waley’s career. Waley started publishing translations a few years
after his appointment in the British Museum: the first volume of
translation, Chinese Poems, was privately printed in 1916, and in 1918 we saw
the widely successful A Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems. More Translations
from the Chinese (1919), The Poet Li Po (1919), An Introduction to the Study of
Chinese Painting (1923), and Temple and the other Poems (1923) appeared
subsequently. This is also a period of Waley’s Japanese translations
(1919-1929); 5 the six-volume Tale of Genji was published during the course
of 1925 to 1933. Waley retired from the British Museum in 1929, and
delved into the world of ancient China in the thirties, which I described as
the “middle period” in his career. Apart from The Book of Songs, notable
works from this period are The Way and Its Power (1934), The Analects of
Confucius (1938), and Three Ways of Thought in Ancient China (1939). After
these translations of ancient Chinese texts Waley moved onto greater
variety in genre and time-period. The Nine Songs (1955) has the subtitle “A
Study of Shamanism in Ancient China”; Ballads and Stories from Tun-huang
(1960) made use of the Tun-huang manuscript, offering a valuable
anthology of early Chinese popular literature, of which “previously little
was known” (Hawkes 1989: 247). Monkey (1942) is arguably Waley’s
best-loved creation, and its popularity “ranks ahead of any other

5Japanese Poetry, the ‘Uta’ (1919), The No Plays of Japan (1921), The Pillow Book of Sei Shonagon
(1928), The Lady Who Loved Insects (1929).
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translation of pre-modern Chinese fiction” (Schaberg 1999: 180). The
portrayal of Tripitaka in Monkey is balanced by Waley’s historical research
on “the real and historic Tripitaka” (Waley 1952: 11), in his 1952 The Real
Tripitaka and Other Pieces. The Opium War through Chinese Eyes (1958) also
exemplifies Waley’s historical research, and the three literary biographies of
Chinese poets – The Life and Times of Po Chu-i (1949), The Poetry and Career
of Li Po (1950), and Yuan Mei (1956) – interweave historical research with
translations from these poets’ works, unfolding the social panorama of the
poets’ times and their distinct individuality.
The Book of Songs belongs to the middle period in Waley’s career,
among the group of works which professional sinologists value most: “…
scholars would probably feel that [Waley’s] greatest contribution has been
in the books, mostly published between 1934 and 1939, in which the
thought, manners, and institutions of ancient China were for the first time
vividly represented for the English reader…” (Hawkes 1989: 246) As
mentioned above, Waley devoted this middle period chiefly to the study of
ancient Chinese texts; most of these texts, notably the Shijing and the
Analects, were ascribed with “canonical” status. These “Chinese Classics”
were venerated in the Chinese tradition as repositories of truth and
philosophical profundities, and they were treated by traditional
commentators with exegetical piety, a method of interpretation which
Waley described as “scriptural”. The Shijing, in particular, is a time-honored
Confucian classic, thought to be imbibed with the authority and design of
10

Confucius himself and treated as a guidebook for government and moral
conduct. Waley chose to depart from the commentarial path and adopt the
“historical” approach when interpreting these venerated classics. He aimed
to return these ancient texts to their historical origin and discover the
historical truths about them – this interpretive orientation partakes of the
methodological shift in Western sinology – the turning away from an
almost subservient reliance on the Chinese commentarial tradition to a
direct encounter with China’s historical past. Western sinology around the
turn of the century adopted an analytic coolness, an “objective” or
“scientific” approach and gradually departed from the principles and
repositories of the Chinese commentarial tradition, “a passage”, as
Norman Girardot summarized, “from a kind of late, idealistically inclined,
nineteenth-century ‘integral humanism’ or ‘hermeneutics of trust’ to a
more highly specialized, rationalistic and secularly academic ‘hermeneutics
of suspicion’ concerning the integrity of ancient history, texts, and authors”
(Girardot 1992: 190) With a “modern” method and the “advanced”
equipments made available through recent developments in archeology,
anthropology, historiography and philological science (to name just a few),
Western sinology took into its own hands the right to re-discover and
interpret the “truths” about China’s historical past. This is evinced in what
Waley called the “historical” approach, which, as will be illustrated in
chapter one of the thesis, implies a different hermeneutic attitude and
vision than that evinced in the commentarial tradition.
11

Waley’s translation of the Shijing, therefore, is closely bound up with
contemporary developments in Western sinology; a study on The Book of
Songs would thus reveal how Waley’s works figure in the larger context of
Western sinology, and his legacy as a sinologist in the twentieth century.
The sinological competence required in studying the Shijing and other
ancient Chinese texts is first of all a philological one, for these texts, which
are remote in time and oftentimes beset by textual corruption, present
significant philological difficulties for the sinologist. The “historical”
approach which Waley adopted in his interpretation of the Shijing entails a
heightened degree of philological engagement, for the “historical truths”
of ancient China are embodied in textual forms, and the correct
employment of historical philology is deemed essential to reviving the
historical scene. Moreover, the “historical” approach deviated from what
Waley described the “scriptural” interpretation of traditional commentators;
while the philological glosses in traditional commentaries are essential
resource for any philologically inclined interpreter of the Shijing, they are,
to a greater or lesser extent and in different ways, infiltrated with what John
Henderson called the “commentarial mentalities” (Henderson 1991). Waley
considered himself a historical researcher who engaged with the
commentarial literature in a critical and discriminating manner. As will be
discussed in section 2.1 of the thesis, Waley invested substantial
philological import to his translation of the Shijing, and his contributions in
this respect were taken seriously by contemporary sinologists. The Book of
12

Songs, therefore, reveals Waley’s resources and predilections as a philologist.
To Waley, the Shijing pieces “portray in a vivid and varied manner the
life of the Chinese at a remote period” (Waley 1923a: 13), and through
their “unique importance as documents of early metric, ritual mythology”,
they have become “an incentive to study that extends far beyond China.”
(Waley 1954a: 326) Waley’s knowledge and insight in anthropology is
essential to his interpretation of the Shijing, and the anthropological
components in the Shijing are often treated with significant scholarly
interest. Waley’s knowledge in anthropology extended far beyond ancient
China – he drew upon his extensive reading in the anthropological
literature of many other traditions to introduce illuminating points of
comparison and to place ancient China in a wider anthropological context.
A more detailed and substantiated account is given in section 2.2. In
addition to the philological aspect mentioned above, Waley’s capacity as an
anthropologist is also evinced in The Book of Songs.
The Shijing, apart from being remote and philologically difficult, is also
a literary text; The Book of Songs, in addition to being a serious sinological
study, aims at the same time to transmit literary enjoyment. Waley wished
to share his delight in the Shijing with the reader, and The Book of Songs is a
delicately designed invitation to the poetic world of ancient China. The
world that unfolds in Waley’s translation is brimful with a kind of poetry
that befits the imaginative powers of the ancient man and embodies the
sentiments, beliefs and mentalities in an ancient society; through Waley’s
13

efforts, these ancient modes of experience are communicated to the
modern reader with appealing distinctness. As Stephen Owen remarked,
Waley “has done his best in these translations to restore to the Songs some
of the freshness…in many of the songs something basic is still transmitted,
even across the barriers of translation, a different culture, and over two and
a half millennia of history.” (Owen 1996: xxv) In The Book of Songs,
therefore, Waley is also performing the role of a poet, as shall be discussed
in section 2.3.
In a word, Waley’s translation of the Shijing manifests both his
scholarly and literary powers, and more specifically, his capacities as a
philologist, anthropologist and poet. Philology, anthropology and poetry
designate three recognized features of The Book of Songs; they also point to
three aspects of Waley’s legacy. It can be said that in this translation Waley
performs the roles of a philologist, anthropologist and poet, bringing into
play the resources, repertoires and concerns of these three disciplines or
domains. The attributes of the three not only inform Waley’s reading of
the

original

text–

or

the

particular

hermeneutic

attitude

and

pre-understanding that Waley had when he entered the text; they also
determine the ways in which he embodied the Chinese text into English
translation – or how he envision a certain mode of casting his hermeneutic
experience of the Shijing into the potential hermeneutic experience of The
Book of Songs, intended for the several readerships that Waley hypothesized.
The roles of the philologist, anthropologist and poet converge in the role
14

of the translator, whose task is to address the demands of the three,
negotiate their interplay and transform the not always concordant forces
into a unified whole. This dynamism of interaction and interplay, which is
the focus of chapter three in this thesis, ultimately defines the intellectual
and aesthetic quality of The Book of Songs.

15

Chapter One. Waley’s Understanding of the Shijing
and his Interpretive Approach
In this chapter, I will give an account of Waley’s early encounters with
the Shijing and the inception of The Book of Songs, and how philology,
anthropology and poetry prepared him for a near-complete translation of
the Shijing. I then move on to discuss Waley’s use of the “historical”
approach in his study of the Shijing and other ancient Chinese texts.

1.1 Waley’s early encounters with the Shijing and the inception of
The Book of Songs
The Book of Songs was published in 1937 (the second edition in 1954).
It would be interesting to ask why Waley embarked on a complete
translation of the Shijing at this time of his career, and what initiated such
an endeavour. A brief survey of Waley’s early encounters with the Shijing
would be elucidating.
Waley made selective translations from the Shijing at the advent of his
career. In his little known first book, Chinese Poems (1916), Waley translated
three pieces- 齊風 ·廬 令, 魏風 ·陟 岵, 陳風 ·東 門之 楊. On several
occasions he remarked on the literary value of the Shijing. His initial
attitude was rather reserved and dismissive. In the first edition of A
Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems (1918) Waley gave a brief discussion of
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the Shijing in the section entitled “The Rise and Progress of Chinese
Poetry”. He pointed out the Confucian interpretation and didactic function
of the Shijing poems (or “songs”, as he would later call them): “Many of
them are eulogies of the good rulers and criticisms of bad ones. Out of
the three hundred and five still extant only about thirty are likely to interest
the modern reader.” (1918: 26) Concerning its translation, Waley observed:
“There is still room for an English translation displaying more sensitivity to
word rhythm than that of Legge. It should not, I think, include more than
fifty poems. But the Odes are essentially lyric poetry, and their beauty lies in
effects which cannot be reproduced in English.”(ibid.: 26, italics in the
original) This may well be the reason for his exclusion of the Shijing pieces
in A Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems (1918) and More Translations from the
Chinese (1919).
It was not until 1923, in An Introduction to the Study of Chinese Painting,
that Waley again translated specimens of the Shijing. 6 Through the
three-page discussion of the literary and cultural significance of the Shijing,
one can easily perceive a significant expansion of sympathy on Waley’s part:
“… The Odes, is not only indisputably genuine, but also portrays in a vivid
and varied manner the life of the Chinese at a remote period.” (1923a: 13)
Their unique literary quality lies in the “grace and lightness”, which are
6

The translations were woven into the texture of topical discussions. The translated pieces are:
(in extracts) 小雅·采薇, 小雅·六月, 小雅·祈父, 小雅·正月, 大雅·瞻卬, 唐風·蟋蟀；
（in
full）邶風·終風, 邶風·柏舟, 唐風·山有樞. The last three translations reappeared in The
Augustan Books of English Poetry, Second Series Number Seven (London: Ernest Benn Ltd.
1927).
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“difficult to recapture in English.” (ibid.: 15) In The Temple and other Poems,
Waley highlighted the musicality of the Shijing: “The beauty of the Odes is
almost entirely musical. It is impossible to read them to oneself, even with
the most barbarous and Occidental pronunciation, without one’s senses
being invaded by the freshest and most delightful tunes.” (1923b: 10) And
again he laments that its literary lustre would not survive the process of
translation: “In translation all this [the delightful musicality] is lost, and
what remains may be interesting as anthropology, history or mythology, but
it has little value as literature.” (ibid.: 10)
In The Book of Songs, Waley’s long engagement with the Shijing was
brought to fulfillment. He presented the Shijing almost in its entirety,
translating 290 of the total 305 poems. The other 15 pieces are all “political
laments”, and as Waley pointed out, he omitted them from translation
“partly because they are much less interesting than the others and partly
because in many passages the text is so corrupt that one would be obliged
either to write nonsense or to leave many blanks.” (Waley 1954a: 11) 7
Waley chose to deal with these 15 pieces in a separate article, published in
the October 1936 issue of T’ien Hsia Monthly. It’s also worth pointing out
that Waley dispensed with the traditional Mao order of the text and
re-arranged the poems under topical categories –“Courtship”, “Marriage”,
“Warriors and Battles”, “Music and Dancing”, “Dynastic Songs” and

7Hereafter, I will only note down the page number when quoting from The Book of Songs, second
revised edition, (1954).
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“Lamentation” etc. Concerning the nature of the Shijing pieces, Waley
offered the following account:

We have seen that besides regarding the Songs as an aid to social and political
intercourse Confucius saw in them a text-book of personal morality. A small
minority of the songs are indeed didactic and could therefore be taken at their face
value. From the political and historical pieces it was very easy to draw a moral, even
where none was intended. But there remained a class of song (the largest in the
book) which was refractory. The courtship and marriage songs, numbering about
one hundred and twenty, could only be used for moral instruction if interpreted
allegorically. (336)

The translations in The Book of Songs end with a personal recount of
Waley’s renewed understanding of the multifaceted value of the Shijing.
When he first began to read them in 1913, the intrinsic musicality of the
poems sprang up under “the tangle of misconceptions and distortions”;
but back then, though Waley “distrusted the Confucian interpretation”, he
“had nothing to put in its place, and was often forced to accept the Songs as
meaningless incantations.” (326) Now Waley is able to supply the poems
with his own interpretation and, what’s more, he further realizes their
“unique importance as documents of early metric, ritual mythology”, and
hence they have become “an incentive to study that extends far beyond
China.” (326) In addition to this anthropological significance, the lasting
poetic appeal of the Songs is again brought to the fore:

They have never lost for me their early attraction. The music, perhaps utterly
unauthentic, that accompanies my first discovery of them, has followed me
through repeated reading and re-reading. Above all, in the last three years, when the
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text has been continually before me, the jumble of problems linguistic, botanic,
zoological, historical, geographical which the translator of such a work must face,
has never robbed the Songs of their freshness. (326)

This brief historical survey of Waley’s encounters with the Shijing
shows the reminiscences and growth of Waley the scholar, poet and
translator. For Waley, the inherent literary quality of the Shijing – its
freshness – can be strongly felt from the very beginning. But first, being
unable to supply an alternative to the Confucian interpretation which he
distrusts, Waley failed to hear the real voice of the poems. Later, when
Waley had gained greater philological competence, which allowed the
poems to speak unperturbedly to him, the thought that all the original
musicality and grace might be lost in translation prevented Waley from
re-embodying the Shijing in English. With the ripening of philological
competence and poetic art, Waley felt ready to communicate to the modern
Western reader the freshness and delight which the Shijing has constantly
supplied since the advent of his career.

1.2 The “historical” approach and The Book of Songs, with
reference to The Way and Its Power and The Analects of Confucius
To Waley, the Shijing is not a scripture with sagely intentions inscribed
and preserved in it, but an anthropological document of the lives of
ancient Chinese people, an imaginative expression of the desires, beliefs
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and values of a primitive society, a vivid mimesis of ancient life. In
Bernhard Karlgren’s words, Waley “has made himself free of the trammels
of the Preface and the whole moralizing scholasticism of the Han schools
to a far greater extent than Chu Hsi (and Legge)” and his translation is of
“a much more advanced and modern type.” (Karlgren 1964: 76)
Waley’s task in The Book of Songs is to disentangle the poems from
layers of historical contextualization and moral didacticism and to present
them afresh in their poetic essential. If we consider the Shijing as having led
a double life – one endowed with the aura of sacredness and a mythology
of its suasive power in moral transformation, and the other, embedded in
the lives of the common people, marked with spontaneous expressions of
emotion – it is the latter that Waley tried to retrieve. In its former existence
as a Confucian classic, the Shijing resides in a textual realm – the belief that
the Shijing is imbued with moral significance, the practice of memorization
and reiteration and the subsequent exegetical labor imply a consolidated
idea of authorship and textuality. 8 Waley, while fully aware of the
heterogeneity of the collection, chose to foreground the “folk” aspect of
the Shijing, making explicit its oral compositional features, performance
contexts and the folk aesthetic embodied in it.

8

For a detailed discussion of this issue, see chapter two of Van Zoeren, 1991.
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The “historical” approach
Waley defined his approach to the Shijing (and other ancient Chinese
texts) as “historical” – he aimed to return these texts to their historical
origin, excavating the “historical truths” about them. As opposed to the
“scriptural” or “allegorical” (in the case of the Shijing and other literary
works) interpretations expounded by the traditional commentators, the task
of the historical researcher is to unearth the “historical” or “original”
meaning of the classics, arriving back at the pristine historical past that
generated these documents, and re-orienting them back into their historical
particularities. The distinction between the “historical” approach and the
“scriptural” approach is illustrated by Waley in the following passage, which
appears in the Preface to The Way and Its Power (1934):

Now scriptures are collections of symbols. Their peculiar characteristic is a kind of
magical elasticity. To successive generations of believers they mean things that
would be paraphrased in utterly different words. Yet for century upon century they
continue to satisfy the wants of mankind; they are ‘a garment that need never be
renewed’. The distinction I wish to make is between translations which set out to
discover what such books meant to start with, and those which aim only at telling
the reader what such a text means to those who use it today. For want of better
terms I call the first sort of translation ‘historical’, the second ‘scriptural’ (Waley
1934: 12-13)

Waley ascribed a kind of “magical elasticity” to the tradition of
scriptural interpretation – different generations of

commentators

appropriate the classics (the scriptures or canonical texts) according to their
different philosophical or theological agendas, giving the classics an
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ever-present contemporary relevance by tapping new meanings from their
wealth of profundities. Beneath the myriad interpretative labours that
comprise the commentarial tradition, one common set of assumptions and
mentalities remains – the “commentarial assumptions” or “commentarial
mentalities”, as termed by John B. Henderson (1991). According to
Henderson, “The most universal and widely expressed commentarial
assumption regarding the character of almost any canon is that it is
comprehensive and all-encompassing, that it contains all significant
learning and truth.” (Henderson 1991: 89) The assumption that the canons
are “well ordered and coherent, arranged according to some logical,
cosmological, or pedagogical principles” (ibid.: 106) is also common to
most exegetical traditions in the world. These assumptions ensure the
belief that in the classics there is an unfathomable deep of philosophical
profundities, and that they are inscribed with sagely intentions and
authority, and their value transcends the historical framework within which
they originally reside.
The historical approach departs from the commentarial path, deposes
the classical texts from their canonical status and keeps them within a
carefully delineated boundary of historical particularity. The historical
researchers are concerned with the particular circumstances of the genesis
and circulation of these sayings and texts; instead of over reaching for
some transcendental value, their chief aim is to anchor them onto some
historical specificity.
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The historical approach came gradually into prominence in both
native and Western sinological studies around the turn of the century. This
methodological turn in the Chinese intellectual world was closely bound up
with what Arthur Wright called the gradual fragmentation of the “myth of
self-image” in late imperial China. This “self-image”, perpetuated and
cherished by the Chinese literati, portrayed Chinese civilization as “central”
in geographical, political and cultural terms; its prosperity and
self-sufficiency ensured its “pre-eminence within the four seas” (Wright
1960a: 237). This self-image had “a symmetry and coherence which neither
past nor present reality, in its fullness and variety, would confirm”. The
Chinese literati propagated this myth through selections from literature and
facts of experience, through “writing and the exercise of power”; it was to
them an “object of

emotional commitment”, “sustained by the

self-assurance of those who held it, by their cultural pride and relative
isolation from external challenges.” (ibid.: 235-238) In this mythical
narrative the prestige of Chinese culture was traced back to the timeless
wisdom of Antiquity. The Classics, which embodied the teachings and
ideals of the sages, was studied with pious commentarial scrupulousness –
in them was to be found “repositories of wisdom” and “moral principles
which were valid for all times and all peoples.” (ibid.: 237) The study of the
Classics, performed in the right manner, is thus both an intellectual and
moral course. Such descriptions take us back to the “commentarial
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mentalities” mentioned above, and we are to see a gradual fragmentation
of both this self-image and the commentarial approach. The change was
prefigured in what Benjamin Elman called the turn “from philosophy to
philology” in Qing evidential scholarship (Elman 1990), where the classics
were approached “not so much as expressions of the wisdom of the
Confucian sages, but as source materials for the study of the ancient eras in
which they were composed.” (Henderson 1991: 214)
The onslaught of events brought the Manchu empire onto ever
enfeeblement, and this vision of self prestige was further eroded by doubt
and the invasion of Western influence. The “initial sapping” of the
foundations of “scriptural Confucianism” was done by “the intellectual
generation that lived between the 1860s and the 1890s” (Elvin 1996: 353);
when the empire drew to its close and a new republic was ushered in, the
modern Chinese intellectuals approached their own classical heritage with a
renewed critical spirit. The Doubting Antiquity Movement 疑古運動 was
the prominent intellectual current in the study of ancient Chinese texts
during the early decades of the twentieth century. The change was
propelled by the pressure of various political and social urgencies in the
course of modernization. China’s classical past was examined anew under a
critical spirit and method; the comparative approach was employed,
bringing China out of the narrow conceptual compass of uniqueness and
homogeneity into a wider cultural arena, and new areas of interests –
linguistics, archeology, folklore, sociology, ethnology etc. – were developed.
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The works of Ku Chieh-kang 顧頡剛, whose method represents “an
emancipation from the myths on which the culture of imperial China
rested and from the methods of inquiry which the old order sanctioned”,
well exemplifies this “reorientation of the study of China” in the early
decades of the 20th century (Wright 1960a: 251). The Confucian canon was
examined by these scholars “not as a repository of wisdom but as a
document with a history, with a greater or lesser degree of authenticity and
credibility, with an analyzable relation to its time and authorship” (ibid.:
251). Ku’s textual criticism is “directed by a critical spirit to place the text
within a new paradigm: as a source, not an icon, as a document to plumb,
not a literary work to appreciate.” (Honey 2001:333) This method, as the
reader may recall, marked a decisive break with the “commentarial
mentality” mentioned above.
In his works on ancient Chinese texts, Waley made frequent
references to this school of critical scholars. To cite two pertinent examples:
in his translation of the Analects, Waley stated that he shall “act here on the
principle recently advocated by that great scholar Ku Chieh-kang, the
principle of ‘one Confucius at a time’” (Waley 1937: 14).Again in The Way
and Its Power, the congeniality between Waley and Ku Chieh-kang is
expressed: “After I had made my translation of the Tao Te Ching and
sketched out the introduction, I received Vol. IV of Ku Shih Pien and was
delighted to find that a great contemporary scholar, Ku Chieh-kang, holds
exactly the same views about the date and authorship of the work as I
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myself had formed.” (Waley 1934: 15)

The gradual decay of this myth about “self-image” not only had its
impacts on the native tradition; it is also closely bound up with the
methodological change in modern Western sinology.
When the Jesuits encountered China, they perceived “an order, a
stability, a symmetry, a rationality”, which was in strong contrast to “the
divided, uneasy, strife-ridden world of the West.” (Wright 1960a: 233)
Chinese civilization was thought to be unique, insular and immutable to the
progressions of history, and this colored picture offered by the Jesuits
further fermented into Enlightenment sinophilia. The Enlightenment
thinkers “exploited the idea to support their attacks on the rulers and
governments of Europe, contrasting them unfavourably with the
enlightened reigns of the supposed philosopher-kings of China.” (Schafer
1990: 40) Early European sinologists, when they began to seriously
contemplate this remote culture, deferred to the authority of Chinese
scholarly tradition – they were “guided in their choice of subject and in
their methods and interpretations by the traditions of Chinese scholarship”,
and they were “captives of the tradition they studied and of the self-image
of Chinese civilization which the perpetuators of that tradition had
developed over the millennia.” (Wright 1960a: 233) Early European
sinology thus concerned itself primarily with the Confucian Classics, and
the “normal and accepted genre of writing” was “annotated translation”,
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which is in part “a transplantation and an extension of the Chinese
exegetical tradition” (ibid.: 242). Wright put the works of Abel Remusat
and Stanislas Julien in this light, though some of the later developments
were prefigured in their scholarship (ibid.: 240-243).
The “exegetical mode, the subservience to traditional Chinese
scholarship”, Wright observed, “continued to characterize European
sinology until the 1890’s.” (Wright 1960a: 243) We see in James Legge,
whose Chinese Classics appeared between 1861 and 1872, perhaps the most
ambitious enterprise undertaken by a European to transplant and engage
with the Chinese commentarial tradition. It is with the “death of
commentarial world views” (Henderson 1991: 200) and the gradual
disintegration and fragmentation of the self-image upheld by the Chinese
literati, which took place during the course of the 19th century both inside
Chinese society and from a Western point of view, that sinological studies
(in the West, in China and in Japan, as recounted by Wright) underwent a
paradigm shift. Studies in the humanities and social sciences in the West
were in a state of rapid development during the 19th century (Wright 1960a:
245, see also Henderson 1991), and though Western sinology was relatively
slow and irresponsive to such changes 9, the influence was felt, and Western
sinology was ready to take a turn. China was no longer an isolated entity,
9Wright

has given examples of how ideas of China’s “uniqueness”, “insularity”, “immunity to
historical change” were perpetuated till a later date, and how sinological studies lag behind rapid
developments in humanities and social sciences then happening in the West. The slow response
in Western sinology was explained by “the literati self-image, the incubus of Orientalism and
the mass and complexity of documentation” (Wright, 1960a: 245).
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the study of which only possible through the repertoire of its own
scholarly tradition. Edouard Chavannes “led the way towards a new critical
method in dealing with the Chinese past” (Wright, 1960a: 246) and
“brought a new depth and rigor to the field” (Schafer 1990: 32). Paul
Pelliot introduced an “informed precision to the study of Chinese sources”
(Schafer 1990: 33) and achieved “the perfection of philological technique”
(Honey 2001: 336). Henri Maspero, whose works were “the first systematic
studies in economic history and in the history of Taoism”, “pioneered in
other fields of research outside the orthodox limits of earlier Chinese
scholarship.” (Wright 1960a: 247) The efforts of Marcel Granet in
sociology and Otto Franke in historiography are also notable. On the
British sinological scene the changing climate can be felt, for instance, in
the debate between James Legge and Herbert Giles on the authorship and
historicity of the Tao Te Ching (Girardot 1992, 2002). Western sinologists
who oriented themselves toward a modern approach ventured outside the
circumscription of Chinese commentarial tradition to encounter the “real”
China, restoring its philological, historical and cultural particularities with
the more “advanced” method and equipments.
This methodological change in Western sinology had its early
precedence in eighteenth and nineteenth European humanistic studies,
notably in biblical and Homeric scholarship. This “transition from
commentarial forms and modes of discourse to modern scholarship and
criticism” (Henderson 1991: 200) implies a “shift in hermeneutical focus
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from the classics to the classical era, from the chefs-d’oeuvre of mankind to
the historical interconnection which supports them” (ibid.: 214). It is also a
“passage from a kind of late, idealistically inclined …‘integral humanism’
or ‘hermeneutics of trust’… to a more highly specialized, rationalistic, and
secularly academic ‘hermeneutics of suspicion’”, which adopts “a ‘higher’
critical attitude that demolishes ‘ancient authority,’ ‘sacred books,’ and
‘religion’ into so many disparate historical and philological fragments.”
(Girardot 1992: 190)

The “historical” approach and Waley’s interpretation of ancient Chinese
texts
The application of the historical approach is essential to Waley’s
sinological scholarship, and this concern with the discovery of an obscured
historical past became pronounced in his works from the thirties, or the
middle period in Waley’s career, to which The Book of Songs belongs. After
his retirement from the British Museum at the end of 1929, Waley delved
into the pre-Qin world of ancient Chinese texts, coming out in the thirties
with a series of works and translations –“The Book of Changes” (1933),
The Way and Its Power (1934), The Book of Songs (1937), The Analects of
Confucius (1938), and Three Ways of Thought in Ancient China (1939). Prior to
this period, Waley’s works comprise mainly of translations from classical
Chinese poetry and the Japanese classics, and these early translations
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established his reputation as a translator of oriental literary classics. With
the unfolding of the thirties, or the middle period in Waley’s career, we see
emerging another aspect of Waley’s talent – the scholarly, or sinological
Waley, who actively engaged in scholarly conversations and debates in
European sinology, putting ancient China under scrutiny with the advanced
equipments in modern sinology.
In this section I will discuss how Waley applied the historical
approach in his studies of ancient Chinese texts. Hopefully the discussion
will facilitate a better understanding of Waley’s application of the method
in The Book of Songs, for these texts belong largely to a same historic period
– ancient China, and the how Waley understood these other ancient texts
would shed light on his understanding and treatment of the Shijing.
The abiding concern for the “historical truth” hidden beneath
classical texts best characterizes Waley’s work in the middle period, and the
first work in this series is “The Book of Changes”, published in 1933 in the
Bulletin of the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities. This article shows Waley
fully abreast of recent advancements in European sinology (quoting
Karlgren, Chavannes, etc.), modern Chinese scholarship (quoting
extensively from the Ku Shih Pien), and archeological finds. He also
exhibited a remarkable familiarity with the related classical texts and an
impressive scope of knowledge in other folkloric traditions. In this article
Waley eschewed the philosophical interpretations of the work 10 and
10Waley’s

article discusses “the Book itself, apart from the seven appendices”. (Waley 1933: 121)
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probes into its historical origin as a divination text that functions in a
pre-moralistic ritual and auguristic context. He dissociated Confucius, who
was depicted in later traditions as a key figure in the philosophizing of the
Changes, from the early history of the work:

…the passage in which Confucius is made to appear as a student of the Changes
(Analects, VII, 16) has probably been tampered with. In the Lu version of the
Analects the word does not appear in the sentence at all. There is no evidence that
the Confucians took the book under their wing till much later (Waley 1933: 141). 11

In The Way and Its Power, Waley made clear the aforementioned
distinction between “historical” translations – those which “set out to
discover what such books meant to start with”, and “scriptural”
translations – those which “aim only at telling the reader what such a text
means to those who use it today.” (Waley 1934: 13) Adopting the former
method in his translation of the Tao Te Ching, Waley aimed to “discover
what the book meant when it was first written” (ibid.: 13); he had also
chosen to make his translation “philological” as opposed to “literary”, for
“the importance of the original lies not in its literary quality but in the
things it says, and it has been [his] one aim to reproduce what the original
says with detailed accuracy.” (ibid.: 14) About the author of the Tao Te
11

Chapter VII, 16 of Waley’s Analects of Confucius (1938), in which a purported reference to the
Changes appeared, was translated thus: “The Master said, Give me a few more years, so that I
may have spent a whole fifty in study, and I believe that after all I should be fairly free from
error.” (Waley, 1938: 126) Waley further points out in the note that “…there is no reason to
suppose that the Changes had in Confucius’s time been philosophized, or that he regarded it as
anything but a book of divination.” (ibid.: 126) And in the textual notes: “The Lu version reads
亦 not 易… There is no evidence that the philosophical interpretation of the Changes was
adopted by the Confucians till the second half of the 3rd century B.C.” (ibid.: 244)
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Ching, Waley remained silent throughout the long introduction to The Way
and Its Power. The reason for this silence, Waley explained at the end of the
introduction, “is a simple yet cogent one” – “There is nothing to say” (ibid.:
99). The Tao Te Ching is purportedly written by Lao Tzu, and the apotheosis
of this mystic figure raises the book onto the status of a “sacred text”.
Waley suggested that “we do not know and it is unlikely that we shall ever
know who wrote the Tao Te Ching” (ibid.: 99), and that a misconceived idea
of authorship in ancient China has led the Chinese to associate the name
of Lao Tzu with the work. 12
The introduction to The Way and Its Power starts with a lengthy
discussion of the distinction between “two contrasting attitudes towards
life” in ancient China – the pre-moral attitude and the moral attitude. The
pre-moral “auguristic-sacrificial’ phase was largely centered around “the
twin occupations of augury and sacrifice”, and the chief concern is the
“maintenance of communication between Heaven and Earth. The
pre-moral world is full of omens – everything that “happen of themselves”
is read as a manifestation of the message from Heaven (Waley 1934: 20-24).
As human history advanced, a change in attitude towards sacrifice and
divination occurred. The role of man gained greater prominence in rituals,
human interiority and agency asserted itself over the world of the spirits,
and a concept of goodness as “an end in itself, apart from rewards either

12See

Appendix I to Waley’s introduction: “Authorship in Early China, the Relation of the Lao
Tan Legend to the ‘Tao Te Ching’” (1934: 101-108).
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immediate or contingent”, which is the “essence of the ‘moral’ attitude”,
gradually came into being (ibid.: 24-26). Waley intended to give in the
introduction some idea of “the interplay of these two (i.e., pre-moral and
moral) attitudes and the gradual victory of the second over the first” (ibid.:
20). The ideas expressed in the Tao Te Ching can be seen as a counter
current to the ascendency of the moral attitude over the pre-moral one.
The Tao Te Ching promulgates a cultural primitivism that regards morality,
righteousness and ritual as the very symptom of degeneration, for the
Taoist ideal is an amoral oneness with the Tao. The pre-moralistic mind
judges things in terms of the consequences they bring, whether they help
“securing favourable omens”, and comply with the “correct carrying out of
ritual” (Waley 1934: 31). Analogously no notion of intrinsic “morality”, or
that something is “moral” in itself, is extant in the pre-moralistic phase.
Ancient Chinese texts like the Tao Te Ching, the Analects, the Zhuangzi and
Mencius cannot be fully understood without sufficient knowledge of the
pre-moral stage, for these texts witness the gradual ascent of the moral
mentality over the pre-moral one, and the ways of thought that predate
these texts contribute, in various ways, to their making. As is true for all
transitional texts, they carried within them remnants from an older period.
Many passages, key concepts and terms retain their pre-moral significance
– Waley’s section on the meaning of terms is designed to bring out their
meaning in a pre-moral context.
The distinction between pre-moral and moral ways of thinking guided
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Waley’s etymological analysis of key terms in ancient Chinese texts. The
introduction to The Way and its Power abounds in etymological discussions,
for Waley saw “no other way of studying the history of thought except by
first studying the history of words,” and sufficient knowledge of what
these terms “really meant to the people who used them” is paramount to
understanding their later development (Waley 1934: 29-30). Etymological
expositions were given on words like xu 恤, shih 尸, ch’i 氣, hun 魂 etc.,
bringing out their function and the associated beliefs in pre-moral religious
practices of sacrifice, divination and ancestral worship. The more
philosophically freighted terms, tao 道 , te 德 and i 義 , were also
discussed with reference to their etymological roots in pre-moral mentality.
Te in its early etymological history is “bound up with the idea of
potentiality” – “the early Chinese … regarded the planting of seeds as a te.
The words ‘to plant’ (ancient Chinese, dhyek) and te (anciently tek) are
cognate, and in the earliest script they share a common character”; it means
“a latent power, a ‘virtue’ inherent in something” (ibid.: 31-32). 13 In the
pre-moral phase, te is the “power” brought by “conformity with the way of
Heaven” (ibid.: 21). Analogously, i 義 originally meant “what is right,
proper, fitting, decent; what one would expect under the circumstances;
what is, as we should say, ‘in order’”. (ibid.: 32) It was not until “the period
centring round 300 B.C.” that i was considered something intrinsically,
points out the parallel between the etymological history of Te and that of “virtue” in the
Western languages (Waley 1934: 31-32). See also the discussion of terms in Waley’s Analects
(Waley 1938: 33).

13Waley
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rather than in relation to its outward manifestations, right and moral, and
the concept of “morality” as a discipline valuable in itself and as part of
“man’s interior, psychological equipment…something very like ‘conscience’
was formed (ibid.: 32-33). As I shall discuss in the section that follows, this
distinction between moral and pre-moral is also at work in The Book of
Songs.
One of the purposes of Waley’s long introduction to The Way and its
Power is to make the text fully intelligible by “showing how the ideas which
it embodies came into existence” (Waley 1934: 14), and he revealed the
genesis of ideas in the Tao Te Ching by putting it in the historical and
cultural milieu that nurtured them. To understand the historical meaning of
the Tao Te Ching, Waley pointed out, one needs to be fully aware of two
facts – that it draws constantly from the common fund of maxims, saying
and stories and applies “the method of ‘reinterpretation’ not only to the
maxims of each philosophic school in turn, but also to the traditional code
of thought and conduct embodied in proverbs whether plebian or
patrician.” (ibid.: 98) Apart from “giving fresh contents and hence new
meanings to accepted maxims,” (ibid.: 97) the Tao Te Ching (and indeed
most of the other philosophic texts in this period) makes frequent
references and responses to other contemporary schools of thought. Being
attuned to the different voices in the colloquium of thought is equally
crucial to bringing the Tao Te Ching into intelligibility:
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There is … a continual use of phrases, metaphors and topics derived from Hsun
Tzu, Han Fei Tzu and the Lu Shih Chun Chiu, or at any rate from source that these
works also used. Failure to realize this fact has made it frequently impossible to
extract meaning from the text, even a purely ‘scriptural’ one; whereas for anyone
who has these contemporary writers in mind very few passages present any
difficulty at all. A particularly good example is Chapter 60, the wording of which
seems to me to postulate the presence in the author’s mind of a whole series of
other texts. (Waley 1934: 128)

Waley’s etymological analysis anchors the terms back into their
etymological histories to reveal hidden layers or residuals of meaning
beneath later evolvement. The heightened awareness to intertextual
allusions and referentiality, on the other hand, situates fragments of texts
into their more immediate textual environment, which allows meaning to
generate through intertextual resonances. These two methods were evinced
in Waley’s interpretation of the Tao Te Ching, and were also extensively
employed in his translation of the Analects.
The Analects of Confucius was published by Waley in 1938. In this study,
Waley had also adopted the historical approach, which sets his translation
apart from all previous translations of the Analects:

All existing translations of the Analects rely entirely on the ‘scriptural’
interpretation of Chu Hsi. It is the Chu Hsi interpretation which, except in small
academic circles, is still accepted unquestioningly everywhere in the Far
East …Translations such as those of Legge, Soothill, Couvreur and Richard
Wilhelm have … by no means lost their value; at the same time, there is room for a
version such as mine, which attempts to tell the European reader not what the
book means to the Far East of to-day, but what it meant to those who compiled it.
(Waley 1938: 76-77)

Waley wrote in the introduction to his translation of the Analects that
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he acted on “the principle recently advocated by that great scholar Ku
Chieh-kang, the principle of ‘one Confucius at a time’ (Waley 1938: 14).
The “one Confucius” that Waley tried to present is “The Confucius of the
Analects” (ibid.: 14), and this “Confucius of the Analects”, though not
“wholly historical”, has the strongest claim to untainted origin and
historical reality. In Waley’s eyes, the historically true Confucius was “a
moral teacher, a disappointed itinerant tutor”; Waley dismisses the idea that
the Master has achieved the position of Minister of Justice (司寇) as
merely legendary, probably “grown out of his having in fact been Leader
of the Knights (Shih-shih).” (ibid.: 14-15) He was not a bookish man, as
“has been represented by some European writers” 14, and there is “no
reason to suppose that his reading went beyond the Songs and Shu Ching,
possibly some ritual texts and collections of moral sayings, and perhaps the
Court annals of his own State”(ibid.: 54). 15 The one thing that the Master
regarded as exceptional in himself, Waley pointed out, was his “love of
learning, that is to say, of self-improvement, and his unflagging patience in
insisting upon the moral principles that had guided the godlike rulers of
the remote past” (ibid.: 16-17).
How does Waley’s conception of the truth about Confucius and early
Confucianism come into being? In his attempt to unearth the historical
Confucius, Waley relied on the Analects as his primary source, for though
14Waley

gives the example of Soothill, who suggests that the Master had “the scholar’s
indifferent digestion.”(54)
15Waley added that even this would be dubious: “This is very doubtful. Official annals were only
accessible to high officers of state.” (Waley 1938: 54)
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not “wholly historical”, the Analects “differs from that of all other books in
that it contains no other elements that bear patently and obviously the
stamp of folk-lore or hagiography” (Waley 1938: 14). Waley’s reliance on
the Analects, however, is not blind and undiscriminating. His understanding
of Confucius and early Confucianism has a firm base in the Analects, yet
this solid grounding is carried out in the form of ruthless textual criticism.
The text of the Analects is the first to be put under critical examination.
“The different Books are of very different date and proceeded from very
different sources” (ibid.: 21); Waley proposed that Books III-IX of the
Analects, which “form a perfectly consistent whole and apparently belong
together” (ibid.: 21), comprise “the oldest stratum” and shall hence be
treated as the most reliable source on early Confucianism. The other Books
bear signs of lateness of various kinds. Passages, stories, and ideas coming
from these later accreted Books are liable to suspicion, and the purported
importance of certain notions might need to be invalided. For example, the
centrality of filial piety in Confucianism, to which people nowadays accord
so much importance, might be a latter day artifice: “There is, however,
reason to believe that filial piety played a relatively small part in the
teachings of the earliest Confucians. By far the larger number of references
to it in the Analects occur in Books I and II, which do not, I think, belong
to the earliest strata of the work.” (ibid.: 38) 16 Similarly, the scrupulous

16Waley briefly recounted the ascendency of hsiao 孝 to importance, and offers an example of
the compilers’ forgery. See Waley (1938: 38-39).
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attention to details of ritual might also be a subsequent addition to the
tradition. 17
Due to the heterogeneous nature of the text of the Analects, some of
the passages are liable to giving faulty information about Confucius. 18
When dealing with other classical texts that relates to Confucianism, a due
amount of precaution is also required. Waley called our attentions to the
dubious “contexts” that accrue upon the original sayings. “The context of
a remark profoundly affects its meaning,” yet in the Analects the original
sayings are often divorced from their contexts. “In later literature,
particularly the Li Chi (Book of Rites) and Shih Chi (Historical Records),
we find a good many of Confucius’s more cryptic remarks given contexts”.
It would be “against all the canons of textual history”, however, if we are
to believe that the original contexts are retrieved. 19 The true nature of
these contexts which appear in later literature is fictitious glosses upon “the
original logia”, and Waley had therefore “seldom called attention to these
manipulations of the text by later Confucian schools, and [had] been
content to leave the isolated logia as [he] found them” (Waley 1938: 26).
Waley pointed out that the Confucius of the Analects “is concerned with the general
principles of conduct (rather than with the details of ritual), with morality rather than with
manners”; Book X of the Analects, which is “a long ritual text, dealing in reality with the
behavior of gentlemen in general, but adapted and amplified in such a way as to read as though
it were a description of Confucius’s own behavior”, is intentionally inserted by the compilers
“to meet the demands of a later Confucianism that was preoccupied above all with the details
of ritual.”(Waley 1938.: 55)
18 In chapter XVIII, 3 for example, the Master is described as having achieved high rank. Waley
dispelled this myth of the Master’s high status, reminding us of the lowly state in which he had
long been trapped: “Book XVIII is wholly legendary in content. The Confucius who ranked
above the head of the Meng family is already well on the way towards apotheosis” (Waley 1938:
218).
19Waley gives the formation of Synoptic Gospels and Buddhist hagiography as examples.
17
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Waley’s analysis and translation of key terms in the Analects also
exemplify his use of the historical method. Etymological exposition, as in
The Way and Its Power, is also employed in Waley’s Analects as a means to
recovering the historical meaning of terms. Te 德, echoing the discussion
in The Way and Its Power, is rendered as “power” in Waley’s Analects, and the
te or “power” of the legendary sage rulers could yield “magic efficacy”,
which “enabled the Divine Kings to ‘deal with all things under Heaven as
easily as I lay my finger here” (Waley 1938: 64). 20 Shih 士 is rendered
“knight” in order to retain its original military signification. The more
common translation of shih as “scholar” only conveys the “derived,
metaphorical sense”, whereas the “whole force of many passages in the
Analects” lies in the military purport of shih (Waley 1938: 33-34). A shih is
first of all “a person entitled to go to battle in a war chariot”, and then was
applied metaphorically to the “spiritual warrior” of Confucianism or
“Knight of the Way”, who share with the Soldier Knight qualities of
“endurance and resolution” (ibid.: 34). It is noted that Waley’s rendition of
shih as “knight” over-emphasized the original denotation of the term.
Simon Leys, for instance, remarked that whereas to translate shih as
“scholar” is a form of “modernistic anachronism”, Waley’s choice errs on the
side of “antiquated anachronism” (Leys 1997: 132, italics in the original).
Waley’s interpretation of ssu 思 also seems to entail some incongruities.
20See,

for example, Waley’s translation of III.11 and XV.5.
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Here again, etymological evidence is given great weight: “There is evidence
that in its origin the word ssu meant to observe outside things. A ssu-t’ing
was an observation-post in the market, from which the overseer could
observe which stall-holders were cheating.” (Waley 1938: 44) From this
origin the term acquired the meaning of “fix[ing] the attention not only on
something exterior but also on a mental image … that of ‘directing one’s
attention’ or something very close to it.” (ibid.: 45-46) The mental activity
that ssu signified and the physical sensations that ensue from it are all very
different from what Westerners mean by ‘to think’, and whenever ssu
occurs:

…we are dealing with a process that is only at a short remove from concrete
observation. Never is there any suggestion of a long interior process of cogitation
or ratiocination, in which a whole series of thoughts are evolved one out of the
other, producing on the physical plane a headache and on the intellectual, an
abstract theory. We must think of ssu rather as a fixing of the attention (located in
the middle of the belly) or an impression recently imbibed from without and
destined to be immediately re-exteriorized in action.” (Waley 1938: 45)

It can be gathered from the above account that Waley’s historical
orientation had given rise to highly original interpretations. Indeed, “new”
interpretations abound in Waley’s translation of the Analects. There’s no
more space here to give detailed examples, but I might as well mention in
passing two other manifestations of Waley’s historical method, which also
contribute to the originality of this work. One is Waley’s extensive use of
anthropological materials – his knowledge about ancient beliefs, customs
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and ritual practices – to grasp the “true” purport of what the Master said. 21
The other is Waley’s frequent identification of “quotations” in the Master’s
words. Waley thought that the Analects possibly contains no “authentic
sayings” of the Master (Waley 1938: 25) – instead of making original
pronouncements, Confucius constantly drew upon the common repository
of maxims, proverbs and sayings or “things from the past” (ibid.: 25), and
his real ingenuity lies in “re-interpretation”, or “reanimating the Old”, to
quote Waley’s translation of II.11 in the Analects (ibid.: 90).

The “historical” approach and Waley’s interpretation of the Shijing
In this section I will consider in more detail how the historical
approach is applied in Waley’s study of the Shijing and how it determines
the outlook of his translation.
Of the commentarial assumptions outlined in Henderson’s book, 22
one is especially pertinent to the “pedagogically oriented” Confucian
tradition – “the classics are moral, or that they accorded with
contemporary standards of morality” (Henderson 1991: 121). The Shijing
was regarded by successive generations of traditional commentators as a
media for moral instruction and a repository of morally commendable
21Some

typical examples are Waley’s translations of VII.35, VIII.3 and XVI.13.
from the two quoted above, the other commentarial assumptions are: “that the canon is
self-consistent, that internal contradictions in it are only apparent” (Henderson 1991: 115); “that
the classics are moral, or that they accorded with contemporary standards of morality” (ibid.:
121); “that they are profound” (ibid.: 129), and that “it contains nothing superfluous or trivial
and that there are no unnecessary repetitions” (ibid.: 131).
22Apart
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conduct – “the promulgation of the Odes was claimed to be one of the
privileged means by which the moral transformation of the empire can
be achieved”, and the close study of the Odes, “especially their
memorization, recitation and internalization, became a central element in
the Confucian program for personal moral transformation” (Van Zoeren
1991: 14). Many of the songs, however, were not composed primarily
with a moral didactic purpose. Continual effort was employed in
transposing the songs from its original musical-performance realm to
what Henderson called the “ethical realm” (Henderson 1991: 122-123),
and the depravities and licentiousness depicted in many of the songs
urges the commentators to deploy a myriad of commentarial strategies 23
to rescue the Shijing from moral lapses. Indeed, as Van Zoeren pointed
out, it was out of the “apologetic exegesis” (Van Zoeren 1991: 9) of
these pieces which are uncontrolled by or even subversive to the
Confucian norms that the traditional hermeneutics of the Shijing
developed.
The idea that the Shijing embodies the ideals of Confucian ethics
originated from the belief that Confucius himself was responsible for the
shape of the present collection. It was believed that there were originally
3000 pieces, and Confucius deleted those which are frivolous or
inappropriate for moral instruction, making sure that every one of the
remaining 300 odd pieces serves a certain moral purpose. In other words,
23

Chapter five of Henderson (1991) listed two strategies; see also Van Zoeren (1991)
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the present collection of poems is supposedly inscribed with the design
and authority of Confucius, and the Shijing owes its canonical status to the
strenuous exercise of expurgation and excision employed by Confucius 24.
In The Book of Songs, however, the reader will find no traces of sagely
intention and the moralizing endeavours of the Mao Preface and
commentary. Waley admitted that the preservation of the Songs is due to its
utility to serve “a variety of social and educational purposes”, but all those
“had nothing to do with their original intention” (335). It is the “original
intention” or the “true nature” (337) of the Songs that Waley tried to
retrieve, and he decided to keep Confucius out of the picture:

The collection was in early days known to the Chinese simply as the Shih
(song-words); later, as the Shih Ching (song-word scripture). It has been known to
Europeans as The Odes, The Confucian Odes, The Book of Poetry. The songs are
indeed ‘Confucian’ in the sense that Confucius (who lived c. 500 B.C.) and his
followers used them as texts for moral instruction, much as Greek pedagogues
used Homer. There is no reason to suppose that Confucius had a hand in forming
the collection. (18)

Waley used the term “allegorical interpretation” 25 to describe
traditional ways of reading the Songs:

We have seen that besides regarding the Songs as an aid to social and political
intercourse, Confucius saw in them a text-book of personal morality. A small
minority of the songs are indeed didactic and could therefore be taken at their face
value. From the political and historical pieces it was very easy to draw a moral, even
where none was intended. But there remained a class of song (the largest in the
24 See Henderson (1991: 26-33) for more on Confucius’s role as the expurgator, editor and
commentator in the formation of the canon, and the “commentatorization of Confucius”.
25See Appendix I to The Book of Songs (335-337).
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book) which was refractory. The courtship and marriage songs, numbering about
one hundred and twenty, could only be used for moral instruction if interpreted
allegorically. (336)

Here Waley quoted the first stanza of 檜風·隰有萇楚 as an example 26:

隰有萇楚、猗儺其枝。
夭之沃沃、樂子之無知。

This songs, Waley explained, is traditionally interpreted as “the outburst of
someone ‘groaning under the oppression of the Government, and wishing
he were an unconscious tree.’” (336) The translation of James Legge
follows this interpretation:

Where the grounds are wet and low,
There the trees of goat-peach grow,
With their branches small and smooth,
Glossy in their tender youth.
Joy it were to me, O tree,
Consciousness to want like thee. (Legge 1876: 174)

This interpretation rests on the reading of chih 知 in “樂子之無知” as
“consciousness”, which is one of the “meaning extensions of chih, ‘to
know’” (336). The polysemy or semantic ambiguity of this word (and
indeed of ancient Chinese in general) allowed room for multiple readings,
and in Waley’s understanding, the above interpretation is an “allegorical”
one, for it transposed the poem outside of its “original intention” and onto
The Chinese text of the Shijing is quoted from 程俊英、蔣見元：
《詩經注析》，北京：中華
書局，1991.
26
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the “other” realm of moral-didactic purpose. This binary of “original” and
“other” might be fruitful in understanding how Waley’s interpretation
stands in relation to more traditional ways of reading – the conception of
some reading being “allegorical” (or, being a form of “allegoresis”)
postulates the existence of a pre-allegorical “original” meaning. Waley’s
historical orientation in his study of the Shijing is evinced in this search for
the “original” realm of meaning.
To return to the above quoted poem. In Waley’s conception, this
poem originally is a courtship song: he read chih as “someone whom one
knows, a friend, a mate” (336), and the poem is translated thus:

In the lowlands is the goats-peach;
Very delicate are its boughs.
Oh, soft and tender,
Glad I am that you have no friend!

(21)

Waley’s interpretation of this piece is partly based on its similarity with
other courtship and marriage poems –natural imagery are often set forth in
this manner to describe the beauty of the beloved (16). These courtship
and marriage songs comprise the largest portion in the Shijing –
“numbering about one hundred and twenty” – and they are “refractory” to
“moral instruction” (336). In Waley’s eyes, this class of songs is also much
more interesting for the general reader than the “political laments” (11).
Michael Nylan observes that from the very start there is a tension between
pleasure and discipline in the creation and reading of the Shijing, and that
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“the strong associations forged between knowledgeable use of the Odes
and convivial pleasure helped to ensure the survival of the collection over
the centuries.” (Nylan 2001: 76-77) In a similar vein, Van Zoeren remarks:
“It is entirely possible that associated with the Odes from an early date were
two ‘readings’: one proper and apologetic; the other secret, pleasurable, and
dangerous.” (Van Zoeren 1991: 11) In his translation, Waley brought forth
the experience of literary delight by giving voice to a pre-canonical world
“untouched by the concerns and strictures which were to coalesce into the
system of values we call ‘Confucianism’.” (Van Zoeren 1991: 8) Waley
allowed each individual piece of the Songs to speak in their pre-canonical
mode of expression, and these voices in concord define the aesthetic
outlook of The Book of Songs:

小雅·庭燎
夜如何其、夜未央、庭燎之光。
君子至止、鸞聲將將。
夜如何其、夜未艾、庭燎晣晣。
君子至止、鸞聲噦噦。
夜如何其、夜鄉晨、庭燎有輝。
君子至止、言觀其旂。
What of the night?
The night is not yet spent.
The torches in the courtyard are
alight.
But my lord has come;
Tinkle, tinkle go his harness-bells.
What of the night?
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The night is not yet old.
The torches in the courtyard are
bright.
But my lord has come;
Twit, twit go the bells.
What of the night?
The night nears dawn.
The torches in the courtyard gleam.
My lord has come;
I can see his banners. (191)

The voice in Waley’s translation of this piece is that of a lady
anxiously awaiting the return of her lord; it is not about “the anxiety of
some king – supposed to be King Seuen – not to be late at his morning
levee.” (Legge 1876: 216) 27 We hear instead the secret, solitary voice of a
lady murmuring to herself in eager anticipation, alert to any sound from
afar that might indicate the return of her lord. As it sinks deeper into the
night, the lady is tossed to and fro from the elevation of desire fulfilled to
the disquiet of frustrated hope; when the long night finally draws close to
dawn, the lady seems to have gained a visual assurance of her lord’s arrival.
To Waley, it would be anachronistic to read into these early songs “the
more schematic and puritanical morality advocated … by later Confucians”
(Van Zoeren 1991: 9), just what the historical researcher should avoid. In
The Book of Songs Waley presented a pre-Confucian world untouched by
later moral concerns; it shall be noted that the practices and sentiments
depicted in this pre-canonical landscape is not “immoral” or “licentious
See also 毛亨（傳）
，鄭玄（箋），孔穎達（疏）：《毛詩正義》pp.776-778;程俊英、蔣
見元（1991: 523-525）.
27
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and depraved”, but spontaneous and close to nature, constituting a
different order of moral beauty. Marcel Granet eloquently expressed why it
is incongruous to demand Confucian standards of morality from these
early songs:

These rustic manners are too artless for any but a pedagogue to see in them an
exhibition of depravity. But the pedagogues, in order to glorify their standard of
morality, would have liked to find that the country folk of ancient China had been
ruled by the laws which prevailed in the feudal period, even before they had been
formulated, for according to the scholars these laws were universal principles. …
Certainly they are unsuitable material from which to extract Confucian doctrine,
but to find them immoral is to lack the historic sense. These ancient songs are
moral after their fashion: they portray an ancient system of morality. But they do
not portray it deliberately. They are not the work of moralists nor do they give the
impression of having been produced by mental exertion, or of coming from a
society as cultivated as that which took pleasure in them at a later date. (Granet
1932: 83-84)

Granet considered these ancient songs “moral after their fashion”–
they constitute an ancient order of morality which is different from those
upheld by later Confucians. The moral sentiments in these ancient songs
are derived from the sense of harmony between the natural world and
human affairs, finding expression in the seasonal rites and customs. To
quote Granet again, ancient systems of morality is underpinned by the
notion that “it is moral to conform to Nature”, and like Nature, “men
should do certain things at proper times” (Granet 1932: 50). Waley came to
the following conclusion after considering the “moral pieces” in the Shijing
and all the other “scattered maxims” in the collection:
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…we see at once that there was no conception of a human morality, of abstract
virtues incumbent upon all men irrespective of their social standing, but only an
insistence that people of a certain class should fulfill certain rites and maintain
certain attitudes. …There is great emphasis on the relationship between brothers.
But what is enjoined is a general harmony; there is no such insistence on the
submission of the younger brother to the elder as we find in Confucianism. (293)

This passage reminds one of Waley’s distinction between the pre-moral and
moral attitudes – that in the pre-moral phase no notions of “morality” as
an intrinsic, consolidated or transcendental quality exists. When
understanding the meaning of terms like jen 仁, one needs to adjust to this
pre-moral mode of thinking, so as to avoid anachronism:

Jen, ‘being a man,’ the highest moral quality in all Confucian writings, barely figures
in the Songs. Twice (in No. 30 and 258) it is coupled with mei, ‘handsome,’ and
merely means ‘good’ in the most general sense. Once it is coupled with ‘reverent.’
We are still far indeed from the days when jen was elevated to the rank of a magical,
compelling power, by the use of which great kingdoms were founded and
maintained. The people who wrote the Songs believed that empires were won by
catapults and battering-rams, at the command of God. (293-294)

Waley pointed out that when the phrase “handsome and good” occurs in
the Shijing, it describes “a perfectly satisfactory lover” (Waley 1938: 27) 28. In
Waley’s translation, jen is rendered “good”, as in “But they are not like Shu,
/So beautiful, so good.” (39 “洵美且仁”) and “Here come the hounds,
ting-a-ling, / And their master so handsome and good” (285 “其人美且
仁”).
A similar treatment is required when understanding te 德. Waley’s
28The reader may refer to Waley’s discussion of jen in the Analects (1938: 21-23) for a fuller
analysis.
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discussion of te in The Book of Songs echoes those in The Way and its Power
and The Analects of Confucius. Te in the Shijing “does not mean ‘virtue’ in our
sense of the word; for there is bad te as well as good te.” Te as used in the
Shijing and other early texts recalls the etymological root of “virtue”– as in
“the ‘virtue’ of the drug”, and corresponds closely to the Latin word
“virtus”. Te in this historical sense refers to “magic power, prestige,
influence” (346), and Waley chose to translate it as “power” or “inner
power”. Te in the Shijing is not associated with the cultivation of personal
moral “virtue”; rather, it is rooted in the magical beliefs and ritual customs
of ancient China. In his translation of 豳風·七月, Waley offered the
following comment to explain the practice of making spring wine: “Wine
increases one’s te (inner power) and consequently increases the probability
of one’s prayers being answered. That is why we drink when we wish
people good luck.” (166) In the following song, the young bride who after
anxious waiting eventually saw her lord, wish him great “magic power”:

小雅·蓼蕭
既見君子、孔燕豈弟。
宜兄宜弟、令德壽豈。
Now that I have seen my lord
I am happy and at peace.
May he bring good to his elder brothers,
his younger brothers,
May he have magic power and great
longevity!
(84)
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Here, it is implied that the “magic power” of one will “bring good”, or
have beneficial influence on others. This reminds us of Waley’s remark that
te in its historical sense carries the meaning of “potentials” or the
“consequences and influence” that something is capable of bringing. The
following line, taken from 小雅·車舝, also shows the “influence” a strong
te could have on others:

辰彼碩女、令德來教。
Truly of this great lady
The magic Powers are strong.

(88)

This is the praise sung by the guests on a wedding banquet. Waley
informed the reader that the frolic festivity of the scene is understood to
be the work of this lady’s “powers”: “her te has drawn us to this place”
(88).
Waley defined the pre-moral phase as “auguristic-sacrificial”, for its
primal concerns are the twin occupations of augury and sacrifice. The
securing of te, therefore, is bound up with magical practices and sacrificial
rites. The following example shows how the proper observance of
ancestral worship will secure the blessings from Heaven:
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大雅·文王
無念爾祖、聿脩厥德。
永言配命、自求多福。
May you never shame your ancestors,
But rather tend their inward power,
That for ever you may be linked to Heaven’s charge
And bring to yourselves many blessings. (251)

It is interesting to note how the speaker in the following song dwells
upon the garment of her beloved:

召南·羔羊
羔羊之皮、素絲五紽。
退食自公、委蛇委蛇。
羔羊之革、素絲五緎。
委蛇委蛇、自公退食。
In skins of the young lamb
Sewn with white silk of five and twenty strands,
Going home to supper from the palace
With step grave and slow!
In hides of the young lamb
Sewn with white silk of a hundred strands,
With step grave and slow
From the palace going to his supper! (23)

The kind of clothes someone wears, as Waley pointed out, is in fact an
indication of the strength of his “magic power”: “The more numerous the
strands the more potent the personal magic (te 德) of the wearer.” (23)
There’s also a link with magical practices here, as “thread of a fixed
number of strands is often used in attaching amulets, charms, etc.” (23) So
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here the attractiveness of the beloved is not the work of his “virtue” (in
the modern sense of the word) or some laudable moral quality. 29 This
takes us to how “the lover” is depicted in Waley’s translation, which is
especially revealing in this respect. According to Waley, 檜風·素冠 is “a
song about a humble, plainly dressed lover” (337):

庶見素冠兮、
棘人欒欒兮、
勞心慱慱兮。
That the mere glimpse of a plain cap
Could harry me with such longing,
Cause pain so dire! (26)

In traditional commentary, Waley pointed out, this song was turned into “a
sermon about mourning observances.” (337) Here I may quote Legge’s
front note to his translation of this piece, which follows the explication of
Mao and Chu Hsi:“Someone deplores the decay of filial feeling, as seen in
the neglect of the mourning habit. Both Maou and Choo quote, in
illustration of the sentiment of the piece, various conversations of
Confucius on the three years’ mourning for parents.” (Legge 1876: 174) 30
The poem that occupied the first place in the Mao text of the Shijing is 周
南·關雎, which contains the line “窈窕淑女、君子好逑”. Much exegetical
ingenuity were spent on explicating the quality of being 窈窕, putting

See 毛亨（傳）
，鄭玄（箋）
，孔穎達（疏）
：《毛詩正義》pp.98-103, also 方玉潤：
《詩經原始》pp.105-107.
30See 毛亨（傳）
，鄭玄（箋）
，孔穎達（疏）：
《毛詩正義》 pp.540-543.
29
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forward explanations like “dark and secluded” or “chaste” 31 ; Legge
translated the term as “modest and virtuous” (Legge 1876: 59). This
explication rests on the belief in the morally suasive power of this opening
piece, 32 which works through “the virtue of the bride of King Wan”
(Legge 1876: 59).Waley, instead, considered “lovely” the right word:
“Lovely is this noble lady, / Fit bride for our lord” (81).

In this chapter, I am only able to give preliminary indications of
Waley’s understanding and presentation of the Shijing. A fuller picture will
emerge while the discussion unfolds.

31Here

I quote Karlgren’s translation of traditional glosses. See Karlgren (1964: 86).

32“關雎，后妃之德也，風之始也，所以風天下而正夫婦也。”毛亨（傳）
，鄭玄（箋），

孔穎達（疏）
：
《毛詩正義》pp. 5-6.
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Chapter Two.
The Multiple Roles of the Translator: Waley as a
Philologist, Anthropologist and Poet

In this chapter, I give separate discussions of the philological,
anthropological and poetic aspects of Waley’s works, drawing upon
materials in the wider contextual realm. There will also be analysis of The
Book of Songs in this chapter, but it will be given in a preliminary manner,
set within the broader contexts and in preparation for the more in-depth
analysis in chapter three.

2.1 Waley as a philologist
2.1.1 Waley and philology
Western sinology around the turn of the twentieth century began to
develop a philological edge and gained progress through developments in
philological science. This was propelled by the “historical” drive in the
study of Chinese civilization mentioned above – the ambition of modern
sinological enterprise, so it seems, is to discover the truths about China’s
historical past through rigorous scrutiny of its ancient documentary and
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material evidence. Philology in Western humanistic studies was considered
a powerful key to unlocking the past, a powerful means to dispelling
misconceptions and reviving the historical scene. In Western sinology, it is
Chavannes who “promulgated the new orthodoxy of philology to the next
generation” (Honey 2001: 324), and these pioneering efforts were
furthered by Paul Pelliot’s archeological activities and his pursuit of a
rigorously text-bound method (Honey 2001: 58, 336). The discipline of
historical phonology brought Western sinology onto further advancements,
and the most important works done in this respect are those of Bernhard
Karlgren. He was considered “pioneer of the modern scientific study of
Chinese historical phonology”, who brought “a rigour to the subject that
was not found among his predecessors and that has all too often been
lacking among his would-be followers” (Pulleyblank 1984: 1). Karlgren’s
reconstructive work of ancient and archaic Chinese is of immediate utility
to sinologists, as summarized by George A. Kennedy: “The publication by
Professor Bernhard Karlgren of the Analytic Dictionary of Chinese in 1923
was an event of the first importance because it put into the hands of
sinologists too busy to wrestle with Chinese compendia like the Kuang-yun a
quick and easy guide to the reading of written symbols at a particular
period. The publication of Grammatica Serica in 1940 enlarged the field of
knowledge.” (1964: 463) With the aid of Karlgren’s reconstructive system,
Western sinology advanced apace.
The development of historical phonology in the study of Chinese
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texts had an early parallel in Qing evidential scholarship. Benjamin Elman,
in From Philosophy to Philology, discussed in some detail the study of
phonology in late imperial China. (Elman 1990: 212-221 and also 1982)
“One of the greatest methodological legacies of the Ch’ing philologists”,
David Honey remarks, is “the emphasis on isolating the sound and tone of
a character, regardless of its graphic spelling”, and this method is
considered “key to being able to read the word behind the graph.” (Honey
2001: 103)
The following passage from Waley’s translation of the Analects reveals
at once his attitude to the works of Qing philologists, his view on
philological developments in European sinology, and how his own
philological practices stand in relation to the two:

The methods of critical philology were first applied to the text by scholars such as
Yuan Yuan (1764-1849), Wang Nien-sun (1744-1832), Wang Yin-chih (1766-1834),
Yu Yueh (1821-1906)…I have used the work of the eighteenth-century and
nineteenth-century native scholars, and appreciated it. But in many ways, especially
as regards phonology, it is completely out of date; and my chief guide throughout
has been a knowledge of the rest of early Chinese literature. (Waley 1938: 76-77)

From this passage three things can be inferred – that Waley was familiar
with the works of Qing philologists and he evaluated and incorporated
their findings into his work; he also thought that the advancement in
Western sinology could, especially in terms of phonology, supplement
some findings of Qing philologists, and finally, Waley’s reading of ancient
Chinese texts was primarily informed by his familiarity with early Chinese
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texts.

2.1.2 Philology in The Book of Songs
This section focuses on some philological issues in Waley’s translation
of the Shijing. I hope to explore Waley’s philological predilections, the
methods he used when solving philological difficulties, and some of the
factors that determine his philological decisions.
In the preface to the first edition (1937) of The Book of Songs, Waley
expressed his thanks to Gustav Haloun in the following terms:

I am deeply indebted to Professor Gustav Haloun, Director of the Sinological
Seminary at Gottingen, who not only put at my disposal the resources of the
splendid Chinese library which has been formed at Gottingen under his care, but
also directed my studies and borrowed for me from other German libraries books
which would not otherwise have been easy to procure.” (11)

Waley dedicated The Book of Songs to Professor Haloun, and in the preface
to the second edition (1954) he again mentioned Professor Haloun in the
light of warm gratitude and friendship: “In the preface to the first edition I
spoke of my deep debt of gratitude to Gustav Haloun, who shortly
afterwards became Professor of Chinese in Cambridge and died there in
1951. The book was (and still is) dedicated to him. In a sense it is his book
as well as mine, and I think it would have pleased him to see it in print
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again after an interval of thirteen years.” (Preface to the second edition)
Waley published a separate volume of textual notes along with The
Book of Songs, in which he explained his philological method and indicated
the grounds for his philological decisions. Fifteen pieces were omitted from
translation on grounds of textual corruption, and Waley dealt with these
difficult pieces in an article called “The Eclipse Poem and Its Group”,
published in the T’ien Hsia Monthly (Waley 1936). In this article Waley tried
to fix the approximate date of these pieces and clarify the historical
incidents associated with them, drawing from his readings in ancient
history and recent archeological evidence. At the end of The Book of Songs
Waley provided “Notes on Books Used”, which included the works of
early commentators, Qing philologists, Karlgren’s Analytic Dictionary of
Chinese (1923) and a more recent work of Karlgren, Yin and Chou Researches
(1935). Two very recent works of native scholars were also mentioned:
Liang Chou Chin Wen Tz’u Ta Hsi K’ao Shih 兩周金文辭大系考釋 by Kuo
Mo-jo 郭沫若, published 1935, and Shuang Chien Ch’ih Shih Ching Hsin
Cheng 雙劍誃詩經新證, by Yu Hsing-wu 于省吾, published 1936. Waley
described the former as “a study of all the more important Chou
inscriptions”, and on the latter: “Notes on the Songs, with special reference
to parallels in Chou inscriptions. Contains many emendations, all
scrupulously supported by quotation. The same author’s similar work on
the Shu Ching is also of importance; but both works are marred by
disregard of Chou phonology.” (348-349)
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All these testify to the scholarly groundedness and up-to-dateness of
The Book of Songs. Waley’s translation was informed by the philological
glosses of traditional commentators, the more recent developments of
Qing philologists, and contemporary studies which took into account
archeological materials. Waley also made use of Karlgren’s phonological
construction, and aimed to supplement native scholarship with what he
considered the more advanced phonological science in European sinology.
Waley suggested to his publisher, George Allen and Unwin Ltd., two
journals for review of The Book of Songs: Journal of Royal Asiatic Society and
T’oung Pao.33 These two are considered the foremost professional journals
in sinology at the time, and it can be inferred that Waley took the scholarly
value of The Book of Songs very seriously.

What are the resources available to Waley when he made philological
decisions? And what, perhaps in a more primary sense, induced him to
think that a certain reading of the text is to be preferred, or that some
form of textual criticism needs to be performed? I shall now turn to these
questions, drawing upon Waley’s own accounts in the introduction to his
textual notes, and examples from the translated texts.
The more common resources in textual criticism, such as the
comparison between editions, some knowledge and understanding about
33Letter

from Arthur Waley to George Allen & Unwin Ltd., dated 13 Sept. 1937. In Letters to
and from Arthur Waley (AUC 52/33), Records of George Allen & Unwin Ltd., The Archive of
British Publishing and Printing, University of Reading.
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the nature, formation and transmission of the text in question, are (perhaps
needless to say) employed by Waley when reading ancient Chinese texts.
Waley included Shih San Chia I Chi Su 詩 三 家 義 集 疏 by Wang
Hsien-ch’ien 王先謙 in his “Notes on Books Used”, and described it as
“the most complete collection of variants.” In his translation of 鄘風·蝃
蝀, for example, Waley adopted the Lu variant 螮 for 蝃; in 周颂·載芟,
Waley took the variant 馥 for 椒 in the line “有椒其馨、胡考之寧”, 34
and the line in question is translated “when pungent the scent,/The blessed
elders are at rest.” (162) In 小雅·信南山, Waley adopted the Shuowen 說
文variant 瀀for 優 in the line “既優既渥”. Waley’s examination of
textual variants shows him fully abreast of the existing editions and other
more fragmented forms of textual ‘witnesses’, which often extend to
archeological materials. No. 240 and 251 in his translation, for example,
made use of Kuo Mo-jo’s study of bronze inscriptions, and references are
also made to the Tun-huang manuscripts.
The linguistic difficulty of the Shijing is primarily a result of its
remoteness in time; other causes however, as Waley pointed out, also
contributed to the opacity of the text:

Several other causes, of which I have not hitherto spoken, render the Songs
difficult to interpret. It sometimes happened that the scribe did not himself
understand what he was writing. This may not ever have been the case when at the
time when the collection as a whole was first written down, about the sixth century
B.C., but it had certainly become the case when they were being copied and
“有椒，椒椒，三家诗做馥。指香氣濃厚。” (程俊英、蔣見元：1991，984) See also
王先謙：
《詩三家義集疏》p.1048.

34
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recopied in the Han dynasty, chiefly because the language had changed considerably.
Whatever the cause may be, faulty original transcription or erroneous transcription
from old-fashioned script into new, there are passages that make nonsense as they
stand. We have no reason to suppose that the sounds have gone wrong; but they
are represented by ideograms that give no sense. (Waley 1954b:8)

Due to these circumstances – the change between old script and new
script, the fallibility of the scribe when transcribing the text – parts of the
established text are susceptible to “corruption”, and part of the
philologist’s task is to perform textual emendation. Waley exhibited a
particularly ready tendency to revise the established text so that it can yield
a “better reading”. As hinted above in chapter two, this readiness to make
textual alteration is particularly pronounced in Waley’s study of the Analects.
In The Book of Songs, textual emendations are numerous. Some of them are
“conjectural” emendations, made not on grounds of existing textual
variants, but on considerations outside the available textual witnesses. I will
give two examples. In his translation of 邶風·谷風, Waley suggested 云
for the word 育 in “育恐育鞫”: “育 is in each case a corruption of 云,
which was written (

) and then augmented to 育.”(Waley 1954b: 15)

召南·江有汜 was interpreted by Waley as a song composed by the
bridesmaids who “suffered the indignity of being left behind when the
bride removed to her husband’s house.” (74) The bride, however, finally let
the bridesmaids to follow her. The last line in this piece – 其嘯也歌 –
was considered “corrupt” by Waley; he suggested 其宿也可 and the line
was translated “But in the end she has let us come.” (74, 1954b: 13)
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Traditional interpretation took this piece to be the lament of a neglected
wife, and the last line depicted her finding relief of her sorrow through
singing, an interpretation involving no alteration of the text. In the first
instance, Waley’s emendation derived from speculations about how the
script variegated in different hands during the course of transcription, and
in the second, his conception of what the text should be is deduced from
an understanding of the purport of the poem as a whole.

2.1.3 Karlgren and Waley, parts and wholes
In Glosses on the Book of Odes, Bernhard Karlgren discussed the
philological value of Waley’s translation. He wrote that Waley’s version is “a
work of a much more “advanced and modern type”, and “in regard to
philology proper, [Waley] has assiduously studied many of the best Ts’ing
time authorities.”(Karlgren 1964: 76) Karlgren took the philological value
of Waley’s translation seriously – he included Waley’s philological analyses
as one “school” of interpretation, evaluating them alongside the
commentaries and explications of old commentators and Qing philologists.
Yet Karlgren, after considering Waley’s philological decisions, disagreed
with him in most instances: “…as will be seen in the present work, in a
majority of the cases … I arrive at other conclusions than [Waley’s]” (ibid.:
76), and he further pointed out, in unequivocal terms, one particular
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objection to Waley’s philological method:

Particularly I object to Waley’s frequent alterings of the text (scores of important
cases) where the transmitted text admits of a perfectly satisfactory interpretation.
In a language like Chinese, if we were free to alter any character into another
having the same ‘phonetic’ (which method is Waley’s predilection), we could
interpret almost every line of the Shi in several widely divergent ways. Our
principle must be a great caution: never to alter the transmitted text unless it is
necessary and the emendation is obviously plausible. (Karlgren 1964: 76)

Karlgren’s study of the Shijing played a role in the “leisurely revision”
(7) Waley made in the second edition of The Book of Songs. In the Preface
to the second edition, Waley wrote: “I have had the advantage of
constantly referring to Professor Karlgren’s word-for-word translation and
notes, which appeared between 1942 and 1946.” (7) This gesture of
gratitude however, does not imply unanimity in opinion: “there are many
cases in which, after again weighing the evidence, I do not find myself in
agreement with him.” (7) The extent of Waley’s “leisurely revision” made
after consulting Karlgren’s study in the second edition of The Book of Songs
is in fact quite limited, as David Schaberg points out in his review of the
1996 Joseph Allen edition of The Book of Songs.
The above account indicates the disagreement between Karlgren and
Waley on philological issues. What, one may ask, are the causes of such
disagreements? Karlgren, who insisted on the principle of never altering
the transmitted text unless when it is necessary, mentioned his particular
objection to Waley’s “frequent altering of the text” and what he called
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Waley’s “predilection”– the substitution of characters sharing “the same
‘phonetic’” (Karlgren 1964: 76). This remark seems to imply some
looseness of discipline in Waley’s philological decisions. What, then, is
Waley’s philological method, and is it as arbitrary as Karlgren’s remark
tends to suggest?
Waley wrote an introduction to the separately published textual notes
of The Book of Songs, in which he explained the philological methods he
employed in the study of ancient Chinese texts. Judging from Waley’s own
account, however, his method marked no great departure from what was
traditionally practiced by native scholars. Waley’s understanding of script
variations in ancient Chinese conformed to “what has been known since
Han times” and that his methods “do not differ from those of eighteenth
and nineteenth-century scholars such as Wang Nien-sun, Ch’en Huan,
Wang Hsien-ch’ien, Ch’en Yu-shu” (Waley 1954b: 7). Only that Waley had
carried the methods of these Qing philologists further, for “they, as good
Confucians, were bound down by the old allegorical interpretation.” (ibid.:
7) When studying ancient Chinese texts Waley also drew upon native
scholars’ works on script variations, such as the Tz’u T’ung 辭通 of Chu
Ch’i-feng. Yet his use of such works was guided by “an independent
knowledge of script-variations and of phonology” – Waley’s knowledge of
script-variation “rests chiefly upon a study of variants in the I Ching, Shu
Ching, Shih Ching, I Li, Chou Li, Analects and the Tao Te Ching”; other texts
like Mencius, Chuang Tzu and the Tso Chuan were also referred to (ibid.: 5-6).
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As to “an independent knowledge of phonology”, Waley considered
himself better informed than native scholars, for he had recourse to
Karlgren’s phonological reconstruction (ibid.: 6-8). It can then be inferred
that Waley’s methods did not deviate in nature from those practiced by the
Qing philologists; he arrived at independent philological judgments not
through some methodical ingenuity, but through his extensive knowledge
of early literature, 35 and the further assistance of Karlgren’s reconstructive
system. In fact, Waley had expressed his discontents about how “the
disciplined methods of textual conjecture practiced by the great scholars of
the past” were discarded by some recent writers (ibid.: 7). Waley was
cautious about cases where uncertainly persists: when the interchange
between certain characters conforms to phonological evidence but finds no
similar occurrence in other texts, he “mark[ed] it with a query.” (ibid.: 6)
There are indeed, as Waley pointed out, limits to “getting the meaning by
thinking of the sound”:

We cannot assume that words were homophonous merely because they work out
so in our present very tentative reconstruction of Archaic Chinese. Too little, for
example, is at present known about initial sounds. I have indeed occasionally made
suggestions based solely on phonological grounds. I have put it forward as a
possibility that 胥 (sio) might be for 舒 (sio), because the context demands such
a meaning. So far as our knowledge goes there is, from a phonological point of
view, nothing to be said against such an interchange. But as I know no example of
it in other texts (which may be merely due to ignorance on my part) I mark it with a
query. (ibid., 6)

35One may recall comments by his fellow sinologists quoted above, that Waley’s familiarity with
related literature is very remarkable and hard to rival, and this erudition is an essential aspect of
Waley’s sinological competence.
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So Waley’s philological methods are not arbitrary in nature. What,
then, can explain the disagreement in philological matters between Waley
and Karlgren? The answer, I think, may lie in one remark from the above
quoted passage: “because the context demands such a meaning.” This
relates to the problem of parts and wholes in the hermeneutic act, and the
complexity of the issue is deepened when it comes to the reading a
philologically difficult text like the Shijing.
Parts and wholes in a text can only be understood relationally; there’s
no clear demarcation between the two, and the one can only be delineated
through reference to the other. When interpreting the Shijing, “parts” can
refer to particular characters and phrases, or a line in the original poem.
“Wholes”, on the other hand, may imply the line and stanza in which
particular characters occur, the general purport of the poem, and some
understanding of the “nature” of this collection. It can be further
extended to other dimensions – how the collection was formed and
transmitted over the centuries, how it figured in its historical context and
later traditions, and issues like language evolution and stylistic variations
also come into play. An inherent circularity is here at work when deciding
between the parts and wholes in a text – or a hermeneutic circle – and the
task of the philologist is precisely to “tread that circle deftly and warily”, as
the German philologist Karl Lachmann observed.
The “context” in the above quoted remark by Waley (“because the
context demands such a meaning”) refers to his conception of some form
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of a “whole” – it is under the demand of the “whole” that Waley
suggested a textual alteration. Karlgren had also written about the handling
of parts and wholes when reading the Shijing. The primary task, said
Karlgren, is to “determine the meaning of difficult words and phrases”,
which is “fundamental and most indispensable”, and “without a
satisfactory scrutiny of the isolated words and phrases the construing of
the whole stanza and determining of its general purport is a hopeless
undertaking.” (Karlgren 1964: 80) He further pointed out that “in most
cases the philological scrutiny of the words may be successfully carried out
without any previous construction of the ode as a whole.” (ibid.: 77)
From the above discussion one perceives the differing hermeneutic
predilections in Waley and Karlgren. Waley tended to be more responsive
to the demands of the “whole”, or what he called the “context”, which
explains the frequent appearance of remarks like “the text of this poem is
very corrupt, but I think the sense is quite clear” (Waley 1954b: 11) or “the
sense of this poem is quite clear; but there are a lot of words that are hard
to identify exactly” (ibid.: 29-30) in Waley’s philological analysis. Karlgren,
on the other hand, insisted on the primal importance of cracking the
“philological nuts” (Karlgren 1964: 77, 80), pressing harder into textual
particulars under the demands of the “parts” and arriving, more often than
Waley did, at the conclusion that “the transmitted text admits of a perfectly
satisfactory interpretation”(ibid.: 76). The disagreement between Waley and
Karlgren on philological issues, therefore, might be attributed to the
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difference in philological temperaments. Waley was perhaps not a
rigorously disciplined philologist; unlike Paul Pelliot and his school of
followers, who “insisted on fidelity to the texts as final arbiters of truth”
(Honey 2001: 335), Waley was not a philological positivist and his concerns
reach beyond “philology proper”. As a scholar Waley had a disposition to
originality – he lacked “the desire to say the ‘last word’ on a topic – often,
indeed, he was inclined to risk saying the first” (Robinson 1967: 61).
Another factor, related to the above mentioned and equally important,
leads to the difference between Waley and Karlgren – their understanding
of the “whole” also differed. Karlgren thought that the regular meter, strict
rhymes and the “upper class” diction in the Shijing are evidence of its being
authored by “well-trained, educated members of the gentry.” (Karlgren
1964: 75-76)Waley understood these compositional features differently, and
evaded the court association of some pieces; he assigned them instead to
the sphere of the “folk”, bringing to light the “folk” aspect and
oral-performance context of the Shijing poems.
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2.2 Waley as an anthropologist
2.2.1 Waley and anthropology
One other important aspect of Waley’s sinological scholarship is his
strong interest in anthropology. Firstly, I may relate a rather personal link
here – Beryl de Zoete, who had been Waley’s companion for nearly half a
century, from Waley’s early twenties till her death in 1962, was an
anthropologist, expert of the dances (mainly in Bali, India and Ceylon) and
translator 36. Waley must have shared the interest of his companion, and as
some of their correspondence shows, they addressed one another
sometimes as collaborators, talking in minute details about their works and
seeking advice from one another37. When de Zoete died in 1962, Waley
went through her papers and produced a memorial collection of her essays,
The Thunder and the Freshness (1963). Waley’s interest in anthropology finds
more concrete expression in his works. He published articles and reviews
on anthropology, and his works are reviewed in anthropological journals.
Many of his longer works are informed by a strong anthropological
concern. The Nine Songs, for example, has the subtitle “a Study of
36Johns

provided this biographical note of Beryl de Zoete: “Waley knew Beryl de Zoete, who
died in 1962, for nearly fifty years. A pupil of Dalcroze, she wrote books on dancing in Bali,
India and Ceylon, which are basic and authoritative works. Her linguistic gifts were
extraordinary. She translated both from and into German. Waley himself printed one of her
translations from Japanese, and her version of Svevo's Una burla riuscitay published by the
Hogarth Press in 1929, seems to mark his first appearance in English translation in book form.
Waley published a small collection of her essays in 1963 in The Thunder and the Freshness, to which
he contributed a short preface with some biographical information.” (Johns 1966: 59)
37Recorded in Francis Johns’s letter, describing the correspondences between Waley and de
Zoete, in “The Papers of Arthur David Waley” (ADW/6), Archive Centre, King’s College,
Cambridge University.
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Shamanism in Ancient China”, and is intended chiefly for “students of
shamanism and similar aspects of religion.” (Waley 1955: Preface) Ballads
and Stories from Tun-huang will be “read with profit by anyone interested in
folk-lore or in the early development of popular literature.” (Hawkes 1989:
248)
The anthropological aspect is fundamental to Waley’s understanding
of ancient Chinese texts. In his study of ancient China Waley adopted the
“historical” method, and as discussed in chapter two, this method departs
from the “scriptural” path perpetuated by the commentarial tradition and
aims instead to arrive at the “original” meaning of these ancient texts, or in
Waley’s words, “what these books meant to start with.” Such method
requires a return to the historic past to examine the beliefs and practices of
ancient societies, the mentalities and material surroundings of ancient men,
which fall within the common domain of anthropological studies. The Book
of

Songs (1937) belongs to the middle period in Waley’s career;

anthropology is central to every work in this period, and to Waley the
anthropological link is integral to revealing the “true” or “original”
meaning of these ancient texts. The reader may refer to my discussion of
the historical method in chapter one, where I indicated how
anthropological perspectives inform Waley’s interpretation of ancient
Chinese texts.
Waley’s works on ancient Chinese texts drew upon his extensive
reading in Chinese anthropology, and also those of many other
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anthropological traditions in other parts of the world; the most recent
archeological developments are also incorporated in the study. Take David
Honey’s remark as a testimony: “Waley the comparative anthropologist is
perhaps best seen in …‘The Book of Changes’, and The Way and Its Power is
rife with apt comparisons, from tortoise-divination in Africa and magic
ritual in Babylon to omen lore of Alpine peasants and Buddhist and
Christian thought.” (2001: 229) A glance at Waley’s notes and reference
materials would give immediate idea about his scope and up-to-dateness.

Any study in sinology would naturally entail some anthropological
concerns. Anthropology studies human beings and their diverse behaviors,
and cultural anthropology specifically looks into how “culture” can be held
accountable for diversity in forms of life. Western sinologists, coming from
a non-native tradition, examine Chinese ways of thinking and behaving
from an initially “emic” point of view and are keen on identifying
“sameness” and “difference” to their own (i.e., Western) traditions when
studying

China.

comprehensibility

This
and

effort

in

delineating

incommensurability

the

between

contours
cultures

of
also

determines the anthropological import of their study.
As Western sinology gradually turned from the heavy emphasis on the
commentarial tradition to a direct encounter with China’s historical past,
anthropology gained greater importance in sinological studies. When
“British and American consular, missionary and commercial representatives
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came to the fore”, we see “the first fledgling steps of field-work in the
nascent disciplines of archeology, epigraphy, ethnology, anthropology, and
folklore” (Honey 2001: 327). With the gradual disintegration and
fragmentation of the myth of self-image upheld by the Chinese literati,
which took place during the course of the 19th century both inside Chinese
society and from a Western point of view, sinological studies underwent a
paradigmatic shift. Modern sinologists working with this new critical
paradigm seek to understand Chinese culture through its historical
particularities, not through the conscribed domains and lenses of the
commentarial tradition. They examine the genesis and mechanisms of
Chinese culture through the frequent repertoires of anthropological studies
– popular religion, primitive religious practices, mythology and
symbolization,

social

institutions,

popular

literature

etc.

Their

understanding of ancient Chinese society is also aided by the increased
ethological knowledge in peoples from other parts of the world, which is a
result of the flourishing of anthropological studies and introduces a
comparative perspective in the study of China. The most representative
sinologists in this line are Edouard Chavannes, Marcel Granet, and Henri
Maspero; Waley, who studied their works and engaged in scholarly
exchanges with these sinologists, participated in this stream of sinological
scholarship.
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2.2.2 Marcel Granet’s Festivals and Songs of Ancient China
In the introduction to The Book of Songs, Waley wrote about his
indebtedness to Marcel Granet’s Festivals and Songs of Ancient China
(published 1919 38, English translation by E. D. Edwards, 1932), saying that
Granet had realized “the true nature of the poems.” (337) In this section, I
will consider Granet’s work in some detail, for it is a crucial influence on
Waley’s understanding of the Shijing.
Granet’s sinological studies had a basic grounding in Durkheimian
sociology, and Festivals and Songs of Ancient China exemplifies his application
of Durkheim’s “sociology of religion” in understanding ancient Chinese
society. The theoretical assumption that underpinned Festivals and Songs is
that “mankind’s fundamental religious instincts are most profoundly
manifested in communal gatherings.” (Honey 2001: 92) Based on his
analysis of what he labeled the “love songs” in the Shijing, Granet traces the
root of religious and moral ethos of the Chou people to seasonal festivals
that brought the sexes together, when fertility rites were performed in the
sacred regions of rivers and mountains. Granet selected sixty-nine poems
for analysis and further grouped them into three categories – “Rustic
themes”, “Village loves” and “Songs of the rivers and mountains”. These
poems, according to Granet, are of a popular and ritual origin – they are
“the product of a kind of traditional and collective creation; they were

38

Granet, Marcel. 1919. Fêtes et Chansons Anciennes de la Chine. Paris: E. Leroux.
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improvised, on certain set themes, in the course of ritual dances…[and] the
occasion of their composition was the important oral ceremony of the
ancient agricultural festivals.” (Granet 1932: 7) This understanding of the
“original meaning” (Granet 1932: 17) of these Shijing pieces defines the
fundamentally anthropological outlook of Granet’s work, for the Shijing is
viewed as a document of ritual practices and rural manners in ancient times,
and the emotional response that arose from such social and natural
circumstances.
The translation in Festivals and Songs is “literal”, as described by Granet
himself; it conveys both the formal features and the plain verbal meanings
of the original. Waley remarked in his review of Edwards’s translation of
Festivals and Songs that such plain literalness or, in Waley’s words, “apparent
obviousness” of Granet’s interpretations “must not blind the readers to
their originality”, for the traditional commentaries “have been regarded as
authoritative not merely in China but also by European scholars such as
Couvreur and Legge.” (Waley 1932: 33) Granet had also included a
significant number of traditional commentaries in his work. But unlike
Legge, who not only introduced traditional commentaries in his copious
notes but also incorporated the allegorical and moral interpretations into
his translation, Granet’s translation stands apart from the traditional
commentaries. He included the glosses of traditional commentators partly
for their philological value, especially those of Cheng K’ang-ch’eng, who,
in Granet’s description, tried to harmonize “his conscience as philologist
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and his scruples as orthodox moralist” (Granet 1932: 25). More importantly,
some traditional commentaries contain information about “history or
customs” and various ritual practices; traditionally these information served
to justify the moral or allegorical interpretations, but Granet collected them
as “independent data” (ibid.: 27) – he learned through them how classical
scholars understood ritual practices of former times, and how connections
were built through their theorizing labour between ancient practices and
contemporary orthodox. For Granet, the ritual significance of the Shijing
and how it evolved and was conceptualized in a larger historical framework
were of paramount interest.
Waley described Granet’s work as “epoch-making” and said that
Granet has “realized the true nature” of the Shijing, though he at the same
time disagreed with Granet on some general issues and many details, and
thought that “too many of the songs have been explained by Granet as
being connected with a festival of courtship in which the girls and boys
lined up on opposite sides of a stream…” (29) While some sinologists
found fault with Granet’s theoretical audacity, or what David Honey
described as “the tension between abstract theory and textual source”
(Honey 2001: 92), 39 Waley valued his pioneering insights. In many ways,
Festivals and Songs of Ancient China is criticized for imposing an a priori theoretical framework
upon a multifarious text and culture. Karlgren, in particular, disagreed entirely with Granet’s
understanding of the nature of the Shijing: “[Granet] has construed all the odes he translates to
suit a preconceived idea of his own … his whole elaborate structure is for the rest built entirely
in the air.” (Karlgren 1964: 75) Benjamin Schwartz, in less pointed terms, remarked that
Granet’s attempt in Festivals and Songs to construct “a total vision of the life and culture of the
people in Chou society” probably emanated from “his own imaginative reading of The Book of
Poetry” and a “superb sociological imagination” (Schwartz 1985: 407).
39
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Waley’s study of the Shijing is a continuation of Granet’s efforts – the keen
interest in the anthropological import of the Shijing, the use of comparative
ethnological materials, 40 and the effort to foreground the folk or
folk-derived features in the poems. In this near-complete translation of the
Shijing, Waley’s task was to present a more sophisticated and nuanced
picture than Granet’s selected analysis could offer.

2.2.3 Anthropology in The Book of Songs
The Shijing is in itself full of anthropological materials; traditional
commentaries abound in observations on ancient custom, and how it
relates to or can be reincorporated into the current system. Granet’s
inclusion of a large amount of traditional commentaries (mainly that of
Mao and Cheng) in Festivals and Songs of Ancient China is due to this very
reason. In his efforts to bring out the anthropological significance of the
Shijing, Waley took traditional commentary into account and examine their
validity in a different light. He was further aided by his familiarity with the
related literature in ancient China, his use of archeological finds and recent
developments in both native and Western sinological research, and the use
of comparative anthropological materials. Waley was thus able to supply
40 Granet’s discussion abounds in references to an extensive range of anthropological traditions;
Appendix III (“Ethnological notes”) in Festivals and Songs gives clear indication of the scope
Granet encompassed.
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new

interpretations

or

bring

to

light

previously

unrecognized

anthropological significance of the Shijing pieces, and his accounts are often
elucidated through comparisons with other anthropological traditions. It
may also be noted that Waley’s understanding of the Shijing, or his belief in
the collection’s rootedness in the life of the common people, determines
the fundamentally anthropological import of the Shijing. It is the “folk”
aspect that gets foregrounded in Waley’s translation – how the common
people respond to their social and natural surroundings, and how they utter
their sentiments in poetry.
In The Book of Songs Waley dispensed with the traditional Mao order
of the Shijing and re-arranged the poems under topical categories –
“Courtship”, “Marriage”, “Warriors and Battles”, “Agriculture”, “Hunting”,
“Feasting”, “Music and Dancing”, “Dynastic Songs” and “Lamentation”
etc. The reason for this re-arrangement is given as follows:

I would rather have kept to the traditional order…But after experimenting in this
direction [presenting the songs in a new order] I came to the conclusion that the
advantages of an arrangement according to subject far outweighed, for the
purposes of the present book, the disadvantages of tampering with the accepted
order. (18)

E. D. Edwards, in his review of The Book of Songs commented that for
the general reader, Waley’s new order is “incomparably better than the
Chinese arrangement according to place of origin. Not only does it add
greatly to the reader’s comprehension and enjoyment of the songs as a
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whole, but it allows Mr. Waley to assist him further by introducing each
subject with notes essential to an understanding of their significance.”
(Edwards 1939: 1062) These notes that Waley appended to each group of
poems are primarily of anthropological interests: in the notes to the
“Marriage” group, Waley introduced practices and procedures in ancient
Chinese marriage custom (66); the “Agriculture” group starts with a
discussion on the land distribution system in ancient China, how the fields
were cultivated and what crops the Chou people grew (158-159). In Waley’s
re-arrangement, the Shijing is presented as an anthropological document of
the various aspects of life in ancient China. The allocation of the Shijing
poems onto these topical categories confers upon each of the poems a
certain anthropological import and function – the poems, as it were, are
summoned in Waley’s arrangement to fulfill their various roles in unfolding
the panorama of ancient life. The evasion of the traditional Mao order of
the Shijing is also revealing of Waley’s interpretive and presentational
orientation. In the commentarial literature associated with the Mao text, the
actual placing of each poem was understood to be impregnated with moral
significance, and Waley’s re-arrangement of the poems into topical
categories eschews the purportedly moral didactic design of the Mao order.
Just as the naming of his translation as “Songs” sets forth the more earthly
and innocent aspects of the Shijing, Waley’s new order reveals the common
experience of life embodied in this ancient collection and renders it more
immediately intelligible and relevant for the reader.
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In The Book of Songs, points of anthropological interest are often
elaborated upon. Appendix II offers a discussion of The Wan Dance – its
appearance in the Shijing and other related literature, conjectures about the
origin and nature of the dance and how it was performed (338-340). In the
“Sacrifice” group of poems, Waley called the reader’s attention to one
particular institution in the sacrificial rituals – shih 屍 – or, “the Dead
One”, as Waley translated it (209). This, Waley pointed out, is “the only
unfamiliar conception in the sacrificial songs”, and the role is performed
usually by “the grandson of the sacrificer”, who “impersonated the
ancestor to whom the sacrifice was being made”. During the ceremony no
“frenzied possession” would occur, and “the demeanour of the Dead One
was extremely quiet and restrained.”(209) Discussions of “the Dead One”
appear in Waley’s other works. The Way and Its Power includes a section on
the shih, or “medium”, as Waley then called it. He pointed out that “the
question of the shih is one of considerable interest to the anthropologist”,
for “it appears that such an institution, though familiar enough in funerary
ritual…, has seldom save in China been extended to sacrificial ritual.”
(Waley 1934: 245) Waley then referred to E. O. James’s Origins of Sacrifice,
Maspero’s La Chine Antique and Kano Naoyoshi’s Shinagaku Bunso to make
some further suggestions.
Waley’s translations often bring to light hitherto unrecognized
anthropological purport of the Shijing pieces. Take the following for
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example:

邶風·新臺
新臺有泚、河水瀰瀰。
燕婉之求、籧篨不鮮。
新臺有洒、河水浼浼。
燕婉之求、籧篨不殄。
魚網之設、鴻則離之。
燕婉之求、得此戚施。
Bright shines the new terrace;
But the waters of the river are miry.
A lovely mate she sought;
Clasped in her hand a toad most vile.
Clean glitters the new terrace;
But the waters of the river are muddy.
A lovely mate she sought;
Clasped in her hand a toad most foul.
Fish nets we spread;
A wild goose got tangled in them.
A lovely mate she sought;
But got this paddock. (72)

This piece is traditionally interpreted as a satirical piece on the marriage of
Duke Xuan 衛宣公, who “took to himself the lady who had been
contracted to marry his son” (Legge 1876: 91). Traditional commentators
explained that the Duke built a terrace near the river in order to attract and
then detain the lady. The “toad” in the poem refers to the disdained Duke
Xuan. 41 Waley’s translation does not seem to contravene the traditional

41See

毛亨（傳）
，鄭玄（箋）
，孔穎達（疏）：
《毛詩正義》pp.208-209.
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interpretation, yet his interpretation of this piece is fundamentally different
from the traditional one. While traditional commentators allocate the
meaning

onto

the

allegorical-satirical

plane

through

historical

contextualization, Waley sought explanation in the realm of folklore: “This
song may refer to a story about a bridegroom who was changed into a toad,
which is, of course, a very widely spread type of folk-story, common in
Asia as well as in Europe.” (72)
Waley’s “discovery” of the previously unrealized anthropological
import of some pieces can lead to significant departures from traditional
interpretations, and in his translation one can expect to find many original
interpretations. I refer the reader particularly to some pieces in the “Music
and Dancing” category: 周南·麟之趾 is interpreted by Waley as a
“unicorn-dance” song (219), 召南·騶虞 a form of “shooting” dance
(220), 42 and 鄭風·山有扶蘇 is “presumably the song with which the
people of the house greeted the exorcists”, or the “madmen” (222). These
three pieces also exemplify Waley’s extensive use of anthropological
materials from many other traditions to elucidate the Shijing. Indeed, as
Waley remarked, a comparative perspective is crucial in understanding this

the traditional Mao order of the Shijing poems, 周南·麟之趾 and 召南·騶虞 have their
honored place at the end of the first two sections in the Shijing, and was accorded great moral
significance. In the “Great Preface” to the Mao edition of the Shijing, these two poems were
mentioned in this light: “然則關雎麟趾之化，王者之風，故繫之周公。…鵲巢騶虞之德，
諸侯之風也，先王之所以教，故繫之召公。” 毛亨（傳），鄭玄（箋）
，孔穎達（疏）：
《毛詩正義》pp.22-23. Traditionally 周南·麟之趾 was understood to be “celebrating the
goodness of the offspring and descendants of King Wan” (Legge 1876: 65), and 召南·騶虞
“celebrating some prince … for his benevolence” (Legge 1876: 75). Waley’s reading (and placing)
of these two poems is very revealing of his general interpretative orientation.
42In
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ancient document, and it is partly due to the lack of knowledge in other
anthropological traditions that previous translators failed to realize the
original meaning of Shijing:

Most European translators of the Odes, being unfamiliar with the very similar
folk-songs of other countries, have been content to accept the Confucian
interpretation or have at any rate thought it worthwhile to expound it. (Waley 1923a:
10)

Waley considered the Shijing “an incentive to studies that extend far
beyond ancient China” (326), and brought to his study of the Shijing “a
wide reading in anthropology and the literatures of many lands” (Hawkes
1989: 246). In The Book of Songs Waley constantly drew examples from
other folklore traditions to elucidate the imagery, sentiment and formal
elements in the Shijing. He invited the reader, in his introduction,
appendices and notes, to “connect … with parallels” (239), evoking
illuminating points of comparison. For example, Waley’s notes to the
“Dynastic Legends” and Appendix III “Comparison between Early
Chinese and European Culture” serve primarily this purpose.
The comparative anthropological repertoire constitutes part of the
hermeneutic pre-understanding in Waley’s approach to the Shijing– it
predisposes him to certain ways of reading, and in some cases provides the
crucial determinant in his interpretation. The comparative method and
vocabulary is also employed by Waley as an aid to understanding, a means
to make the foreign familiar and the other knowable and known for the
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Western reader. As David Hawkes remarked, “Waley…placed Ancient
China in a wider context, so that it seems no longer the culture of a
forgotten moon-world, but a part of our own heritage as fellow-men.”
(Hawkes 1989: 246)
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2.3 Waley as a poet
The first part (2.3.1) of this section is largely digressive. I intend to
show the larger context of English translation of Chinese poetry before
and around Waley’s time through discussions of four translators – Sir John
Francis Davis, James Legge, Herbert Giles and Ezra Pound.

I hope to

explore how the idea of “Chinese poetry/literature” figured in the minds
of these translators, and how the issues of taste, style, reading etc. come
into play when they communicate their idea of Chinese poetry to the
reader. Furthermore, I will consider the norms of translating Chinese
poetry from Davis’s time to that of Giles, which is to render the Chinese
original into conventional English verse form and the change brought
about by Ezra Pound’s translation, which foregrounds an experience of the
foreign and made use of foreign materials as “an instrument for
defamiliarising the too easily recognized” (Prynne 1987: 392). Discussions
of these other translators would hopefully prepare us for a better
understanding of Waley’s translation practice, for it was from this larger
discourse that Waley emerged and negotiated a special path of his own.
This special path that Waley developed is the focus of section 2.3.2, in
which I explore Waley’s methods of translation and the ensuing aesthetic
qualities.
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2.3.1 Considerations of English translations of Chinese poetry
before Waley: Davis, Legge, Giles and Pound
When in 1830, Sir John Francis Davis published the first attempt in
English of a serious account of Chinese poetry, under the quaint title
Poeseos Sinensis Commentarii, 43 the poetic land of Cathay remained remote
and uninteresting to the early Victorian world, a subject about which
“curiosity seems so little alive.” (Teele, 1949: 50) 44 The Chinese language
was at the time generally believed to “have neither alphabet nor grammar;
but to consist of a series of pictured ideas.” (Teele, 1949: 50) Davis, the
future President of the East Indian Company in China, who felt that
“England’s huge commercial enterprise in China carried with it a duty to
study the Chinese and their customs and literature, if only for the
furtherance of those very commercial interests”, would lament the slow
progress in his country of the advancement in knowledge about China, the
“singular listlessness”, as he called it, in comparison with the “diligence and
success” in other European countries (Davis 1822: 1-5).
The Poeseos Sinicae Commentarii, The Poetry of the Chinese, originally
prepared by Davis as an essay to be read before the Royal Asiatic Society in
Davis, John Francis. (1830). “Poeseos Sinensis commentarii: or the poetry of the Chinese”.
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, II, 393-461.The “new and augmented edition” of this treatise
was published in 1870: Davis, John Francis. (1870). Poeseos Sinicae Commentarii: The Poetry of the
Chinese. London: Asher and Co.
44For a brief account of European acquaintance with Chinese literature around Davis’s time see
Dawson (1967: 118-120). Davis gave an account of “The Rise and Progress of Chinese
Literature in England, during the first half of the present century” in Chinese Miscellanies (1865),
pp. 50-75. This account contained, as Dawson put it, “almost entirely with language textbooks
and with the Confucian Classics in translation.” (Dawson 1967: 120)
43
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1829, was at the time “by far the most extensive, and the best, of the few
accounts of Chinese poetry available.” (Teele 1949: 52) The essay is an
attempt to make Chinese poetry known to the English, trying to
demonstrate how it could be interesting and comprehensible. Davis argued
that the Chinese language is not rigidly monosyllabic as people tend to
think, and that the language is capable of prosodic variation, not “unfit”
for poetic composition after all 45 . Comparison was drawn extensively
between Chinese poetry and European models, not with the prospect of
“discovering great correspondence or resemblance”, but rather to provide
an aid for understanding a “subject comparatively new”, and “by bringing it
into contact with something nearer home, and thus allowing it to derive,
from association, its fair share of advantage.” (Davis 1870: 32)
The discrepancy between Britain’s rising commercial interest in China
and its cultural indifference to the language and literature of the Chinese is
characteristic of Davis’s times. His work set out to remedy this neglect, and
the troupe here employed is that of persuasion – pointing out places of
interest to an incurious and reluctant audience, drawing on points of
similarity with their own culture, trying to show how a literary culture
which at first seemed alien and uninteresting, could turn out to be
comprehensible and worthy of their attention. Henry Hart, translator and
scholar of the Chinese, was later to comment in 1933 that “the early
45The Poeseos is divided into two parts. Part one deals with the formal features of Chinese poetry
and the poetic capacities that the Chinese language is able to yield. Davis summarized this part
as “Versification, or the particular rules which prevail in the mere construction of lines, couplets
and stanzas; and the sources whence these derive their melody and rhythm.” (Davis 1870: 1)
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Victorian world was much farther removed from China, in human
sympathy…” (Hart 1933: 2) Through comparing the two cultures, Davis
tried to make the poetry of China comprehensible for the British audience
and narrow that distance in “human sympathy”. Yet it cannot be inferred
that for Davis himself, his sympathy lay deeply with the Chinese. His way
of examining the poetic capacities of the Chinese language is through
testing whether it fits into Western categories of poetic convention, and
one cannot fail to notice Davis’s tone of surprise, as if he was enacting the
moment of discovery experienced by his ignorant audience, that “In a
language so differently constituted from every other in the world, it is
sufficiently surprising to find so many points in common as those already
described; but it is still more remarkable that they practice the somewhat
refined amusement of what the French call bouts-rimes.” (Davis 1870: 30) In
fact, Davis’s view was much in accord with the conventional attitude of his
time. He agreed that Chinese literature was “childish”, “in fact, a reflex of
the general condition of society and intellect in which it originates.” (Davis
1865: 54, 113)

His turning towards Chinese literature, or what he called

the “lighter literature”, was driven by his disparagement of other parts of
Chinese culture: “there appears no readier or more agreeable mode of
becoming intimately acquainted with a people, from whom Europe can
have so little to learn on the score of either moral or physical science, than
by drawing largely from the inexhaustible stores of their lighter literature.”
(Davis 1865: 91, italics in the original) It is also a revealing fact that in the
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Poeseos Davis quoted and translated in full “London, in Ten Stanzas” (Davis
1870: 58-65) and “Unconnected Stanzas on Europeans” (1870: 65-67), two
poems written by Chinese about the West. To Davis and his readers, so it
seems, the “other” is not as interesting as the image of the self, as conceived
in the eyes of the other.

However feeble a beginning it may seem, the Poeseos did signal the
beginning of an increase of interest in Chinese poetry, for it was still in
demand 40 years later, and the treatise was published again in 1870.
Around this time, the monumental Chinese Classics of James Legge
appeared 46 . The epic task that Legge took upon himself is that of
translating and studying “all the classical books of the Chinese, covering
the whole field of thought through which the sages of China had ranged,
and containing the foundations of the religious, moral, social and political
life of the people” (quoted in Teele 1949: 57). Though Legge’s focus is not
primarily literary, he did produced three translations of the Shijing. The first
of these is the 1871 version, which came out as volume 4 of The Chinese
Classics and was, like all other volumes in the series, densely annotated. The
second is the 1876 metrical version, and finally the “religious portion” of
the Shijing with monotheistic rearrangements appeared in Max Muller’s

five volume Chinese Classics (The Chinese Classics: with a Translation, Critical and Exegetical Notes,
Prolegomena, and Copious Indexes) was published between 1861 and 1872. A second revised edition
of The Chinese Classics was published between 1893 and 1895. For a detailed list of the volumes,
see Girardot (2002: 546-549)
46The
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series, The Sacred Book of the East. 47 His “belief in the heathen inferiority of
the Chinese” (Dawson 1967: 139) notwithstanding, and however colored
Legge’s own vision was by the belief in the ultimate superiority of the
Christian faith, Legge’s translation is a scholarly monument in British
sinology; his painstakingly dense annotations aspire to the massiveness and
intricacies of the intertextual enterprise in Chinese commentarial tradition,
and reveal a conscientious effort to get “inside” of the culture he
translated. 48 Like the other volumes in The Chinese Classics, Legge’s 1871
translation of the Shijing is densely annotated, which well exhibits Legge’s
“incredibly diligent and prolonged effort in acquiring a familiarity with the
Chinese commentarial tradition in the manner both of a native scholar and
of an Evangelical biblical exegete.” (Girardot 2002: 361)
In the Prolegomena to his 1871 translation, not much literary value was
accorded to the Shijing poems, and Legge did not think that “the collection
as a whole was worth the trouble of versifying.”(Legge 1876: iii) It did
occur to him back then that “not a few of the pieces were well worth that
trouble; and if he had had the time to spare, he would then have
undertaken it.” (ibid.: iii) The idea of undertaking a verse rendition of the
James. (1871) The First Part of the She-King, Or the Lessons of the States; the Prolegomena; The
Second, Third, and Fourth Parts of the She-King, Or the Minor Odes of the Kingdom, The Greater Odes of
the Kingdom, The Sacrificial Odes and Praise-Songs; Indexes. London: Trubner.
Legge, James. (1876). She-King; or The Book of Ancient Poetry, translated into English Verse, With
Essays and Notes. London: Trubner.
Legge, James. (1879). The Book of Poetry, volume 3 in Max Muller ed. The Sacred Books of the East.
Oxford: Clarendon Press.
48See Girardot (2002: 354-366) on Legge, the “great good translator”. Also: “The story of
Legge, from the very beginning of his career to the end, is of his continuous struggle to see and
understand the Chinese from their own point of view.” (Girardot 2002: 687)
47Legge,
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Shijing was rekindled when, in the spring of 1874, Legge received the
suggestion and offer of help from his nephew, the Rev. John Legge, M.
A. 49 The course of preparing a metric version of the Shijing, which
involved “the renewed study” of every poem, and “the endeavour to give
an adequate rendering of it in English verse”, enabled “the perception of
many beauties which [Legge] did not previously appreciate.” (ibid.: 35) In
his metrical version of the Shijing, Legge was willing to re-affirm the
somewhat limited and subdued compliment with “a greater emphasis and a
wider application to the pieces”– the Shijing may be “read with pleasure
from the pathos of their descriptions, their expressions of natural feeling,
and the boldness and frequency of their figures.” (ibid.: 35)
Legge’s re-acquaintance with the Shijing in a second translation
brought about an expansion of aesthetic sympathy. The beauty of the
Shijing, previously obscured by “the critical labour necessary to secure
accuracy of translation” in the “larger work” (Legge 1876: 35), was
revealed to him anew and with greater intensity through the labour of
versifying. The change in sentiment involved in the two versions of Legge’s
Shijing is thus a good example of the “complexity and progressive

49Girardot

has noted that Ernst Eitel’s review of the 1871 translation would probably be
another encouragement for a metric version: “Eitel noted that the “form” of the Book of Poetry
(“its style of diction, its melody and rhyme”) cannot be “preserved and transmitted in a prose
translation.” To attract “the interest of the general reader,” therefore, some “Sinologue with
music in his soul, must come forward, and we venture to say that with Dr. Legge’s labours
before him he will not find it impossible to produce a faithful metrical version of these ancient
odes.” Since Legge was responsive to well-founded criticism, especially from respected
colleagues like Eitel, it is quite probable that this review is the germ for Legge’s later rhymed
version of the Poetry.” (Girardot 2002: 579)
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transformation” that characterized Legge’s career” 50 and well testifies, in a
more general way, to the transformative power that the act of translation
could have upon the minds of translators. The orientation of translation –
philological, philosophical or literary, and the efforts involved in fulfilling
what’s expected in such a translation, would in turn affect the translator’s
perception of the original and contribute to the translator’s understanding
of it. In the case of Legge’s metrical Shijing, the course of delivering a
poetic rendition requires re-entrance into the text in a more literary manner,
with a heightened aesthetic alertness and a modulated hermeneutic attitude.
The poetic potential of the text is brought out more fully, and the
translator becomes more “alive to [its] beauty” (Legge 1876: 35).
However painstaking Legge’s efforts were, the metrical Book of Ancient
Poetry – Legge’s “one major experiment in the interest of a more exactly
congruent emotive and poetic translation” – was “largely unsuccessful.”
(Girardot 2002: 686) Being “overly sensitive to his stylistic shortcomings”,
Legge hoped to “offset these weaknesses by drawing upon a group of
poetic collaborators.” (ibid.: 103) Yet the “unwieldy assemblage” 51 of
helpers failed to fulfill their promised portion of the work, and in the end,
50Girardot

wrote: “Eoyang’s portrait of Legge as the ‘maladjusted messenger’ of Chinese
culture to the West who could not escape his Christian bias misses much of the complexity and
progressive transformation of the man and his wok. The story of Legge, from the very
beginning of his career to the end, is of his continuous struggle to see and understand the
Chinese from their own point of view.”(Girardot 2002: 687) See also Dawson (1967: 138-140)
51Legge initially counted upon the assistance from his nephew John Legge, his cousin James
Legge of Staffordshire, Alexander Cran of Fairfield and W. T. Mercer, an old friend from Hong
Kong. See Legge’s Preface to The Book of Ancient Poetry. Girardot remarked: “As might be
expected with such an unwieldy assemblage, Legge’s collaborators were not able to follow
through on their commitments to the project.” (2002: 103)
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“fully three-fourths of the volume” and the “revising of the other fourth”
are all Legge’s own (Legge 1876: iii). The difficulty of versifying is ensured
by Legge’s principle of “faithfulness” in translation – “that the rendering
of every piece should be a faithful metrical version of the original” – to
him, a literary version is no excuse for a freer, or less faithful rendition.
Legge assured his reader that they will find in this volume “no paraphrase,
but the poems of the Chinese writers presented to them faithfully” (ibid.:
35-36) 52. The straits of rhyme 53, the linguistic weightiness 54 of Legge’s
style, keenly felt even by his Victorian contemporaries and worsened by the
modern revulsion against Victorian taste, and moreover Legge’s attempts
to convey the commentarial interpretations which overburdened the
translations with layers of allegorical meaning 55, produced in the end “a
rather incongruous blend of old stiffly formal style accompanied by
Scottish doggerel and some bits of sprightly rhyme” (Girardot 2002: 103).

If Davis’s pioneering attempts in bringing Chinese poetry to a still
incurious English audience was bound up with the belief that such
52See

Girardot (2002: 103) on Legge’s insistence on faithfulness in a literary rendition.
can be felt in lines like “I speak, but my complaint no influence leaves/Upon their hearts;
with mine no feelings blend; /With me in anger they, and fierce disdain contend.” (Legge 1876:
77) Or “My worthy Chung, I pray, /Do not in such a way/Into my hamlet bound, /For them I
do not care, /But you my parents scare.” (Legge 1876: 120)
54Or, to use Eitel’s (1872) terms: “the rigid stateliness”, “prosy heaviness and quaintness”.
55One may refer to Legge’s own explanation: “in translating Chinese poetry one has constantly
to regard what was in the mind of the writer. It was my object to bring this out in the notes in
my larger work; and what was brought out there had to be transferred to the stanzas of the
present version.”(Legge 1876: 36) The stark stylistic contrast between Legge’s ponderousness
and Waley’s limpidity is partly to do with their very different understanding of the “true nature”
of the Shijing. Legge followed the “allegorical interpretation”, while Waley tried to return most
of the poems to their folkloric origin.
53As
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acquaintance is necessary to the “furtherance of commercial interest”, and
Legge’s monumental and scrupulous labours supported by his conviction
to attain “the success of missionary labour” 56, the efforts of Herbert Allen
Giles, whose major work on Chinese literature appeared around the turn of
the 20th century, were impelled by a fervent appreciation of its value and a
genuine wish to “advance some English readers a step towards more
intimate knowledge and warmer appreciation of an ancient and wonderful
people.” (Giles 1884: Preface vv-vi) In Gems of Chinese Literature (1884)
Giles wrote that “the old pride, arrogance, and exclusiveness of the
Chinese are readily intelligible to any one who has faithfully examined the
literature of China and hung over the burning words of her great
writers.”(Giles 1884: Preface iv) 57 A History of Chinese Literature (1901) is
“the first attempt made in any language, including Chinese, to produce a
history of Chinese literature.” (Giles, 1901: Preface v) The Chinese lack of
such a book is to be explained by the “utter hopelessness…of achieving
even comparative success in a general historical survey…of a literature
which was already in existence some six centuries before the Christian era,
and has run on uninterruptedly until the present date”. (ibid.: Preface v)
Giles’s assay in writing a history however, is far from hubristic: “a work

56Legge,

James. (1876). “Inaugural Lecture on the Constituting of a Chinese Chair in the
University of Oxford.” London: Trubner. p26.
57This quote continues with a reference to Japan: “The sickly praises lavished by passing
travelers upon Japan and her fitful civilizations; the odious comparisons drawn by superficial
observers to the disparagement of China, of her slowly-changing institutions, and of her
massive national characteristics; - these are gall and wormwood to all who know under whose
tuition it was that Japan first learned to read, to write, and to think.” (Giles 1884: Preface iv)
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which would be inadequate to the requirements of a native public, may
properly be submitted to English readers as an introduction into the great
field which lies beyond.” (ibid.: Preface v)
The body of translations from Chinese literature that Giles produced,
remarkable in its scale and scope of representation, was “apparently the
first to satisfy sinological standards of accuracy and to appeal to a wide
reading public.” (Kern 1996: 172) 58 Giles’s efforts were “timely” and much
welcomed at a time when, as testified by his own experience, “only the
occasional rare eccentric felt that China might be the object of serious
academic study” (Barrett 1989: 85), and when Chinese literature was
“practically unknown on this side of the world”. 59
As was the norm of poetry translation at the time, Giles’s verse
translations were set in formal rhyme and metre. He was “competent in
versifying” (Teele 1949: 96), and Waley commented that Chinese Poetry in
English Verse (1898) “combines rhyme and literalness with wonderful
dexterity” (Waley 1918: 35). As one contemporary reviewer of A History of
Chinese Literature described, Giles “Englishes” his translations, “eschewing
uncouth renderings”, and “the spirit…the life” of Chinese poetry was
“transferred into the body of a European style, robed with well-fitting
language and grace of manner.” (quoted in Minford 1999: 11)
Giles’s translations had a special appeal for the young Lytton Strachey.
58For an appraisal of Giles’s legacy, see also Moule (1935), Teele (1949: 95-98), Pollard (1993)
and Minford (1999).
59Review of A History of Chinese Literature in The Outlook, 16 February, 1901, pp. 414-416
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In 1908 Strachey wrote: “One would be tempted…to say that the poetry in
it (Giles’s Chinese Poetry in English Verse) is the best that this generation has
known…” This remark is quoted in Waley’s article “Our Debt to China”,
and Waley considered such tribute most unexpected, from “one who was
rootedly distrustful of the exotic, whose culture was indeed severely
Anglo-French and whose chosen method was understatement”. (Waley
1940: 554) Waley’s explanation of this particular charm that Giles’s verse
translations had upon Strachey reveals the underlying mechanism of
aesthetic identification: “Partly, no doubt, it was due to the form
(reminiscent of Locker Lampson’s “society verses,” and hence indirectly of
Mathew Praed and the eighteenth-century tradition) in which Giles
presented the Chinese poems.” (ibid.: 554) Giles’s early classical
up-bringing 60 gave him a temperament in wit and polish, which coincides
with Strachey’s aesthetic preferences; it is this particular ambiance of
Giles’s translation that appealed to Strachey, whose taste is likewise
disposed. Another, perhaps more interesting but nebulous, mechanism
involved here is perhaps how, in the first place, Giles’s own aesthetic
predilection found its way into the translation. We may consider the
following example:

青青河畔草，鬱鬱園中柳。
盈盈樓上女，皎皎當窗牖。
60Giles’s

father, John Allen Giles, was a prolific classical scholar, and Herbert Giles himself
started his intellectual career in Classical studies. His first publications were on Cicero and
Longinus: Longinus. An Essay on the Sublime, translated by H. A. Giles. (1871)
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娥娥紅粉妝，纖纖出素手。
昔為倡家女，今為蕩子婦。
蕩子行不歸，空床難獨守。
Neglected
Green grows the grass upon the bank,
The willow-shoots are long and lank;
A lady in a glistening gown
Opens the casement and looks down.
The roses on her cheek blush bright,
Her rounded arm is dazzling white;
A singing-girl in early life.
And now a careless roué’s wife……
Ah, if he does not mind his own.
He'll find some day the bird has flown!

(Giles 1898: 13)

Under the demand of rhyme the willows became “long and lank”, and
the lady became clothed in a “glistening gown” and “looks down”.
Prefigured by the blushing bright rose cheek and dazzling white rounded
arm and led along by the rhyming pattern, the last two lines of Giles’s
translation amount to a startling atmospheric change. What is commonly
known to Chinese readers as a pensive piece of lyric solitude is turned into
the playful, entertaining witticism of “society verse”. Does this indicate the
translator’s refusal to bring out a foreign/different (if not entirely alien)
mode of aesthetic experience, a failure in empathetic understanding and a
misconstrued emotional response? Formal expediencies are partly
accountable for such alteration, and perhaps in a more fundamental way,
the cast of the translator’s mind, or the issues of style and taste, as
illustrated by Giles’s rendition of this piece, are not only implicated in the
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way one writes. They also find their way into how one reads, how one
interprets and responds to a more or less malleable text – for the final lines
in Giles’s version does not contravene hard linguistic evidence yielded by
the Chinese text, and it is in sentiment that we perceive a great divergence
between Giles’s version and what we (who are “native” to the Chinese
tradition) used to apprehend. The relative ambiguity and compactness of
classical Chinese poetic language and the translator’s inclination to go
beyond the literal surface and convey the implicit meaning of the original
make translation a more intricate issue, for it opens up space for the
modulation of readerly consciousness, and the problems of style, aesthetic
sensibilities,

the

reader

and

the

epistemological

boundaries

of

understanding would enter into play.

The norm of English translation of Chinese poetry from the time of
Davis to Giles is to translate into conventional English verse forms –
rhymed, governed by formal prosodic discipline, conveyed in normal
syntax and conventional poetic idioms. These early translators translated
the Chinese poem by domesticating it, by aligning it with the various
conventions of the English language and English poetic tradition, and by
bringing it into compliance with what is accessible and at the same time
“acceptable” to their own culture. This act of familiarization effaces the
cultural and aesthetic particularity of the foreign, and concealed the
presence and identity of the other. Robert Kern, taking a cue in part from
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Eric Cheyfitz's The Poetics of Imperialism, compares 19th century translation
of Chinese poetry into English to the conversion of Caliban in
Shakespeare’s Tempest (Kern 1996: 163-167). Caliban was to drop his own
“primitive” or “savage” language which is richly responsive to the natural
allures of the island, and to acquire the “civilized” language of Prospero,
the language of the colonizer. To interpret and translate the culture of an
“other”, therefore, is inextricable from the “civilizing mission”, and in this
course the foreign texts are “mastered by translation.”(ibid.: 166, 164) The
“Orientalist dynamic” is here at work to “conceal the foreign origins” of
these texts, and, as Kern continued to suggest: “few if any traces of what is
Chinese about Chinese poetry are discernible in the translations dating from
this period, as though translation meant reclamation, the presentation of
Chinese texts in ways calculated to make them meaningful, as well as
inoffensive, both linguistically and culturally, to English readers.” (ibid.: 164,
italics in the original)
This comparison might need to be set forth in a more qualified
manner. When one recalls Davis’s explanation for the “indifferent
reception” of Chinese literary works in the West, that “a considerable
absence of taste and judgment in the mode of treating [the poetry
translated]” (Teele 1949: 53) and his principle of translating verse into verse,
the problem seems to fall on the constrained conception of what “verse”
should be like in the minds of these translators. One may attribute this
constriction to cultural pride or narrowness of vision, but it could be said
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that it is quite natural for these translators, being not primarily literary or
not innovative in a literary sense 61, complied with the mainstay of poetic
practices in their time. Their aim was to turn a Chinese poem into an
English one, and since the translation would have to assume the bodily
shape of a poem in English, the form it takes would have to be determined
by the poetic conventions of the time and the translators’ relation to those
set of conventions. 62 Domestication in translation therefore, is not so
much impelled by unwillingness to acknowledge the other, but that the
Chinese poem would have to find its way into the English language, and
the ways in which it presents itself as an English poem are constrained.
Considered in this light, the translators’ decision to translate the Chinese
originals into rhymed regular verse is not so much an act of “conversion”,
but rather a wish to do justice to the literary stature of the original by
re-embodying it in a respected literary form. Waley remarked once that it is
natural and inevitable that his predecessors translated Chinese poetry in
that way because it could not have occurred to them that verse can be
written otherwise: “I don’t question that the translator was right in using
rhyme, because all his experience and practice had been in writing rhymed
poetry.” (Waley 1970/1958: 159) For these translators, their initial intention
Unlike Pound, who is an innovative modernist poet.
Poetic conventions may involve issues like the dominant poetic form, the intended reader,
the respected or more prestigious forms, the mechanism of the literary polysystem, the
“horizon” allowed by the literary tradition, etc.
The translators’ relation to sets of poetic conventions may involve issues like their role in the
literary sphere – are they innovative, do they belong to a certain “school”, what are their
understanding of literature in general; their understanding of/attitude towards the relevant
conventions; individual understanding of what is the “norm” to be obeyed, their poetic taste,
etc.
61
62
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may not be to “domesticate” the Chinese (though this may be what’s
implied, or done unawares), but that the literary environment they
inhabited was not ready to allow such room, and that their conceptions
were dictated by the norms of the time.

Things seemed to take a turn when Ezra Pound came onto the scene.
Robert Kern suggested that the publication of Cathay in 1915 marks the
“first emergence of this intersection (between Chinese poetry and poetic
modernism) into historical visibility”, and that Cathay stands as a “starting
point or watershed for poetic modernism, ushering in, in away almost
incidental (but also related)to its stylistic achievement, an unprecedented
surge of interest in Chinese poetry in England and America, leading to the
work of such poet translators as Arthur Waley, Amy Lowell, Witter Bynner,
Kenneth Rexroth, and Gary Snyder, among others.” (Kern 1996: 9)
Inspired by Fenollosa’s disquisition on the nature of the Chinese
written character, Pound saw the future of poetic modernism in the
imagistic immediacy and “transitive drive” of the Chinese language. If we
consider the previous translations of Chinese poetry an assimilation of the
foreign into the poetic conventions of the English tradition, Cathay marks
the manifestation of a Chinese aesthetic in English poetry. The reader is
reminded of the foreign, when reading the Cathay, by its unconventional
syntax and idiom, by the weight and power invested in the imagery, and a
lingering sense of subjective absence and emotional restraint. Cathay
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represents a reversal of approach in translating Chinese poetry, and Pound
was considered the initiator of a new norm in translating Chinese poetry.
One is impelled to ask what brought about this reversal of approach
in translating Chinese poetry – from the efforts to erase the foreign origin
of the text to Pound’s foregrounding the foreign and valorizing the
aesthetic of the other. Are we to think that Pound’s translation, in allowing
a more salient sense of the foreign, draws nearer to the original, and is
hence more authentically “orient”? Are we to value Pound’s translations,
for it creates “an experience of the foreign”?
Pound’s engagement with Chinese culture ran through his whole
career – from the early imagist adaptation of Giles, to the Fenollosa
inspired Cathay, then to the “ideogrammic” method in the Confucian
translations, and finally the moral and political metaphysics in the Cantos.
Yet if we enquire into the true nature of this awe-inspiring edifice, we
cannot be blind to the somewhat uneasy relation it bears with the “original”
– Pound’s Chinese ideal is the child of a powerful imagination, an
idiosyncratic vision that offers itself as an aesthetic and political alternative
to the modern West. David Hawkes remarked that Pound derived from
Fenollosa a “half-baked theory”, and his treatment of Chinese materials
was infected with “a sort of wilful obscurantism” (Hawkes 1989: 232).
Hawkes would hesitate to describe Pound’s work as translations (ibid.: 236),
for “translators should…be fairly self-effacing people, more anxious for
the faithful interpretation and good reception of the original than for their
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own creative development or greater glory.” (ibid.: 235) When later in life
Pound’s admirer Achilles Fang pointed out to him that some of his
understanding of the Chinese language is wrong, Pound chose to be
heedless.
Pound’s life-long effort to introduce foreign aesthetic into English
poetry is underpinned by his belief in the importance of translation for
literary rejuvenation – for him, great times of literature shall also be the
golden age of translation, which is captured in his motto, “make it new”.
Pound also made use of the Classical tradition, the Anglo Saxon and
French troubadour tradition to “rejuvenate” modern poetry. Pound’s
understanding of the Chinese language and Chinese literary tradition helps
to articulate his modernist poetics, and yet at the same time, by
essentializing the Chinese and these other traditions, he appropriated them
into his own project of rejuvenating modern poetry. It would be relevant
here to quote Waley’s remark: “The chief thing that strikes me is that
[Pound] didn’t understand what kind of civilization it was at all. He’d got it
into his head that it was like the Anglo-Saxon one. And then he’d use a
word like ‘heaven’ for a word which in the original is the name of an office
in an elaborate bureaucracy.” (Morris 1970: 148)
Pound’s conception of Chinese culture is an “orientalized” one, and
this conception converged with, or contributed to his ideals about
modernist poetics. He readily acknowledged and foregrounded this
aesthetic by incorporating the foreign other into his translation and
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composition. The result is English poetry and English poetic language
made new through Chinese influence. T. S. Eliot’s remark that Pound was
the “inventor of Chinese poetry for our time” (Eliot 1948: 14) would have
a double meaning – to “invent” in its original sense of “discovery”, or
bringing into view, and to “invent” in its other sense of making up, creating,
with the fictive nature of such invention implied. In Pound, things seem
different at first sight, but he returned, though via a very different contour,
ultimately and by a strange irony, to the “orientalizing” position that the
previous translators occupied – the “orientalist dynamic” (Kern 1996: 177)
here works through essentialzing the Chinese and appropriating this
essentialized vision into the project of rejuvenating modern poetry.

2.3.2 Method and style in Waley’s translation: from Chinese Poems
(1916) to The Book of Songs (1937)
In this section, I examine how Waley’s “method of translation”
engenders the general stylistic qualities of his verse, as evinced in Waley’s
early translations of Chinese poetry. The poetic style of The Book of Songs,
especially with regard to prosody, can be seen as a continuation of these
early practices.

There are other poets/translators who worked with Chinese
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materials between the end of the century and the publication of Cathay.
Giles whose career extended over the turn of the century we’ve already
discussed; some other notable figures who translated during the first two
decades of the twentieth century are L. Cranmer-Byng, Helen Waddell,
Clifford Bax, James Whitall, E. Powys Mathers, Amy Lowell, and W. J. B
Fletcher. It is in this context that Waley started learning Chinese and
translating Chinese poetry, and the works of these other poets/translators
form the discourse in which Waley made his own translations. In significant
ways Waley can be distinguished from all these other figures – in style and
method of translation Waley and Giles differed much; the works of
Cranmer-Byng, Helen Waddell, James Whitall and E. Powys Mathers are
translations of translations63; Clifford Bax, Amy Lowell and Ezra Pound
(who based his Cathay translations on the notes of Fenollosa) worked with
collaborators. Waley, who combined sinological scholarship with a style
which is poetically felicitous and modern, represented a distinctive stream
within the discourse.
In the previous section, I tried to show that the translation practices
from Davis, Legge, Giles, to Pound formed an “orientalizing discourse”,
though the “orientalist dynamic” involved in the creation of these different
translations worked differently. Where does Waley stand, in relation to
these other figures? Waley, whose first translation of Chinese poetry
63Cranmer-Byng’s translations are based mostly on Giles, and the Odes is from Legge. Whitall’s
translation is from Judith Gautier; Mathers’s is also from the French and Waddell based her
translations mostly on Legge’s Shijing.
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appeared in 1916, is a participant and maker of this discourse; though it is
not possible for him to stand entirely outside of this discourse, his
practices as a sinologist and translator set him apart from these other
translators.
Waley and Pound are often put together for comparison 64. The
impetus for such comparisons include the personal friendship between the
two, that both of them are considered participants of the “modern
movement” in English poetry, and that they shared a number of texts from
which they translated – incidental pieces of classical Chinese poetry, the
Japanese Haiku and Noh, and two of the Confucian classics, the Analects
and the Shijing. How fruitful such a comparison could be, however, is very
doubtful, for the two are too unlike. Waley’s approach to the original text,
his understanding of Chinese and Japanese culture and the way he brought
about a “literary influence” from the Chinese into English poetry are all
very different from Pound’s. Comparisons between Waley and Pound are
often pursued without sufficient awareness of these differences, and the
result is yet another paean to Pound’s towering “creative-genius”, and the
very unfortunate and misleading denigration of Waley – “lacking daring…
and creative strong-mindedness” (Xie 1993: 44-45), or even that Waley’s
translation is a “resourceless man’s verse…It is hard alone to wring song
from philology” (Kenner 1972: 195). 65
64See

for example the works of Hugh Kenner (1973), Eugene Eoyang (1989) (1994), Xie Ming
(1993) (1999) and Yip Wai-lim (1969).
65An interesting contrast can be observed in the very high place Waley occupied in the minds of
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The remark made by Hugh Kenner, in The Pound Era, that “Waley
was but one of many who rushed in as word of the two shilling pamphlet,
Cathay, got round” (Kenner 1972: 195), stands in need of correction. As
Francis Johns recounts, Waley’s engagement with the Chinese started much
earlier than the publication of Cathay – in a letter to Clifford Bax, Waley
acknowledged that what induced him to study Chinese was Bax’s Twenty
Chinese Poems, which he read when it first came out in 1910 (Johns 1983:
177-179). In fact it would not be necessary for Waley to wait until the
publication of Cathay to be “one of many who rushed in”, to repeat
Kenner’s unfair ridicule. Waley was intimate with the Pound-Eliot circle,
and he knew Pound’s translations from the Chinese long before Cathay was
published. 66
Waley’s 1916 Chinese Poems was privately printed for distribution
among friends. 67 He drew a distribution list 68 of sixty-one people – some
notable ones are Pound, Eliot, Yeats, Leonard Woolf, , R. C. Trevelyan,
Edward Garnett, Francis Birrell, Lytton Strachey, Roger Fry, Bertrand
translators and scholars. To take one typical example, Donald Keene, the translator and
Japanologist, said: “Both in Chinese and Japanese literatures [Waley] established such strong
traditions that …we all belong to the School of Waley.” (Morris 1970: 57)
66 This was mentioned in Waley’s BBC interview with Roy Fuller:
Fuller: …Pound’s translations from the Chinese were published in book form in 1915. Had they
appeared in periodicals before?
Waley: I rather think so. Anyway I saw them in Pound’s rooms long before they were published.
(Morris 1970: 144)
67 The idea of publishing Waley’s translations was first advocated by Roger Fry, who arranged a
meeting with the Omega workshop to discuss the prospect of printing these translations. The
response however, turned out to be very discouraging. But through this meeting Waley got
“some vague idea about the cost of getting a small work printed”, and he subsequently had this
little booklet printed and sent to a number of friends.
68There is a distribution list written by Waley in The Papers of Arthur Waley at King’s College
Cambridge, Archive Centre, and there’s also in the same collection an “identification” of the
names appeared in the distribution list made by Margret Waley (reference number ADW/6 and
ADW/1). See also Francis Johns (1983: 177) and (1988: 5).
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Russell, Goldsworthy Lowes Dickinson, Clifford Bax, Sydney Cockerell,
Clive Bell, Dora Carrington, and Laurence Binyon. One gathers from this
list the scope of Waley’s acquaintance – poets, artists, literary critics, man
of letters, his friends at Kings, and people who set him off on Oriental
studies. It is also worth noticing that this booklet shows not only the
progress he made in studying Chinese, but also the literary impulse that
drove its making and distribution.
It is noted that in this volume Waley employed “a radically direct and
literal style of translation” (Kern 1996: 306) 69 that “approximate[s] the
structure of the Chinese line”, 70 as in:

Yellow dusk: messenger fails to appear.
Restraining anger, heart sick and sad.
Turn candle towards bed-foot;
Averting face – sob in darkness.

(Waley 1916: 10)

In her boudoir, the young lady – unacquainted with grief
Spring day, – best clothes, mounts shining tower. (Waley 1916: 9)

And to take one among many examples of Waley’s use of reduplicatives –
“The willows by the Eastern gate - / Their leaves thick, thick.” (Waley 1916:
4) Such structural approximation in translation is thought by some to
preserve the “visual order” and immediacy of imagery, the “impersonality
of Chinese poetics”, “the dramatic mode of representation” and is capable
69Kern

says: “As early as 1916 Waley, perhaps under Pound's influence, experimented with, but
then decisively retreated from, a radically direct and literal style of translation in some of his
earliest attempts.”
70See Yip, 1969, pp.26-33
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of activating the “same degree of reader’s participation and the same
exercise of imagination”.71 Pound employed this method in the Cathay to a
limited extent, but exploited it, and turned it into a compositional norm in
the Chinese Cantos, as in “Sun up; work/ sundown; to rest…” (Kern 1996:
207-220) This method later found its way into American poetry, in the
works of Pound himself, 72 and notably in other poets like Williams, Olson,
Creeley and Snyder. Kern, when describing the practices of Pound and
Snyder, refers to such poetic experiment as “writing-English-as-Chinese”
(Kern 1996: 210); A. C. Graham noted that the language of modern poetry
in the 1920s, “impatient of the logical connectives which thwart the
achievement of a language of pure sensation” and seeking an alternative
poetic language from Chinese poetry, move towards “a kind of
Sino-English.” (Graham 1965: 24)
It is said that Waley “immediately abandoned” this “radically direct
and literal style”, “for fear of its strangeness”. 73 It is even surmised that
Waley’s agreement to reprint the 1916 Chinese Poems in 1965, 74 was designed
to “show some later translators and poets, including Pound, that he was
actually the first person to use this method” (Yip 1969: 27). We would need
71See,

especially, Yip 1969.
“…the effort to write English-as-Chinese entered into Pound’s work, especially in the Cantos,
as a sort of compositional norm…” (Kern 1996: 210)
73See Yip (1969: 26-33). Yip described Waley’s attempts in the 1916 Chinese Poems a
“miscarried effort” (31), saying that “Waley never reprinted these poems in his well-known 170
Chinese Poems or in his other translations. The ones of the same structural approximations
reprinted in 170 Chinese Poems were all modified into syntactically clear sentences.” Yip quotes
the two versions of “The Ejected Wife”/ “The Rejected Wife” as example.
74Of the approximately fifty copies printed, five are known to be extant. Francis. A. Johns,
Waley’s bibliographer, undertook to make a facsimile reprint of this little book in 1965.
72
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to examine Waley’s subsequent translations of Chinese poetry to know
how true this is, and if there is such a change (though it may not be a
complete retreat from that method), what are the contributing factors. This
issue relates to the deeper problem of syntactic/formal compatibilities
between Chinese and English, how translation foregrounds this problem
and brings its various aspects into play, how different translators
understand and respond to the linguistic (in)compatibilities and the room
allowed for deviating from the norm of poetic language in a certain period
of literary history.

In 1917 the School of Oriental Studies brought out a Bulletin and
Waley contributed some of his translations – “Pre-t’ang Poetry” and
“Thirty-eight Poems by Po Chu-i” – to the first two numbers. A review of
Waley’s translations in the Bulletin appeared in The Times Literary Supplement
of November 15, 1917, written by A. Clutton-Brock entitled “A New
Planet”, which attracted the attentions of Constable, who in 1918
published A Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems, Waley’s best-known
collection of poetry translation. A year after that George Allen and Unwin
published More Translations from the Chinese, and in the same year Waley read
before the China Society at the School of Oriental Studies a paper called
“The Poet Li Po”, which includes notes on Li Po’s life and work, and
translations of his poems. After an interval of 3 years which saw Waley’s
Japanese translations, Temple and other Poems appeared, in 1923. These
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volumes comprise the core of Waley’s early translations of Chinese poetry;
The Book of Songs (1937), The Nine Songs (1955), Ballads and Stories from
Tun-Huang (1960) and the three literary biographies of Chinese poets (1949,
1950, 1956) appeared in a much later date.

Newness
Waley’s selection of poems for translation in A Hundred and Seventy
Chinese Poems introduces an immediate “newness” onto the scene: “In
making this book I have tried to avoid poems which have been translated
before. A hundred and forty of those I have chosen have not been
translated by anyone else.” (Waley 1918: Preliminary Note) 75 Chapter one
of the book includes predominantly Pre-Tang pieces, probably due to
Waley’s dislike of the formal artificiality and lack of originality in the later
Tang and Song76. Half of the space (chapter two) in this volume, as in More
Translations from the Chinese, was given to Po Chu-i; it may also be noted that
“The Temple” in The Temple and other Poems is a narrative poem by Po Chu-i,
and in The Life and Times of Po Chu-i Waley “tried so far as possible not to
use poems that I had translated before” (Waley 1949: 7), thus introducing a

“The remaining thirty odd I have included in many cases because the previous versions were
full of mistakes; in others, because the works in which they appeared are no longer procurable.
Moreover, they are mostly in German, a language with which my readers may not all be
acquainted.” (Waley 1918: Preliminary Note)
76Waley expressed his low estimate of poems from a later period, saying that much ingenuity is
wasted on inventing formal restrictions, and the poems are laden with stock themes and
classical allusions. See Waley (1918: 29-31)
75
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significant amount of new materials. Po Chu-i is by far the most translated
Chinese poet by Waley, and was thus thought to be Waley’s favourite.
Notably no Tu Fu appeared in these early volumes, and only a few pieces
by Li Po were included (in More Translations from the Chinese) – this may be
explained partly by Waley’s aesthetic preference, their previous appearances
in other translations 77, and considerations about whether the quality of
their poetry renders them easily “translatable”.
The introduction to A Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems starts with,
revealingly, “The Limitations of Chinese Literature”. Does this reveal a
limited capacity for sympathy, a symptom of “orientalist” prejudice?

Those who wish to assure themselves that they will lose nothing by ignoring
Chinese literature, often ask the question: ‘Have the Chinese a Homer, an
Aeschylus, a Shakespeare or Tolstoy?’ The answer must be that China has no epic
and no dramatic literature of importance. The novel exists and has merits, but
never became the instrument of great writers…In mind, as in body, the Chinese
were for the most part torpid mainlanders. Their thoughts set out on no strange
quest and adventures, just as their ships discovered no new continents. To most
Europeans the momentary flash of Athenian questioning will seem worth more
than all the centuries of Chinese assent. (Waley 1918: 17)

Yet perhaps something more than “orientalist mentality” 78 is at work here
– after this opening depreciation, a subtle turn was introduced into the
narrative:
the Introduction to More Translations from the Chinese, Waley said that “Nor can [the critics]
complain that the more famous of theses poets are inaccessible to European readers; about a
hundred of Li Po’s poems have been translated, and thirty or forty of Tu Fu’s.” (Waley 1919: 9)
78One recalls the denigrating remark on the “childishness” of Chinese literature made by Davis
and others quoted above. Waley was himself to admit in the preface to the 1962 edition of A
Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems that “rather than embark on enormous generalizations about
the whole of Chinese literature”, the introduction “ought to have begun with something about
my own limitations.” (Waley 1970/1962: 131)
77In
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Yet we must recognize that for thousands of years the Chinese maintained a level
of rationality and tolerance that the West might well envy. They had no Index, no
Inquisition, no Holy Wars… It follows from the limitations of Chinese thought
that the literature of the country should excel in reflection rather than in
speculation. That this is particularly true of its poetry will be gauged from the
present volume. In the poems of Po Chu-i no close reasoning or philosophic
subtlety will be discovered; but a power of candid reflection and self-analysis which
has not been rivaled in the West. (ibid.: 17)

The “limitations” that Waley dwelled upon in the opening remarks
of his book serves as a rhetorical device for introducing something “new”
– the Chinese modes of poetic expression which is in many ways an
alternative to European models. Here, as one reviewer observed most
interestingly, “Waley plays the Chinaman too thoroughly,” for he seemed
“inclined to depreciated Chinese poetry, perhaps because he has caught the
Chinese convention of politeness, for we are sure that he loves it.” 79 Waley
might have shared to a smaller extent the feeling of Davis, for despite the
valuable works of Giles the land is still quite barren, 80 and interest scarce.
He might think it necessary to put up a façade, or “an elaborate piece of
camouflage” (Fletcher 1919: 276, italics in the original), to quote another

79Times

Literary Supplement, review of A Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems, 15 Aug., 1918, 380.
studies of Chinese literature was then still at a primitive stage. In the section on
“Technique” Waley pointed out that “Previous European statements about Chinese prosody
should be accepted with great caution.” (Waley 1918: 23) Waley had also published in the same
year an article entitled “Notes on Chinese prosody” (Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1918,
249-61). A copy of the article was sent by Waley to Lytton Strachey; in the accompanying letter
Waley wrote: “in reality there is no one there who understands anything at all about Chinese
verse.” (Undated letter from Arthur Waley to Lytton Strachey, Supplementary Strachey Papers,
Add MS 81885, British Library) Strachey wrote in reply: “The vistas of folly and ignorance you
open up are alarming… I wish you would write a book on Chinese literature. It’s badly wanted.”
(Quoted from Morris, 1970: 68)
80Western
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reviewer, when addressing the audience on the “incurious island”. 81
The dissimilarities between Chinese and European modes of poetic
expression continue to play out in Waley’s narrative. 82 In this introduction,
spinning out from the purported “limitations” of Chinese literature, Waley
introduces something new and fresh for a Western readership – Chinese
poetry would offer in preoccupying sentiments, in the image of the poet
and also in the use of language, something different – an alternative – to
what was commonly known in Western poetic traditions. The experience
of newness promised in the introduction is well conveyed in Waley’s
translation, for the reviewers of A Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems and
More Translations from the Chinese are unanimously impressed by the fresh and
new aesthetic experience brought about by Waley’s translation. A.
Clutton-Brock, in his review entitled “A New Planet” remarked: “It is a
strange and wonderful experience to read the translations of Chinese
poetry which Mr. Arthur Waley has published… Read them and you will
81The

reviewer Edward Garnett, in a review of Waley’s translation of Po Chu-i, referred to
Britain as “our incurious island” when it comes to knowing Chinese literature.
82 The contrasts that Waley drew between European poets and Chinese poets are very
interesting: European poets are pre-occupied with love, often cast themselves in a romantic light
and are full of romantic ardor, while Chinese poets see little in the relationship between men
and women; instead Chinese poets places much emotional and intellectual weight in friendship,
and recommends himself “not as a lover, but as a friend… as a person of infinite leisure and
free from worldly ambitions.” “Our poets”, Waley continued, “imagined themselves very much
as Art has portrayed them – bare-headed and wild-eyed, with shirts unbuttoned at the nick as
though they feared that a seizure of emotion might at any minute suffocate them.” The Chinese
poet, instead, “introduces himself as a timid recluse, ‘Reading the Book of Changes at the
Northern Window,’ playing chess with as Taoist priest, or practicing calligraphy with an
occasional visitor.” The portrait of the Chinese poet would be “a neat and tranquil figure”,
“compared with our lurid frontispieces.” When it comes to the use of poetic language, the
figures of speech are “used by the Chinese with much more restraint” and “in general the
adjective does not bear the heavy burden which our poets have laid upon it…” (Waley 1918:
18-21)
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find that a new planet swims into your ken.” 83 The reviewers followed up
Waley’s narrative on dissimilarity and elaborated upon the differences
between Chinese and European poetry. They saw in this rejuvenating
newness not only “a wholesome influence for our own” (Aiken 1919: 24),
but also that “our poets may now find their future in the poetry of ancient
China.” (Clutton-Brock 1917: 545)

“Method of Translation”
Since the early years Waley had been familiar with pioneering
modernist poets like Pound and Eliot; being a poetically keen writer
himself, Waley was very interested in the prosodic experiment of
modernist poetry. To Waley the poetic aspect of his translations is of
primal importance. Many pieces in A Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems, he
said, “aimed at literary form in English”, and the book was set out to be
“an experiment in English unrhymed verse”, which is the aspect that “most
interested the writer.” The subsequent volume, More Translations from the
Chinese, was designed to further that effort by aiming “more consistently at
poetic form.” (Waley 1919: 10)
The modern movement in English poetry, ushered in by poets like
Pound and Eliot at the advent of the century, sought freedom from the
83“A

New Planet”, by Alan Clutton-Brock. This is a leader to the November 15, 1917 issue of
The Times Literary Supplement. In fact the review is on the two Bulletin article that Waley published
in 1917, but most of the poems then published appeared again in A Hundred and Seventy Chinese
Poems.
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prosodic rigidity of previous generations; the modernists found the
counterpointing of metrical regularity and irregularity aesthetically fruitful,
and that rather than obeying regular prosodic disciplines, poetic
composition can find more meaningful guidelines in, for instance, the
image, the flow of emotion or the actual “lived experience”. For Waley this
nurtured a literary climate that not only allows freedom from traditional
metrical schemes; it encourages experiments in this innovative path.
Waley said that his translations aim to be “an experiment in English
unrhymed verse.” The reasons for abandoning rhyme, from a translator’s
point of view, are given as follows:

I have not used rhyme because it is impossible to produce in English rhyme-effects
at all similar to those of the original, where the same rhyme sometimes runs
through a whole poem. Also, because the restrictions of rhyme necessarily injure
either the vigour of one’s language or the literalness of one’s version. I do not, at
any rate, know of any example to the contrary. (Waley 1918: 34)

In “Notes on Translation”, Waley stated his reason again. He also pointed
out that though not using rhyme makes it possible to retain a high degree
of verbal faithfulness, writing free verse is no less demanding:

I did not use rhyme because I found that to do so carries one too far away from the
original. But exactly what sounds one uses at the end of a line is as important if
one is not rhyming as it is if one is using rhyme, and a proper rhythmical relation
between the lines is as important in free verse as it is in standard, traditional meters.
(Waley 1958/1970: 158-159)

The decision to forego rhyme is made in response to the relative
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scarcity of rhyming words in English compared to Chinese – Chinese
rhymes easily, while English does not. Driven by a higher concern for
felicity of language and faithfulness to the meaning (and to some extent,
form, for efforts made in rhyming usually involve adjustments in wording)
of the original, Waley abandoned rhyme, but gained in return greater room
for literary quality and verbal faithfulness. This is analogous to Thomas
Wyatt’s prosodic adjustment in translating Italian sonnets into English and
the subsequent establishment of the conventions in English sonnet.
If one recalls the translators of the previous century – Davis, Legge,
and Giles – they all set their translations in rhyme and traditional metre,
and indeed as Hawkes remarked, “it would not have occurred to them to
do otherwise.” (Hawkes 1989: 243)

Hawkes enumerated some serious

drawbacks of trying to reproduce in English translation the rhyming effects
of the Chinese. The translator striving to do this would find himself
“running into serious difficulties, and at the same time introducing a heavy
emphasis into the rhyming word which is not present in the Chinese.”
Moreover “the effort of sustaining a rhyme in English verse generates a
tension which often finds relief in laughter” (Hawkes, 1989: 86-87) – the
English ear is simply not accustomed to a long stream of repetitive rhymes,
and would find the effect comic or even ludicrous. Waley’s decision to
abandon rhyme, Hawkes continued, is “more logical than the earlier
practice of rendering everything into rhyming couplets, since the
consequence of that is to introduce a prosodic unit into the English which
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did not exist in the Chinese, with possibly harmful effects on the unity of
the poem.” (Hawkes 1989: 87)
Waley’s method is generally accepted as a successful one –“the secret
of Mr. Waley’s success”, one reviewer noted, is partly explained by his not
using rhyme (Garnett 1917: 381). But Waley’s decision is not
uncontroversial. “There is some ground for thinking Mr. Waley’s book
misleading”, another reviewer remarked, “for … most people will instantly
conclude, after reading these deliciously candid and straightforward
free-verse poems, that Chinese poetry is a far simpler and far less artificial
affair than ours.” (Aiken 1919: 23) What Waley did to counterpoint,
however slightly, this misleading impression, 84 is to go into details about
the prosodic features of Chinese poetry in his prefaces and introductions.
It is a difficult decision for the translator, mediating between various forms
of cultural and linguistic “incompatibilities”, trying, with the limited
facilities available to him, to find a way out of different levels of
“untranslatability”.
It may be observed that of the many who translated Chinese poetry
around Waley’s time – Cranmer-Byng, Bax, Waddell, Fletcher – all used
rhyme, except Pound. Waley later recounted how his unrhymed translation
stood in relation to the change in poetic conventions:

84The

impression is also a prevalent one, as Hawkes pointed out: “Dr. Waley’s solution of this
problem is by now so familiar and so much imitated (often very badly) that one frequently
meets people who are under the impression that Chinese poetry in the original is itself written
in a sort of rhymeless vers libre.” (Hawkes 1989: 243)
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Chinese poetry rhymes. At the time when these translations first appeared (1917)
rhyme was considered the hall-mark of poetry, and there are still people who
consider that a translator of poetry who does not use rhyme has not done his job.
But rhymes are so scarce in English (as compared with Chinese) that a rhymed
translation can only be a paraphrase and is apt to fall back on feeble padding. On
the whole however people are used nowadays to poetry that does not rhyme or
only uses rhyme as an occasional ornament, and I think lack of rhyme will not be
generally felt as an obstacle. (Waley 1962/1970: 137)

One gathers from Waley’s account that when he decided not to use rhyme
in these early translations, rhyme was still (as Waley thought it) considered
important to poetic composition. The tension can be glimpsed in the
debate between Giles and Waley, which was partly sinological (as to the
meaning of certain passages) and partly poetic (as to the form into which
one translates Chinese poetry) 85. Cranmer-Byng, in his acrimonious review
of A Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems, accused Waley of reducing Chinese
poetry to “clipped prose” (Cranmer-Byng 1918: 341). It is after decades of
evolvement – Waley wrote the above account in 1962, that not using rhyme
became an established practice in poetry. In Waley and Pound we saw the
emergence of a new norm (in English poetry and the translation of
Chinese poetry into English), which was later carried on in figures like Amy
Lowell, Witter Bynner and Kenneth Rexroth.

Waley’s choice to forego rhyme leads to a significant departure from
the formal features of Chinese poetry, but he was far from unconcerned
about the transmission of form. In other aspects of prosody – rhythm, the
85See

Morris (1970: 297-305).
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arrangement of line, etc., and in a more subtle and complex way, Waley
made efforts to incorporate prosodic features of the Chinese into his
translation. The “method of translation” is expressed thus:

Any literal translation of Chinese poetry is bound to be to some extent rhythmical,
for the rhythm of the original obtrudes itself. Translating literally, without thinking
about the metre of the version, one finds that about two lines out of three have a
very definite swing similar to that of the Chinese lines. The remaining lines are just
too short or too long, a circumstance very irritating to the reader, whose ear
expects the rhythm to continue. I have therefore tried to produce regular rhythmic
effects similar to those of the original. Each character in the Chinese is represented
by a stress in the English; but between the stresses unstressed syllables are of
course interposed. In a few instances where the English insisted on being shorter
than the Chinese, I have preferred to vary the metre of my version, rather than pad
out the line with unnecessary verbiage. (Waley 1918: 33-34)

In this very early statement, which first appeared in the Bulletin translations
(1917) and then under the section “Method of Translation” in A Hundred
and Seventy Chinese Poems (1918), we see the rudiments of Waley’s use of
“sprung rhythm”:

Most of the poems are, in the original, in lines consisting of five one-syllable words,
with a pause after the first two. If one translates literally one generally gets a line
with five stresses and (as many English words have several syllables) a number of
unaccented syllables. I do not, as ordinary verse does, make it a general rule that
stressed syllables have to be separated by unstressed ones… This of course puts a
lot of emphasis on the stressed words and one has to be sure that the sense and
also the vowel quality of the words are capable of carrying so much emphasis.
Normally not more than two unstressed syllables come between stresses. Stresses
not separated by unstressed syllables must occur sufficiently frequently to give the
verse its general character and movement; but they need not necessarily occur in
each line. It is in fact a form of Sprung Rhythm, as Gerard Manley Hopkins used
the term. (Waley 1962: 9-10)
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Are we to suppose, then, that Waley in his treatment of metre in
translation was much influenced by Hopkins’s method? Waley said that the
affinity between his own metrical discipline and that of sprung rhythm was
only recognized later and retrospectively. 86 He admitted that Hopkins’s
metrical experiment had much influence on his translation of the Noh Plays,
but this does not apply when it comes to the Chinese – when translating
Chinese poetry he was “guided metrically by instinct alone” and it was only
“unconsciously” that he obeyed a certain rule:

It is true that in translating the lyric parts of Japanese Noh plays some years later I
was as regards diction a good deal influenced by Hopkins. But I had invented the
sort of Sprung Rhythm that I used in translating Chinese poetry several years
before the poems of Hopkins were printed, so that (contrary to what some critics
have suggested) Hopkins had no influence on the metric of my translations from
Chinese. (Waley 1962/1970: 137)

The statement was reiterated in Waley’s interview with Roy Fuller:
“[Hopkins’s methods] had a lot of influence on the way that I translated
the Noh plays. I don’t think they had any influence on the translations from
Chinese.” (Morris 1970: 144) How does this come to be? How did Waley
come to “invent” the metrical method that he used in translating Chinese
poetry? We may need to introduce another important piece of jigsaw here
– Waley said that “Any literal translation of Chinese poetry is bound to be
86The

Hopkins scholar, W. H. Gardener noted in 1944 that Waley’s metrical method in
translating Chinese poetry is actually akin to Hopkins’s sprung rhythm.(Gardner 1944: 256) In a
letter to Gardner Waley wrote that since 1916 he had been looking for a “form that was
different from traditional English forms and yet ‘worked’ as Eng1ish poetry.” Quoted in
Perlmutter (1976), Letter from Waley to Dr. W. H. Gardner, Dec. 7, 1944
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to some extent rhythmical, for the rhythm of the original obtrudes itself.”
He has also stated emphatically that he “aimed at literal translation” (Waley
1918: 33). There seems to be a crucial link between Waley’s “literal”
method and the rhythmic effect of his translation, and we need to pause
and consider what is inside Waley’s “literal” method.
The term “literal” needs careful clarification. What did Waley mean
by “literal translation”? “Literal” can usually have two layers of meaning. It
can mean conformity on a surface, formal or word-for-word level, as in the
1916 Chinese Poems, Waley was said to adopt a “radically direct and literal
method” which approximates the structural features of the Chinese
original, and produce translations that deviate from what was expected as
“syntactically smooth” English. Apart from this word-for-word level,
“literal” can also imply semantic faithfulness, or an effort to communicate
faithfully the verbal meaning of the original. When Waley described Giles’s
translations as combining “rhyme and literalness with wonderful dexterity”
(Waley 1918: 35), he meant to say that Giles’s versions are to a significant
extent faithful to the verbal meaning, rather than the actual word patterns,
in the original.
In Waley’s own translation, the “literal method” can have both
implications, and they often come in interesting overlap. Waley said that he
“aimed at literal translation, not paraphrase. It may be perfectly legitimate
for a poet to borrow foreign themes or material, but this should not be
called translations.” (Waley 1918: 33) This is understood by some to be a
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corrective to Pound’s method. Waley, though he admired the literary quality
of Pound’s translation, refuted its validity as “translation”, for it tampered
with both the syntactic and semantic features of the original, and departed
too far away from it. 87 Pound must have felt that the disapproval is
directed at him, and published a rather patronizing review of One Hundred
and Seventy Chinese Poems, in which he described Waley as having “several
slings at translators who endeavour to render the general emotion of the
poems, their atmosphere or intensity, rather than direct verbal meanings”
(Pound 1918: 287).
In Waley’s own translations, the efforts to render the semantic
import and the syntactic structure of the Chinese line come jointly.
Primarily Waley tried to convey the verbal meaning of the original, and
when doing this he also kept close to the literal surface of the original
(when such methods are possible, for there are after all discrepancies
between the two languages). This attempt to retain the syntactic layout of
the original while rendering the verbal meaning contributes to the rhythmic
effect of Waley’s translation. “Translating literally”, as in:

藹藹堂前林，中夏貯清陰；
凱風因時來，回飆開我襟。

87See,

for example, Johns (1983: 177, 179), Fang (1957: 221) and Perlmutter (1976).
This view is echoed in Hawkes, as hinted above: “Translators should, I feel, be fairly
self-effacing people, more anxious for the faithful interpretation and good reception of the
original than for their own creative development or greater glory. Though wholly unimpressed
by Pound the Confucian, I enjoyed reading [Pound’s] poems immensely. But I should hesitate to
describe them all as translations; and I should recommend anyone who is looking for a
definitive translation to study the Waley…” (Hawkes 1989: 236)
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Shady Shady the wood in front of the Hall:
At midsummer full of calm shadows.
The south wind follows summer’s train:
With its eddying puffs it blows open my coat.

(Waley 1918: 103)

把君詩卷燈前讀，詩盡燈殘天未明。
眼痛滅燈猶闇坐，逆風吹浪打船聲。
I take your poems in my hand and read them beside the candle;
The poems are finished, the candle is low, dawn not yet come.
With sore eyes by the guttering candle still I sit in the dark,
Listening to waves that, driven by the wind, strike the prow of the ship.
(Waley 1918: 142)

The semantic import of the Chinese words was transported, as it were, into
the English translation, giving the English line a corresponding number of
stresses. Waley needed to ensure, when it comes to word choice, that “the
sense and also the vowel quality” of the corresponding stressed words are
“capable of carrying so much emphasis” (Waley 1962/1970: 137), and the
rhythmic pattern of the Chinese line was thus transposed and reinforced in
the English translation, giving it a distinctive movement. It is through this
mechanism that Waley felt that “any literal translation of Chinese poetry is
bound to be to some extent rhythmical, for the rhythm of the original
obtrudes itself.” (Waley 1918: 33)
It is interesting to note the tone of ease with which Waley described
his metrical method, which, as testified by the contemporary reviewers and
later commentators, is a very successful medium – it at once gives Waley’s
translations a distinctive rhythmic quality and conveys the metrical patterns
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of the original. This seeming ease is partly enabled by the “various lucky
accidents”, as Graham remarked, that “make it possible to translate more
literally from Chinese”: “Chinese and English word-order are similar
although not identical…Since the English line tends to have as many
stresses as there are concrete words in the Chinese it is possible, as Waley
was the first to notice, to render almost as literally in sprung verse as in
prose.” (Graham 1965: 14) But it may not be as easy as it first appears, for
to perpetuate such a method, a sensitive ear and metrical dexterity is
required. One reviewer noted:

[Waley] has tried, he tells us, to be as literal as possible, but he also says that the
original imposes its rhythm upon him. It may be so; but it would not have that
power over all translators. Literal translation is not a mechanical process. It is not
merely looking out words in a dictionary, finding their equivalents, and piecing
them together. The original must possess the mind of the translator. He must have
felt it as a whole, if he is to produce these effects.” 88

It can be inferred from his method of translation that the rhythmic
quality of Waley’s translation is grounded in the metrical patterns of the
Chinese original. Roy Fuller, in the interview with Waley had posed this
question directly:

Fuller: I wonder if I’m right in saying it was through the original Chinese lines that
you arrived at the idea of a sprung rhythm line with a varying number of beats.
Waley: Yes, it was because my translation of the Chinese tended to come out
something like that and only wanted a little manipulation. (Morris 1970: 145)

88Times

Literary Supplement, review of More Translations from the Chinese.
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Having discussed how Waley’s method springs from the metrical
pattern of the Chinese line, we may now consider what kind of “little
manipulation” is needed. Some other aspects of Waley’s “literal method”
are his faithful representation of imagery, 89 his effort to keep the line as a
unit of composition, 90 thus conveying the emphatic end-stop of the
Chinese line, 91 and the adjustments he made to keep the lengths of the
lines more or less uniform. The last of the three, the adjustments Waley
made in line-length, is in part accordant with the structure of the Chinese
poem, 92 and in part a consideration based on the poetic practices in the
target culture – irregularities in line-length is “a circumstance very irritating
to the reader” (Waley 1918: 33). Waley tried to “produce regular rhythmic
effects similar to those of the original”, and “where the English insisted on
being shorter than the Chinese, [he had] preferred to vary the metre of [his]
version, rather than pad out the line with unnecessary verbiage.” (Waley
1918: 33-34) Pound’s lines are more varied and flexible in length, which is a
recognizable stylistic difference with Waley’s. In Waley’s translation,
regularity of line-length is a feature of the original that he hoped to retain
89In

a “literal translation” Waley also tried to keep the imagery of the original. “…considering
imagery to be the soul of poetry, I have avoided either adding images of my own or suppressing
those of the original.”(Waley, 1918: 33) This is also understood as a corrective to Pound, who
elaborated upon some images and neglected some other.
90This is sometimes aided by ingenious use of punctuation marks.
91This corresponds to Waley’s remark that “What is generally known as “blank verse” is the
worst medium for translating Chinese poetry, because the essence of blank verse is that it varies
the position of its pauses, whereas in Chinese the stop always comes at the end of the couplet.”
(Waley 1918:34)
92 This did not apply in most of the translations in The Temple and Other Poems (1923), in which
many pieces of fu 赋 were included. Waley described fu as a form of “prose-poem”, and used
enjambment frequently when translating these pieces. He also admitted that “I haven’t in all my
translations avoided using the iambic line, particularly in those very long poems called fu.”
(Morris 1970: 145)
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in English. When asked if Pound’s translations from the Chinese had any
influence on him, Waley answered: “I think we differed very much. Pound
objected to my retaining the length of line of the original, and kept on
screaming, ‘Break it up – break it up’.” (Morris 1970: 145)
To achieve a more regular line-length through varying the metre is
part of the “little manipulation” that Waley performed when translating
from Chinese into English. The adjustment would most naturally lead to
departures from structural literalness, for additions, omissions and changes
of word order are made. One other part of the “little manipulation” Waley
made in his translation is to supply the necessary connectives, pronouns,
articles and tense indicators to make the translation more intelligible as
English. This has led to a “retreat” from the “radically literal method”
Waley employed in his 1916 Chinese Pomes, which, as mentioned above, is
observed by Yip and reiterated by Kern and others. There is, however, the
issue of how Waley felt and judged the degree of necessity in supplying
these words, and as I have tried to demonstrate, Waley’s method implies a
strong concern for “literalness” on several levels. It is not that Waley’s
method ceased to be “literal”, but his literal inclination tends other
directions than that envisioned by Yip. Waley did not single-mindedly retain
the word order or avoid “logical connectives”; literalness in Waley’s
translation consists in the attendant keeping to the words that carry
substantial semantic loads in the original and the use of parallel lines
interposed with punctuations that suggest the movement of the verses.
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Waley often supply the logical connectives, pronouns and tense indicators,
for, in his conception, the absence of such components in an English
translation is not always aesthetically fruitful (if not aesthetically
detrimental), and it could further mislead the reader into a mystified view
of the Chinese language. Waley’s method can be described as a kind of
“general literalness” interposed with small delicate re-arrangements; these
re-arrangements, as hinted above, are guided sometimes by the more
conventionally linguistic concerns and sometimes by specifically poetic
ones. In Waley’s translation, the tension between literalness and literariness
is to some extent relieved through the mediating efforts of the translator.
Waley’s method conferred upon his translation a distinctive metrical
quality, which impressed the reviewers. “The poems”, as one reviewer
remarked, “are … with strongly marked rhythm and an emphatic stress at
the end of each line.” The medium is deemed to be a successful one: “Mr.
Waley, by relying on rhythm and the emphatic pause, has obtained a verse
effect without burdening himself with rhyme. This increased freedom has
made it possible for him to achieve the atmospheric charm which is, for the
ordinary reader, the distinguishing feature of his translations.” 93 R. C.
Trevelyan wrote that “neither Mr. Witter Bynner nor Miss Lowell has
attempted to reproduce the Chinese metrical pattern so closely as Mr.
Waley.” What Waley achieved, according to Trevelyan, is the overcoming of
linguistic discrepancies between Chinese and English:
93Times

Literary Supplement, “From the Chinese”, 9 Oct., 1919, 545.
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Chinese classical lyrics were frequently written in lines each consisting of five
monosyllables. Mr. Waley has been successful in solving the problem of how to
suggest this Chinese five syllable metre in a language such as ours, which is by no
means monosyllabic. He has used a line of five stresses, with unaccented syllables
interposed between them…I think that the essential structure and swing of the
Chinese rhythm is adequately suggested in the translation, which at the same time
makes a charming and natural English poem in accentual metre. (Trevelyan 1945:
ix-x)

Familiarity
In the discussion above I emphasized the experience of “newness”
that Waley’s translations bring about, and the analysis of his method of
translation intends to show how the prosodic qualities of Waley’s
translation contribute to that experience of “newness”. There is one other
aspect of reading experience reiterated by many reviewers of Waley’s
translation – its familiar and universal appeal:

It is the poetry and the language and the desire of all man. It is the universal that is
in us all, men, women, and the children; and we do not need to force ourselves into
some unnatural state of mind to enjoy it. One could quote these poems anywhere
and to anyone, in the midst of conversation, without change of voice and without
any sense of incongruity; for to the Chinese poet there are no incongruities and no
separation of poetry and prose in life. All life trembles into beauty like leaves
stirred by the wind: and it remains itself. (Clutton-Brock 1917: 545)

In Waley’s translation the Chinese poets “talk as if they were of our
own time” and “say for us, quite simply, just what ourselves wish to say.”
The reader feels “intimately acquainted” with the Chinese poet, and
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“neither dates nor other particulars occasion any distance or distraction
where we read what comes so naturally.” 94 The cultural and temporal gaps
were reached across in Waley’s translation, and what was achieved is a
powerful “sense of unity” between the poet and his reader, which “first
rate poetry … communicates.” (Garnett 1917: 383)
How was this powerful sense of communicativeness achieved?
Edward Garnett noted Waley’s “literal exactitude”, through which the
reader can “apprehend intimately the spirit of the best Chinese poetry.”
This refers us back to Waley’s method of translation – his abandonment of
rhyme, which relieved him from linguistic tortuousness and formality that
characterized previous translations (notably those of Legge); his “literal”
method and general avoidance of formal artifice have the effect of
foregrounding the “content”, or what was actually said in the Chinese
original, and through this one gains a powerful sense of intimacy, as if the
poet is telling in a most candid and straightforward manner, his inmost
thoughts and feelings. The achieved effect is “a happy illusion due to the
poetic art of the renderings”, as one reviewer summed up. This sense of
nearness is also related to the pieces that Waley chose to translate:

It is commonly asserted that poetry, when literally translated, ceases to be poetry.
This is often true, and I have for that reason not attempted to translate many
poems which in the original have pleased me quite as much as those I have selected.
But I present the ones I have chosen in the belief that they still retain the essential
characteristics of poetry. (Waley 1918: 33)

94Times

Literary Supplement, review of A Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems, 15 Aug., 1918, 380.
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Why does poetry “[cease] to be poetry” when “literally translated”?
What kind of poetry survives the process, and what are the poems that
Waley selected in light of this level of “translatability”? When a great
amount of aesthetic value rests on formal features, or when form and
content are mutually embedded and reliant, the act of translation would
sever that connection and ruin the aesthetic unity of the piece. Waley said
that he is not offering “a balanced anthology of Chinese poetry, but merely
a collection of poems that happen to work well in a literal but at the same
time literary translation.” (Waley 1946: 5) This would exclude pieces that
rely much on formal artistry and intertextual reference (as classical and
historical allusions) for aesthetic effect, while those whose “rhythm of
ideas” prevailed when formal “art” is stripped in transference into another
language are judged by Waley to be fit for an at once literal and literary
translation. This explains the “poignantly simple and human” quality and
“the directness and simple strength” that impressed the reviewers.
Another equally dominant factor here, though in a more nebulous way,
is Waley’s aesthetic preference. 95 Cyril Connolly, who included A Hundred
and Seventy Chinese Poems into his list of crucial books in “the Modern
Edward Garnett remarked that “all the Chinese poems [Waley] selects seem extraordinarily
human shows that his own taste is guided by a sure instinct which repels preciosity on the one
hand and banality on the other.” (Garnett 1917: 381) In the interview with Roy Fuller, Waley
said that it is natural for a translator to choose the pieces that he found “congenial to his own
cast of mind”, and it is one of Waley’s basic tenet in translation that “a translator should have
been excited by the work he translates, should be haunted day and night by the feeling that he
must put it into his own language…” (Waley 1958/1970: 163)
95
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Movement”, revealingly remarked: “the more reflective Po Chu-i is the
private creation of Waley”. (Connolly 1965: 39) Waley’s selection of poems
to translate, which is intricately bound up with his method of translation
and his aesthetic preference, determines the overall aesthetic outlook of his
translation. The Chinese aesthetic presented in Waley’s translation is, as I
tried to show, necessarily mediated by various decisions and compromises
that the translator has to make.

The Book of Songs
Judging from Waley’s own account, it is the poetic quality of the
Shijing that followed through his long engagement with it, and he aimed to
convey this literary delight to the readers of his translation:

[The songs] have never lost for me their early attraction. The music, perhaps utterly
unauthentic, that accompanied my first discovery of them, has followed me
through repeated reading and re-reading. Above all, in the last three years, when the
text has been continually before me, the jumble of problems linguistic botanic,
zoological, historical, geographical which the translator of such a work must face,
has never robbed the Songs of their freshness; and I trust that some part of my
delight in them, despite the deadening lack of rhyme and formal metric, has found
its way to the reader of the foregoing translations. (326)

Laurence Binyon, in his review of The Book of Songs observed that the
“freshness” of the Songs “comes through to us in [Waley’s] translation”:
“Mr. Waley is not only a learned Sinologue but a literary artist of rare
quality, and once again he shows his sensitive skill in the use of words and
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cadences.” (Binyon 1937: 886) E. D. Edwards pointed out the superiority
of Waley’s rendition in terms of poetic quality:

…there is in the language of Mr. Waley's versions in general a fitness, a suitability
to the subject of each song, which sets them on a different plane from other
English translations. His finest effects are attained through simplicity of language,
and many of the songs are a delight to read. Once again Mr. Waley has succeeded
very happily in combining literature and learning. (Edwards 1939: 1063)

Indeed, Waley did not consider his translations to be mere
transmission of the verbal meaning of the original, but “as contributions
to the English poetry of his time”: “A line like ‘Fair, fair’ cry the ospreys was
to be understood not as the easiest or most accurate or most evocative
translation of guan guan ju jiu, but as the result of an original poetic craft,
and as comparable with the work of such contemporaries and friends as
Robert Graves and Edith Sitwell.” (Schaberg 1999: 180)

How does Waley’s translation of the Shijing stand in relation to his
early metrical development discussed above? In The Book of Songs Waley
attained a high level of “literalness”, both in verbal meaning and in formal
structure. The inversions are often kept in the translation, so are the
repetitions, refrains, parallelism and stanzaic structure – literalness on this
level involves strong anthropological import, and I shall give more details
in section 3.3. Here I will consider how Waley’s literal method – on
different levels – contributes to the prosodic features of The Book of Songs.
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As discussed above, Waley’s mediated attempt in literal correspondence
between the original and his translation brought about the strongly-felt
sprung rhythm that characterizes his translation. In The Book of Songs this
literalness can sometimes reach a high level:

陳風·東門之枌
東門之枌、宛丘之栩。
子仲之子、婆娑其下。
Elms of the Eastern Gate,
Oaks of the Hollow Mound –
The sons of the Tzu-chung
Trip and sway beneath them. (25)
鄭風·子衿

挑兮達兮、在城闕兮。
一日不見、如三月兮。
Here by the wall-gate
I pace to and fro.
One day when I do not see you
Is like three months. (49)
齊風·甫田
無田甫田、維莠驕驕。
無思遠人、勞心忉忉。
…
婉兮孌兮、總角丱兮。
未幾見兮、突而弁兮。
Do not till too big a field,
Or weeds will ramp it.
Do not love a distant man,
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Or heart’s pain will chafe you.
…
So pretty, so lovable,
With his side-locks looped!
A little while, and I saw him
In the tall cap of a man.(49)
衛風·河廣
誰謂河廣、一葦杭之。
誰謂宋遠、跂予望之。
誰謂河廣、曾不容刀。
誰謂宋遠、曾不崇朝。
Who says that the River is broad?
On a single reed you could cross it.
Who says that Sung is far away?
By standing on tip-toe I can see it.
Who says that the River is broad?
There is not room in it even for a skiff.
Who says that Sung is far away?
It could not take you so much as a morning.

(48)96

The reader may recognize from the above quoted lines that the extent
of correspondence between the Chinese original and Waley’s translation
can be very high, not only in literal meaning, but sometimes even in word
order and the number of characters/syllables. This, as Waley conceived it,
is partly the result of the affinity between English and Chinese:
96This

last example is also quoted in Wong Siu-kit and Li Kar-shu (1986: 139): “… despite the
divergence of the Chinese and English languages, [Waley’s translations] are, in many places,
remarkably close to the original in syntax and word order. After Babel they must be regarded as
a consolation.” Wong Siu-kit and Li Kar-shu devoted the final section of their essay solely to
discussions of Waley’s poetic merits, and offered some interesting stylistic analysis. They wrote
that “of the three translations under discussion”– namely those of Legge, Waley and Karlgren
–“Waley’s is the only one that can still be read with pleasure, in spite of the fact that it was
published almost fifty years ago. …the reader without an adequate knowledge of Chinese must
turn to Waley for the most accurate – and the most favourable – impression of the Shijing
poems.” (Wong and Li 1986: 132)
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Probably the fact that most contributes to the ease with which it is possible to turn
the songs into a comprehensible English form, is the close relationship between
the two languages. I do not mean by this that English is “derived” from Chinese, or
that they belong to the same “family.” It is perhaps time that we stopped
promiscuously using kinship metaphors in relation to languages. I merely mean that
in many of its essentials early Chinese stands very close to English and to
Germanic in general. The word order is practically the same; whereas the word
order of, for example, Japanese, is almost the opposite of ours. English preserves a
large onomatopoeic element, and is rich in binomes of the “zigzag”, “shilly-shally”
type. These are the backbone of early Chinese. (344-345)

It is interesting (and somewhat surprising) to note that Waley chose to
describe the experience of translating the Shijing into English as one of
“ease”. This of course, involves first of all the difficult task of penetrating
the philological opacity of the original text, and I incline to attribute this
“ease” in translation not so much to the similarity between early Chinese
and English, as Waley tended to suggest, but rather to the linguistic felicity
of the translator. The reader may also be impressed by the simplicity of the
lines, or what Waley called the “freshness” of the Songs, which had been the
chief source of his delight in them since he first encountered the Shijing
(326). Such freshness and simplicity owe much to Waley’s interpretive
position and basic understanding of the Shijing, which determined a
hermeneutic grounding in plain literal meaning, and a transparent, limpid
manner of presentation that eschews allegorical obfuscation. The Book of
Songs exemplifies Waley’s handling of short lines, and together with The
Temple, The Nines Songs and the three biographies of Chinese poets – to
name only the most typical – in which longer lines abound, they
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demonstrate Waley’s poetic versatility. One shall be reminded, however,
that while shorter lines predominate, different levels of styles are
manifested in The Book of Songs. In the Lamentation and Dynastic groups
of poems, for instance, Waley adopted longer lines and a more elevated
diction. The reader will also find that Waley’s lines are adorned with
unobtrusive use of archaism, gently alluding to the remote foreign origin
of this Chinese book of ancient poetry. This brings about a reading
experience that collates different time-frames and provenance – ancient
and modern, foreign and familiar, and it explains Girardot’s description
that Waley’s translations possess the “rueful folk quality” and “sound so
elusively and allusively modern” (Girardot 2002: 358).
The preference for short lines, monosyllabic words and simplicity of
diction evinced the style which Waley developed in rendering the aesthetic
experience of the Shijing into English. The execution of such a style
demands at once economy of language and deftness in expression which
ensures the intelligibility of the line. The ensuing rhythmic quality is the
slow steady movements of the shorter lines, and in a way, the sprung
rhythm which Waley developed in his early translations of Chinese poetry
becomes more pronounced in The Book of Songs – the stresses were
foregrounded and prolonged in the shorter lines and among the smaller
number of syllables, for greater weight and length are invested in them; the
correspondence between the metre of the translation and the four-stress
back-bone of the Chinese lines thus comes to the fore.
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The essence of Waley’s method of translation, as discussed above, is
the mediation between certain forms of literalness and the demands of
intelligibility imposed by the English language. Waley’s mediating efforts
engender the metrical quality of his translation and ensure, at the same
time, its readability. The heightened rhythmic correlation in The Book of
Songs between the Chinese original and the English translation is a result of
Waley’s attempt at certain forms of literalness, which constitutes one part
of Waley’s mediating effort. The other part of the effort is the necessary
adjustments and additions that he introduced to ensure the readability of
his translation. This takes the translation away from the strict literal surface
of the original, and yet at the same time, a special mode of aesthetic quality
is generated in a way that would not have occurred elsewhere than in a
translated text. Alongside the strongly-felt four beat that supported the
lines in The Book of Songs, the other unstressed syllables – the added logical
connectives, and the additional syllables in words, which are the necessary
concomitants of translation – figure as wondering wavering sounds that
digress the line, a counterpoint to the regularity of the tetrametre. It might
be said, that in Waley’s mind and the minds of those who understand his
method, the four-feet lines of the Chinese original figure as what Yeats
called the “ghostly voice” – “an unvariable possibility, an unconscious
norm” (Yeats 1961: 524) – that haunts the translation. The ghostly rhythm
enters the translation and is yet counterpointed by the more relaxed and
trailing fluidity of the additional syllables which intimate the “prose
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rhythm”, or the rhythm of the English language. In the translated lines
metrical regularity and ease coexist; rhythmic compression and relief
interplay. The play of rhythm gains greater sophistication through the use
of punctuation,

97

and as Schaberg insightfully remarked: “Waley’s

approach to translating the Shijing might be characterized as the art of
voicing through punctuation. He relieves the potential monotony of the
tetrasyllable by varying the length of his periods, which sometimes stretch
over several lines and sometimes stop short.” (1999: 181) Schaberg here is
referring to Waley’s translation of 鄭風·野有蔓草; this poem opens The
Book of Songs, and I hope to consider it in some details:

野有蔓草、零露漙兮。
有美一人、青揚婉兮。
邂逅相遇、適我願兮。
野有蔓草、零露瀼瀼。
有美一人、婉如清揚。
邂逅相遇、與子偕臧。
Out in the bushlands a creeper grows,
The falling dew lies thick upon it.
There was a man so lovely,
Clear brow well rounded.
By chance I came across him,
And he let me have my will.
Out in the bushlands a creeper grows,
The falling dew lies heavy on it.
There was a man so lovely,
Well rounded his clear brow.
By chance I came upon him:
97The use of punctuation in Waley’s early translation of Chinese poetry serves as a means to
aligning the translation with the end-stop lines of the original – introducing a rhythmic pause at
the end of line while semantic propensity is indicated by the punctuation marks.
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“Oh, Sir, to be with you is good.” (21)

The delicate tempo and rhythmic movement of Waley’s translation
derives from his sense of timing. The poem, speaking through the voice (or
point of view) of the lady, opens with the view of a dewy, distant bush
land where the dew lies thick on the creeper; the lady then narrates her
encounter with this lovely man. The number of non-stressed syllables in
each line varies the tempo and delineates the rhythmic movement of the
piece. The opening lines in the first stanza, induce a quicker tempo with
greater number of syllables, and the poem glides on with slower pace in the
third line, and terminates temporarily with the slow fourth line “Clear brow
well rounded” – the line which encapsulates the beauty of the beloved and
calls for steady, prolonged and affectionate gaze, as it were. The movement
of the lines resumes in the fifth and sixth lines, when the lady narrates the
joy of their previous encounter. The first three lines in the second verse
repeat the previous pattern. In the fourth line Waley renders the variation
of the original line into “Well rounded his clear brow”, and the calm
movement of the poem is uplifted and slightly quickened; finally, Waley
turns the original narration into a dramatic recalling of the scene of
encounter – the speaker expresses the culmination of their mutual felicity
when she exclaims: “Oh, Sir, to be with you is good.”
Waley placed 野有蔓草at the beginning of The Book of Songs; it made
for “a strong beginning, and gives a sense of why his poetry had such a
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broad appeal.” (Schaberg 1999: 181) The reader of Waley’s rendition of
this piece might have noticed that there is a time shift from the first stanza
to the last line of the poem – from the narrative past, to the dramatic
present. This is an example of Waley’s attentiveness and sensitivity in
reading the original, and encapsulates how he fulfilled the nebulous
indeterminacy of the Chinese poem into some form of aesthetically
fruitful ambiguity – in Waley’s translation, different time-frames, narrative
motifs, visual planes and voices were juxtaposed and coalesced in the same
piece. 98 It is this quality, I think, that induced William Empson to quote
Waley’s translations in Seven Types of Ambiguity. 99

98More

examples can be found in section 3.3 of the thesis. Wong Siu-kit and Li Kar-shu’s
analysis of Waley’s translation of 鄭風·遵大路 also illustrates this point. See Wong and Li
(1986: 136-138).
99The reader may refer to my discussion in the Introduction for Empson’s high estimate of
Waley.
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Chapter Three. Philology, Anthropology and Poetry
– the Interplay

This chapter delves deeper into The Book of Songs, centering the
discussion on the interaction and integration of philology, anthropology
and poetry. I hope to offer a more rounded and in-depth understanding of
The Book of Songs through examining the interplay between these three
aspects.
It needs to be noted that here, philology, anthropology and poetry refer not
only to Waley’s hermeneutic resources when reading the original text; they
also involve Waley’s considerations with regard to the English translation,
or its possible effects on the reader.

3.1 Philology and Anthropology
When translating the Shijing, Waley’s reading of the difficult or
“corrupt” parts of the text is aided by his knowledge in anthropology, and
philological decisions were made accordingly. It can then be said that the
“anthropological clue” sometimes serves as key to the resolution of
philological problems. The employment of such a key, of course, would
involve the usual philological resources – the anthropological clue posits a
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possible answer, and Waley needed to see if, by reading the text in a certain
way or making emendations on the established text – or, in other words, by
utilizing the philological resources that lie at his disposal – the text would
yield such an answer. This refers us back to the mutual conditioning of
parts and wholes in the course of making philological decisions, as
discussed towards the end of section 2.1.
Waley’s discussion of the wan dance is a good example of how
philological resource can shed light on anthropological problems. The wan
dance is mentioned in several pieces in the Shijing (No.208, 213, 251 in
Waley, grouped under “Music and Dancing”) After considering different
passages in later literature (the Springs and Autumns, the Tso Chuan, and the
related Han commentaries) which mention the wan dance, Waley offered a
philological discussion on the meaning of the word wan, in order to shed
light on the nature of the dance:

With regard to the meaning of the word wan itself, only tentative speculation is
possible…In order to write it the Chinese borrowed the pictogram for scorpion,
which had approximately the same sound, perhaps originally something like
‘tmuand.’ There is, therefore, a possibility that the dance was a ‘scorpion’ dance; the
pattern the dancers traced may have resembled a conventionalized picture of a
scorpion. The same character with the radical ‘walk’ appended to it, besides being
used for ten thousand (as it often is on inscriptions), is used of going in
processions, and the dance may have been a processional dance. But this does not
accord with its seductive character. Once we assume that the ideogram with which
wan is written is a phonetic transcription of some other word, innumerable
possibilities open up, none of which it is possible either to disprove or to confirm.
(340)

Waley’s knowledge and insight in anthropology frequently contribute
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to his understanding of some philological issues. It sometimes provides
clues to the origin or morphological property of a character, as in No. 64
(鄘風·蝃蝀). Waley adopted the Lu variant 螮 for 蝃, and he explained
in the additional notes and textual notes that 蝃 means “spider” and is a
phonetic borrowing of 螮, “rainbow”. (328, 1954b: 12) Waley remarked
that “Characters for rainbow presumably have the ‘serpent’ radical because
at an earlier stage of their mythology the Chinese regarded the rainbow as
a snake, a belief very common in Africa and elsewhere.” He further
referred to Phyllis Kemp’s Healing Ritual in the Balkans and Francoise
Legey’s Folk-lore of Morocco as evidence of the rainbow being a symbol of a
woman’s belt, and concluded that “The fact that elsewhere than in China
the rainbow is regarded as a girdle makes it unlikely that the ‘girdle’ element
in the Chinese character is simply phonetic.” (328) Similarly, in No.143 (小
雅·小明), Waley made reference to a number of folk-lore traditions –
Sumerian, Babylonian, Indians, Persians, and also the Bible – to illustrate
the idea that “sin is a net in which Heaven catches those whom it would
destroy” and the frequent appearance of the “net” radical in Chinese
characters connected with sin. The ordinary character for sin (tsui, 罪),
which contained the “net” radical, is said to have been “invented by the
Emperor Shih-huang in the third century B.C.” Yet Waley thought it more
likely that “it was an old form, preserved in the State of Ch’in and made
current in the rest of China when Ch’in established itself as supreme.”
(331-332)
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The following example illustrates, apart from the interaction between
anthropology and philology, Waley’s minute attentiveness to textual
coherence:

鄘風·牆有茨
牆有茨、不可埽也。
中冓之言、不可道也。
所可道也、言之醜也。
牆有茨、不可襄也。
中冓之言、不可詳也。
所可詳也、言之長也。
牆有茨、不可束也。
中冓之言、不可讀也。
所可讀也、言之辱也。
On the wall there is star-thistle;
It must not be swept away.
What is said within the fence
May not be disclosed.
But what could be disclosed
Was filthy as tale can be.
On the wall there is star-thistle;
It must not be cleared away.
What is said within the fence
May not be reported in full.
But what could be reported in full
Was lewd as tale can be.
On the wall there is star-thistle;
It must not be bundled for firewood.
What is said within the fence
May not be openly recited.
But what could be openly recited
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Was shameful as tale can be.

(294)

Waley’s interpretation is largely the same with traditional commentary
– that this piece is related to a “matrimonial dispute …traditionally suppose
to have taken place in Wei, about 699 B. C.”. Tradition reads this poem as a
satirical piece on the licentious liaison between Prince Wan 公子頑 and
Xuan Jiang 宣姜; zhong gou 中冓 was understood to refer metonymically
to “inner chamber” or “the middle of the night” (Karlgren 1964: 133-134),
and the piece is thought to be composed with satirical intent, alluding to
“the things done in the harem of the palace of Wei [which] were too
shameful to be told.” (Legge 1876: 94) Waley agreed that this piece is
indeed related to this historical incident (or the dispute concerning the
legitimacy of the union), but he eschewed the allusive satirical connotation
and located the poem instead within the specificity of yin sung 陰訟 – the
setting is the hearing of the case, taking place where the “love-disputes”
were heard. The opening imagery – that the star-thistle shall not be
removed – relates to the secrecy of the scene, and the thistles were kept
“because its prickles keep out intruders.” (294) Waley perceived a lacuna in
the traditional interpretations: “it was deeds not words (中冓之言) which
disgraced the harem”; “the ‘words’ that are shocking”, Waley argued, “were
the stories told at the trial… Something very shocking evidently transpired
during the hearing of the case. Presumably what transpired was that Wan
had already had intercourse with his step-mother during his father’s
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lifetime.” (334) The need to resolve this incoherence induced Waley to
decide that the scene shall be the actual hearing of the case, and a different
reading of zhong gou 中冓 is suggested, with the aid of anthropology:

Cheng Hsuan, in his commentary on the last words of Chou Li, Chap.26, says that
the place where love-disputes were heard was ‘covered over on top and fenced in
below.’ I take the kou 冓 of the present song as equivalent to the chan (fencing) of
Cheng’s note. Both words mean trellis-work made of ten strips of wood. (334)

The perception of the anthropological import of certain parts of the
text would sometimes induce Waley to emend the transmitted text; Waley’s
anthropological perspective could lead to interpretations that are
fundamentally different from the received ones. In some cases, heavy
philological emendations are employed in the attempt to comply the
original text with his understanding. As in the following song:

衛風·考槃
考槃在㵎、碩人之寬。
獨寐寤言、永矢弗諼。
考槃在阿、碩人之薖。
獨寐寤歌、永矢弗過。
考槃在陸、碩人之軸。
獨寐寤宿、永矢弗告。
Drumming and dancing in the gulley
How light-hearted was that tall man!
Subtler than any of them at capping stories.
And he swore he would never forget me.
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Drumming and dancing along the bank,
How high-spirited was that tall man!
Subtler than any at capping songs.
And he swore he would never fail me.
Dancing and drumming on the high ground,
How gay was that tall man!
Subtler than any at capping whistled tunes.
And he swore his love would never end.
(29)

Most traditional commentators agreed that this piece is about the life
of a worthy recluse – worldly pleasure touches him not, he retires with
resolution and rejoices in solitude. Thus, “碩人之寬、薖、軸” is interpreted
as a praise either for his moral stature or fortitude in adversity 100. Waley’s
reading of this piece, as can be seen from his translation, is very different.
Referring to Marcel Granet, Waley related this poem to “a festival of
courtship in which the girls and boys lined up on opposite sides of a
stream – a type of festival well known in Indo-China.” (29) A similar
description of this courtship custom appears in Waley’s translation of 陳
風 · 東 門 之 池 , 101 and Waley placed these two pieces together to
highlight the parallelism. To align the text with his general idea about the
poem as a whole, heavy textual alterations are performed. Waley said in the
textual notes that “the text of the poem is quite corrupt, but I think the
sense is quite clear.” (Waley 1954b: 11) 考 is read as “beating on a drum”
100See

毛亨（傳）
，鄭玄（箋）
，孔穎達（疏）
：
《毛詩正義》pp.259-260, 程俊英、蔣見元 (1991:
159-162). Also, Legge’s front note to this poem reads: “A happy recluse.” (Legge 1876: 103)
101衛風·考槃 speaks from the point of view of the girl, and in 陳風·東門之池, we hear what
the boy thinks. Waley’s translation reads: “The pond by the eastern gate/ Is good for steeping
hemp./ That beautiful Shu Chi/ Is good at capping songs.” (30)
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and 槃 is for 𨃟 – “a particular kind of dancing (with bent knee), so
common in the Far East” (29). The lines “獨寐寤言”, “獨寐寤歌” and
“獨寐寤宿”, which were read without much textual difficulty by traditional
commentators as descriptions of deep seclusion, also demand emendation
in Waley’s interpretation. 寐stands for 昧, 寤 for 晤 and 宿 is for 嘯
(Waley 1954b: 11), and the lines are turned into a description of the boy’s
clever conceits in song exchanges. One can tell from this example that in
Waley’s translation, anthropological concerns sometimes have dominion
over philological ones.
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3.2 Philology and Poetry

The limpidity and freshness of Waley’s translation, which defines the
style of The Book of Songs, is the result of several factors. Waley’s historical
orientation releases the Shijing from allegorical verbosity and tortuousness,
and at the same time calls for a poetic diction that is fresh and spontaneous.
The comparative anthropological approach, in addition, conferred upon
the remote Shijing pieces an enchanting sense of familiarity and relevance
to the Western reader, and Waley’s translation of this archaic, foreign text
seems to pose no distance between the reader and the original. Laurence
Binyon, in his review of The Book of Songs remarked: “One might have
expected that poems and ballads written on the farther side of Asia
between two and three thousand years ago would be remote and difficult to
us today. But it is not true. Their truth to human nature bridges over space
and time.” (Binyon 1937: 886)
The very accessibility of Waley’s translation is also a direct result of
his philological competence – philological skill is a pre-requisite in making
such a difficult text intelligible, and Waley’s departure from the traditional
commentarial path (which was necessitated by his adopting the historical
interpretive position) results in an even higher demand in philological
competence, for Waley would have to rely on his own philological
judgment when he detected infiltrations of commentarial mentalities in the
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glosses of traditional commentators.
The philological difficulty or opacity of the Chinese text stands in
stark contrast to the limpid surface of Waley’s translation. The difficulty of
the Shijing, however, is not the difficulty of language in itself, due to some
highly wrought poetic or philosophical “conceit”. It is instead the result of
time, of linguistic evolution; an “illusion”, as it were, brought about by the
passage of time. The language of the Shijing, seen as freighted with
allegorical significance by traditional commentators and rendered obsolete
by its archaic forms and usages in the eyes of us “modern” men, should, in
the beginning and to those who sang these songs, be as fresh and lively as
any contemporary speech. In Waley’s translation, we see this freshness and
liveliness revived for the modern reader, and the re-embodiment of a
historical sense of linguistic experience is in accordance with Waley’s
overall historical interpretive approach and the related emphasis on the
“folk” – apart from presenting the “original” meaning of these songs and
the mentalities that generated them, a sense of how ancient men conceive
and live with their language needs also be conveyed. The accessibility of
Waley’s translation is ensured by a high standard of intelligibility demanded
by Waley, when he tried to command the meaning of the Chinese original
and subsequently render it into intelligible English translation. This, first of
all, requires a heightened degree of attentiveness when reading the Chinese
original, and a philological prowess to navigate through the twists and turns
of a difficult and sometimes corrupt text like the Shijing. In translating
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ancient Chinese texts Waley was not “liberal”; on the contrary, he was
tough, penetrating, alert, fastidious, demanding high standards of
intelligibility and coherence. Walter Simon observed that Waley’s sinological
works “cannot fail to impress by the strict honesty of the translation which
never leaves the student in any doubt as to how Waley understood each
single word of his text” (Simon 1967: 269) My own experience of reading
Waley’s translation is that hidden facets of the original (perhaps due to my
being too accustomed and hence not alert enough to my native tradition)
are revealed to me through reading Waley’s translation. Hitherto unrealized
philological difficulties, certain turn in the expression, or certain lacunae in
accepted interpretations, were brought to light and resolved through
Waley’s efforts. The reader may refer to my discussion of 鄘風·墙有茨
in the previous section for an example.
Another factor that contributes to the accessibility of Waley’s
translation is that Waley was not bound down by the literal surface, and he
brought forth what’s only implicated in the original text, which makes his
rendition coherent, intelligible and readable. Waley’s translation brings the
original texts out of its original “lapidary” abode in ancient Chinese.
“Lapidary” is the word used by Karlgren to describe early Chinese – “a
lapidary language”, where “the subject of the clause is often not
indicated… [and] the tense of the verb is not clear” (Karlgren 1964: 77)
This “lapidary” quality often gives rise to ambiguity and indeterminacy of
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interpretation; 102 in his translation, Waley replaced indeterminacy with
clarity and precision by supplying the necessary pronouns and tense
indicators, thus making explicit what is only implicit in the Chinese original.
In other words, Waley actualized his philological acuity, or more generally,
his hermeneutic movements in the text of his translation.

While philological efficacy enhances or contributes to the accessibility
and limpid poetic style of The Book of Songs, philological decisions cannot
be made without constant reference to something outside “philology
proper”. Waley’s conception of a certain form of poetic cohesion and
refinement also plays a role in his considerations of philological issues, and
here I refer to Waley’s reading of the original from a poetic point of view,
or how he envisioned a more poetic reading and made philological
decisions accordingly. Wong Siu-kit and Li Kar-shu noted that some “good
moments in Waley’s interpretation” can be attributed to his being “more
appreciative of the internal structure of a poem than the traditional
commentators.”(Wong and Li 1986: 126, 128) It can be said that poetry
sometimes acts as guidance to philology.
For want of space, I would include only one example here. 邶风·绿
衣 exemplifies how Waley entered into the minute workings of the human
in his introduction to the Glosses on the Book of Odes offered the example of 邶
風·静女, which “contains hardly any difficult words or phrases…[and] would seem to be very
simple to read it off and understand it. And yet it has been paraphrased into modern Chinese in
6 different ways by 6 authors (Ku Shï pien III), with serious divergencies of meaning on several
important points!” (Karlgren 1964: 77)

102Karlgren
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psyche to re-create the interior worlds of different personae, and arrived at
a more philologically viable interpretation:
綠兮衣兮、綠衣黃裏。
心之憂矣、曷維其已。
綠兮衣兮、綠衣黃裳。
心之憂矣、曷維其亡。
綠兮絲兮、女所治兮。
我思古人、俾無訧兮。
絺兮綌兮、淒其以風。
我思古人、實獲我心。

The lady:

Heigh the green coat,
The green coat, yellow lined!
The sorrow of my heart,
Will it ever cease?
Heigh the green coat,
Green coat and yellow skirt!
The sorrow of my heart,
Will it ever end?

The man:

Heigh, the green threads!
It was you who sewed them.
I’ll be true to my old love,
If only she’ll forgive me.
Broad-stitch and openwork
Are cold when the wind comes.
I’ll be true to my old love
Who truly holds my heart.(58)

The poem opens with the sorrowful sighs of a lady who grieves over a
green coat. The vivid green and yellow of the coat is projected against the
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languorous woes of a wearied heart and we are impelled to ask why – why
is it that this green coat induces such pain for the lady? In the third verse,
the point of view alternates to that of the man. The image of the green
coat reappears and we learn that what we have heard is the “wilt thou leave
me thus” of a forsaken lady. The man, pricked by the falsity of his
newfangled mistress, comes to a belated but assured realization that he
should return to his true love. For the man, the refined texture of the green
coat recalls the tender touches of his former love, which is contrasted with
the coarseness of “broad-stitch and openwork” – “Symbols of the new
mistress” (58). The forlorn seclusion of the lady and the deep regret of the
man revolve around this green coat image, and this image of the green coat
in turn brings the separated lovers back to union through poetic
reconciliation. It needs to be pointed out that Waley denied the traditional
association of this piece to Zhuang Jiang莊姜, and the allegorical reading
of the imagery in this piece as “inversion of propriety”. 103 Waley offered a
different interpretation, which is more in line with the one proposed by
Wen Yiduo, who interpreted this piece as a husband’s remembrance of his
former wife. 104 Yet the line “絺兮綌兮、淒其以風” sounds out of tune
with the rest of the poem. Waley might have felt this seeming dissonance
or fissure in the text, and his way of resolving it is to introduce the
alternation of perspectives and “a new mistress”. This is another piece of
103See

Legge’s translation and note to this piece, which follow traditional interpretation: Legge
(1876: 78); see also 王先謙：
《詩三家義集疏》pp.134-137, 方玉潤：
《詩經原始》pp.123-124.
104See 程俊英、蔣見元 (1991: 65-66)
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evidence, perhaps, of Waley’s fastidiousness with regard to standards of
textual coherence.
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3.3 Anthropology and Poetry
3.3.1 Imagery
In his translation of the Shijing, Waley made conscious efforts to make
the meaning of imagery explicit, showing in his translation and notes how
the image fits in with the poem as a whole. The treatment of imagery in
The Book of Songs is in line with Waley’s belief in the possibility of studying
and understanding the modes of perception, thinking and experience of
ancient men. This belief underpinned the employment of the “historical”
approach in studying ancient Chinese texts; the retrieving of a historical
past, the unearthing of various historical particularities, and the articulation
of historical particularities in their own terms – these are all pursued with
avid scholarly interest in modern Western sinology. To Waley, the use of
imagery in the Shijing sheds light on how the “primitive” imagination
perceives its natural or material surroundings, how it relates the various
aspects of experience to these surroundings and finds expression for the
ensuing sentiments in poetic utterances. In other words, to unearth the
meaning and function of imagery in the Shijing is to reveal the “primitive”
imagination at work.
The Shijing is full of images – some indicate the time and setting of
the poem, some serve a metaphoric function, and some figure (often at the
head of the poem) in an allusive manner – the relation between the image
and the rest of the poem being opaque or indeterminate. In the “Great
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Preface” to the Mao edition of the Shijing, “six principles” of poetry 六義
are enumerated: Airs (feng 風), expositions (fu 賦), comparisons (bi比),
stimulus (xing 興), the Odes (ya 雅), and the Hymns (song 頌). 105 Three
of these terms – Airs, Odes and Hymns – refer to sections in the Shijing;
the other three – expositions, comparisons and stimulus – are thought to
be modes of poetic composition exposited in the Shijing. “Stimulus” (xing)
poses great difficulties for commentators ancient and modern. It is “usually
seen as an image of a natural object employed at the head of a poem or
stanza when the relationship between the image and the topic of the poem
or stanza is vague or open-ended; that is, when it is neither directly related
to the scene (fu) nor part of an explicit comparison (bi).” (Allen 1996: 367)
Much effort in traditional commentary were spent elucidating the meaning
behind these images, and the elusiveness of the xing pieces, and indeed
oftentimes the metaphoric use of bi (for in fact the boundary between bi
and xing is far from clear; commentators do not always agree as to which
pieces are bi and which xing) gave much impetus and room for allegorical
explication. The way that traditional commentators seek meaning behind
these images was intertwined with their understanding of the allegorical
nature of the Shijing pieces – they apprehended hidden message beneath
the literal surface, and tried to align the use of image with the system of
moral and political value that they thought underpinned the composition.
The translation by James Legge, who took a largely traditionalist stance,
105毛亨（傳）
，鄭玄（箋）
，孔穎達（疏）：《毛詩正義》p.13.
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offers a good example of the exegetical labour that went into the
allegorical explication of imagery in the Shijing. 106
Waley’s interpretive approach and basic understanding of the Shijing
differ from those of the traditional commentators, and his treatment and
interpretation of imagery in the Shijing differ accordingly. In Waley’s
treatment, the meaning of imagery in the Shijing is to be sought in the
psychological immediacy that propels poetic utterances, in the yearnings
and workings of the “primitive” imagination, which is itself bound up with
the modes of perception, thinking and living and the attendant systems of
belief that characterize ancient Chinese society. Waley’s treatment of
imagery, therefore, is not only in accordance with his general interpretive
orientation of the Shijing; it also aims at intimating “primitive” modes of
experience, and the accordant aesthetic properties of these ancient songs.
Here, one perceives a strong alliance between poetry and anthropology –
the forms of life of the ancient men is embodied in the special mode of
poetic expression of these ancient songs.
Many images in the Shijing are commonly thought to be (in old
commentary and modern scholarship) elusive. This category of imagery, as
Legge thought that bi – the “metaphorical” pieces, as he called them – were allegorical in
nature. He likened them to Aesop’s fable, where one thing is said in the literal context, and
something else, often imbued with a “moral”, was meant in the author’s mind. Legge used the
term “allusive” to designate xing compositions, and he considered them metaphorical in nature;
the only difference between xing and bi is that “in the former the poet proceeds to state the
theme which he is occupied with, while no such intimation is given in the latter.” (Legge 1876:
39) Legge, in the front notes he gave to each of the translated pieces, often designated the
compositional nature of the piece – whether it is fu, bi, xing, or some combination of the three.
Due to his efforts in elucidating the allegorical message behind the bi and xing compositions,
Legge’s translations are often much longer than the Chinese original.

106
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mentioned above, is conventionally designated as xing. But to impose this
category upon Waley’s treatment of imagery would be incongruous, not to
mention the very indeterminacy of this terminology. What can be said
about Waley’s treatment of imagery, be it xing or not, is that he tried to
dispel elusiveness, making explicit the meaning and function of the image,
showing how it relates to the poem as a whole or how it functioned in the
tradition that these poems comprise, and still further how it fits in with the
systems of beliefs upheld in ancient Chinese society. This involves
elucidating the connection between the image and the poetic whole, and
uncovering the sometimes hidden or obscured meaning behind the
imagery.
I may start with the most straight-forward. When the image seems
elusive or stands somewhat irrelevant to the rest of the poem (often images
that stand at the head of the poems), Waley sometimes gave it a narrative
function – the setting, the time of the narrative etc., or made it explicit that
this image in the poem serves as a narrative element:

陳風·東門之楊
東門之楊，
其葉牂牂。
昏以為期，
明星煌煌。
By the willows of the Eastern Gate,
Whose leaves are so thick,
At dusk we were to meet;
And now the morning star is bright. (56)
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What’s the connection between the willows, their profusion of leaves and
the rest of the poem? In Waley’s translation, by placing the proposition “by”
at the opening, he turned this nature reference into the setting of the
narrative, and the function of the willows in the poem as a whole was
made explicit. This was done with such ease that the hand of the translator
seemed almost invisible, but a look at Waley’s earlier translation of the
same poem in Chinese Poems (1916) would prove that it is an intentional
alteration:

The willows by the eastern gateTheir leaves thick, thick.
Evening was the time we said,
And now the Morning-star is shining. (Waley 1916: 4)

The image was left dangling. One other thing that merits attention here is
Waley’s translation of 楊 , which Karlgren (1950: 89) renders more
accurately as “poplar”, into “willow”. Is this simply a mistranslation? I
would say that “willow” is more resonantly poetic, in the literary traditions
of both China and the West. Stephen Owen, in his forward to the
1987edition of The Book of Songs, has made an ingenious observation on
the use of the willow: “And here, as so often, what at first seems only
incidental finally proves essential to the scene: the willows are not simply
the place chosen for meeting: their thick leaves, now observed wistfully,
would have served to hide the lovers.” (Owen 1996: xxi)
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The reader may recall my discussion of 鄘風·墙有茨 in section 3.1.
Waley’s interpretation of this piece, which differed from the traditional one
only in a nuanced/subtle manner, also conferred upon the opening image a
narrative function: the star-thistle must not be swept away, because “its
prickles keep out intruders.” (294)

In his translation of the Shijing, Waley also sought to explain the use
of imagery through metaphorical means, in other words, to identify
“figures of comparison where similarity is seen in difference”. (Allen 1996,
367) Such instances occur frequently in the courtship and marriage group
of poems, where, as Waley explained in the introduction, “the beloved,
much as in Japanese poetry, is compared to plum-blossom, to
peach-blossom, to beautiful creepers, to slender bamboos, to the
pepper-plant, to lotuses, to the Chinese gooseberry, and once or twice to
the sun and moon”(16). Take the following for example:

The seeds of the pepper-plant
Overflowed my pint-measure.
That man of mine,
None so broad and tall!
Oh, the pepper-plant,
How wide its branches spread!
The seeds of the pepper-plant
Overflowed my hands as well.
That man of mine
Big, tall and strong!
Oh, the pepper-plant,
How wide its branches spread! (25)
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In this poem, “the fine stature of the lover is compared to the luxuriance
of the pepper-plant, which at the same time symbolized the heat of his
passion.” (25) The speaker of the poem is caught in the immediacy of
passion; when the luxuriant attractions of the natural world catch her eyes,
the beauty of the beloved and the felicity of love rushes onto her mind.
The perception of similarity between one’s beloved and the allures of the
natural world is most immediate – it is not due to the perception of some
“property” in the natural object and the subsequent deliberation on the
correspondence between this abstracted property and some “virtue” in the
person described.
Further efforts to elucidate the image on grounds of comparison can
be found in Waley’s translation: Just like “Nothing is redder than the
fox,/(and) Nothing is blacker than the crow” (38), no one is a truer lover
than I; the unsteady cypress boat which is tossing in the waves is a symbol
of fluctuating intention (53); in 召南·江有汜, the image of “a river
dividing and joining again” is a “symbol of temporary parting.” (74) The
falling dew which drenches the southernwood in 小雅·蓼蕭 is a “symbol
of the bride’s tears” (84), and the bundled firewood an image of cohesion,
as in 王風·揚之水 and 鄭風·揚之水. The image of “a fish with a
bleeding tail, floating helplessly downstream” in 周南·汝墳, is “the
symbol of a ruined kingdom” (152).
The metaphoric use of imagery can in fact be indicated by a “like” or
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“as if ”, but as one can see from the above quotations, Waley did not
introduce such terms when there’s none in the original. Instead the
explanations were given in notes. The way that these comparisons are
translated is not trivial, but essential to the characteristics of these early
songs:

Early Chinese songs do not as a rule introduce a comparison with an ‘as if ’ or ‘like’,
but state it on the same footing as the facts that they narrate. European traditional
poetry sometimes uses the same method. Our English folk-song does not say, ‘My
feelings after being forsaken are like those of a person who has leaned against an
apparently trusty tree and then found that it was insecure.’ It says:
I lean’d my back against an oak;
I thought it was a trusty tree.
But first it bent and then it broke;
My true love has forsaken me.
To put in a ‘like’ or ‘as if ’ where there is none in the original, is to alter the whole
character of a song, and I have, out of a hundred instances, not done so more than
once or twice, in special cases where it did not seem to matter. (14)

The form in which such comparisons were rendered is deemed
essential to the aesthetic mode that defines these early songs. When a “like”
or “as if ” is inserted, or when the comparison is introduced in the form of
“something is like some other thing”, the whole presentation will go amiss
– it draws the “primitive” imagination one step removed from its
immediate environment, when in fact it sees the correspondence between
its interior landscape and the exterior world as one, belonging to one plane
of experience, and states the comparison “on the same footing as the facts
that they narrate”. Waley’s insistence on not “adding a ‘like’ or ‘as if ’ when
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there’s none in the original”, however incidental it may seem at first sight, is
another effort in intimating the workings and modes of experience of the
“primitive” imagination. This is also a manifestation of Waley’s historical
approach, which aims at retrieving ancient modes of experience embodied
in the Shijing. The key idea that Waley tried to convey here, I think, is the
permeable boundary or a kind of mutual seepage between the interior and
the exterior – the oneness between human psychology and the natural
world, which gives the primitive imagination a kind of pristine
responsiveness to Nature, an aptness in reading meaning into Nature and
articulating its inner landscape through perpetual reference to the natural
scene. This mode of poetic expression can be likened to what Schiller
called the “naïve”: “The naïve poet is nature, while the sentimental poet
seeks it;” the naïve poet is one with Nature, while the contemplative drive
of the sentimental poet marks a break with Nature (Preminger and Brogan
1993, 814).
In order to make intelligible various aspects of experience, the
“primitive” imagination translates its own psychological states onto the
natural world and seeks correlation between the two. The Shijing poems
present the natural world as brimful with symbolism – as if the human
world and the natural world share the same language, the “primitive”
imagination is apt to read meaning into Nature. Such an unmediated way
of perception between the subject and its exterior is essential to the
aesthetic uniqueness of the Shijing: “The flight of birds, their cries, the
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movements of animals, the condition of flowers, dewy or rain-dabbled, the
restlessness of insects, the sound of their wings, the fading of the stars –
all these play their part in early Chinese imagery; as symbols, illustrations,
or omens according to the context.” (14) In An Introduction to the Study of
Chinese Painting, Waley remarked that “in many of the odes (as in other
folk-poetry) each human feeling recorded in the poem is prefaced by the
description of some parallel manifestation in nature… This tendency to
bring human things into relation with Nature, common enough in primitive
literature, survived as one of the most prominent characteristics of
developed art and poetry in China.” (Waley 1923a: 15)
“Again and again”, Waley observed, “it is as contrasts and not as
comparisons that the things of nature figure in early Chinese songs.”(15)
The sense of imminence and disquietude of a young bride is aggravated by
the changeless natural surroundings –

Swoop flies that falcon;
Dense that northern wood.
Not yet have I seen my lord;
Sore grieves my heart.
What will it be like, what like?
I am sure many will forget me. (75)

Waley explained that in this song “the theme of the comparisons is that
everything in nature goes its wonted way and is in its proper place; but I
(the speaker of the poem, the bride) am embarking on a new, unimaginable
existence” (75). In a similar situation, the young bride remained ill at ease
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till she saw her lord; to her, the cicada chirps “anxiously” and the
grasshopper skips “restlessly” (86).

喓喓草蟲、
趯趯阜螽
未見君子、
憂心忡忡。
Anxiously chirps the cicada,
Restlessly skips the grasshopper.
Before I say my lord
My heart was ill at ease. (86)

This is a typical example of the primitive imagination reading meaning into
nature – the cry of the cicada(喓喓, which is anonomatopoeic expression),
the movement of the grasshopper(趯趯, which is a reduplicative marking
repetitive movements) might be perfectly “neutral” (or natural) to those
unconcerned, but to the disquieted young bride, the cry is anxious and the
movement restless. Another very interesting instance of reading meaning
into Nature can be found in Waley’s translation of 周南·關雎:

關關雎鳩、
在河之洲。
窈宨淑女、
君子好逑。
‘Fair, fair,’ cry the ospreys
On the island in the river.
Lovely is this noble lady,
Fit bride for our lord. (81)
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Here one perceives a delicate (and near invisible) touch of the translator –
by making the ospreys sing praises of the lady’s beauty – “fair, fair” – the
image of the ospreys was woven seamlessly into the fabric of the poem.
Waley’s attempt to retrieve the meaning behind these images is
informed by his understanding of how the “primitive” imagination works.
It needs to be pointed out that “primitive” here, as has been used several
times before, is a purely chronological term, with no sense of inferiority or
cultural retardedness implied. Waley adopted the “historical” approach,
which itself posits and elaborates upon the difference between the mental
mechanisms of the ancients and the moderns, and by endeavoring to
disclose ancient mentality confers serious intellectual interest on the modes
of thinking and ways of life of “primitive” men. To Waley and other
like-minded sinologists/scholars (Granet, for instance), the mentality and
psychology of primitive men are of primal interest and worth serious
scholarly attention. The primitive men have their own sets of value and
systems of belief, which are embodied in the art and poetry they make, and
the art and poetry thus engendered articulate an aesthetic which is bound
up with the forms of life in primitive societies. It can thus be said that
Waley’s efforts to delve into the minds of the ancients and reveal how their
material and social circumstances shaped their ways of thinking and how
all these found their way into poetry is of a fundamentally anthropological
import.
Waley’s attempt to reveal the workings of the primitive imagination is
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also an act of intimating the “savage mind”, to use a widely circulated
though somewhat misleading term (and one which displeased the original
author) by Lévi-Strauss. I need also to point out that “imagination” here is
not what we moderns commonly understand it to be. It does not imply the
“art” of “making up” something, or the creation of some relation that
does not exist in actuality. The primitive imagination instead articulates
what it actually believes to be true; it is employed in the making of
connections between things, or in the effort of making intelligible certain
aspects of experience that are baffling to the primitive mind, through the
resources provided by the stock of knowledge and beliefs available to
primitive modes of existence. 107 It is also a way of articulating strong
emotions which cannot be fully expressed, a way of giving them more
power and sometimes subtlety. One can see how in the use of imagery, the
primitive imagination is avidly at work. The above examples from Waley’s
translation have shown its two aspects that Waley tried to foreground.
There is a close correlation between interior psychology and its outside
environment – the unity between the inside and outside is so complete that
even the introduction of a “like” or “as if ” when there’s none in the
original would alter the characteristic of the whole piece. The second
feature is the aptness of primitive imagination to read meaning into nature
– the primitive man is firmly grounded in his natural scene, and he seems
to understand its message and is responsive to its every prompting. The
107See

Bowra (1962: 191-192, 215-216).
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images in the Shijing would drop their apparent elusiveness so long as one
assumes the ways of perception and thinking of the people who employ
them – this, I think, is the underlying belief in Waley’s treatment of
imagery.
The ancient mind, in its propensity to bring human affairs into
relation with the natural world, tends to perceive a form of harmony, or a
correspondent order between the two:

Far off at that wayside pool we draw;
Ladle there and pour out here,
And with it we can steam our rice.
All happiness to our lord,
Father and mother of his people. (182)

Here, as Waley explained, the poet-singer played upon a correlative
structural similarity between the riches of the natural world and the
widespread beneficence of “our lord” – “The meaning of the comparison
is … that though our lord is far above us, we are all able to share in his te.”
(182)
This disposition to make correlations between the natural world and
subjective experience, or “a kind of anthropocosmology in which entities,
processes, and classes of phenomena found in nature correspond to or ‘go
together with’ various entities, processes, and classes of phenomena in the
human world” (Schwartz 1985: 351), is one manifestation of what
Lévi-Strauss called the “science of the concrete”. The “savage mind”, as
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described (with no pejorative intent) by Lévi-Strauss, is adapted to
“perception and the imagination”, and relies on an intimate knowledge of
“sensible intuition” (Lévi-Strauss1966: 15) when trying to “demand order”
(ibid.: 10) from the flux of experience. The working of the primitive mind
is likened to that of the bricoleur, and as manifested for example in rites and
myths, it constructs “structural patterns” by means of empirical events
(ibid.: 22, 33); it seeks pattern through “exploitation of the sensible world
in sensible terms” (ibid.: 16). From this “science of the concrete”
originated primitive men’s systems of classifications and taxonomy, ritual
practices, mythical thought, magical beliefs and the agricultural cycle. 108
The structural patterns embodied in primitive rites and systems of
beliefs possess an intrinsic aesthetic quality and can be aesthetically
satisfying to the primitive mind. In the Shijing this aesthetic quality is
captured in the “rhythm” of the songs, which, as Granet remarked,
“reveals certain correspondences of

expression allied to certain

correspondences between things” (Granet 1932: 27), and signifies a
harmony with the order of Nature, or the notion that “men, like Nature,
must do things at the proper time.” (ibid.: 7) This rhythm of the Shijing is
inextricably bound up with the ritual practices and systems of beliefs that
subsisted ancient society, and the images in the Shijing, or to quote
Lévi-Strauss again, the resources for poetic composition provided by the

the agricultural cycle/calendars, especially as seen in the Shijing, see Granet’s discussion of
the “rustic themes” (Granet 1932:49-54).

108For
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“sensible world”, need also to be understood in light of their
anthropological significance. Granet, notably, tried to elucidate how “brief
descriptions of subjects borrowed from nature”, or what he termed “rustic
themes” are connected with the seasonal festivals and customs in ancient
China (ibid.: 26, 49-54). Waley had also pursued this anthropological path
when trying to reveal the meaning and function of imagery in the Shijing,
and this method is a more specifically anthropological one – how certain
things are “omens” to the primitive men, how they figure in ancient beliefs,
how they relate to ritual, magic, myth and custom. Here Waley’s knowledge
and perspicacity in anthropology, not only with reference to ancient China
but also many other anthropological traditions, is turned in good account.
In 召南·何彼襛矣 and 齊風·敝笱 (No. 84 and 85 in Waley’s
order), the image of “fish” appeared:

Wherewith does she angle?
Of silk her fishing-line,
This child of the lord of Ch’i,
Granddaughter of King P’ing. (78)
In the wicker fish-trap by the bridge
Are fish, both bream and roach.
A lady of Ch’i goes to be married;
Her escort is like a trail of clouds. (79)

Waley pointed out that “fish, in the Songs, are symbols of fertility…the fish
that get caught in one’s nets and traps are indication of other blessings that
Heaven will send.” (78) Fish and fishing acquired their symbolic meanings
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in their possible role in marriage ceremony. Waley, quoting several works
on Indian anthropology, described the practice of fishing in Indian
marriage custom, and argued that a similar marriage rite “probably once
existed in ancient China; but all memory of it was forgotten by the time the
commentators set to work upon The Book of Songs.” (78-79)
In The Way and Its Power, Waley pointed out the prevalence of omens
in the lives of primitive men:

All the latter class of things (not only in ancient but also in modern China, among
the peasants, as indeed among the remoter rural populations all over the world) is
ominous. ‘Feelings’ in different parts of the body, stumbling, twitching, itching,
sneezing, buzzing in the ears, trebling in the eyelids, unaccountable movements of
pliant objects held in the hand – all are ‘communications’ from Heaven, from the
Ancestors. Then there is, apart from the class of omens connected with one’s own
person, the whole rich category of outside omens – signs given by birds, insects,
animals, thunder and lightning, the stars. Birds are, of course, the intermediaries
between heaven and earth. But they are also the great voyagers and know what is
happening to human travelers in distant parts. Of animals the most ominous is the
swine. Indeed a large number of the Chinese characters denoting
movement …contain the element of ‘swine’. A herd of swine with white trotters
crossing a stream is a portent of heavy rain.” (Waley 1934: 23)

In Waley’s translation of the Shijing, the reader is constantly
reminded of the “ominousness” of some images in the text, and notes
were given on what they portend. Swine with white trotters, which is, as
mentioned in the above passage, “an omen of rain”, appeared in No. 129
in Waley’s translation (120). The girl in No. 59 gathers plants for the whole
morning yet gets little, which she takes to be “a bad omen” (57-58). The
rainbow and mounting dawn-mists in No. 64 and 65 are a “warning sent by
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Heaven”, announcing that “someone who ought not to is about to have a
baby” (61-62). The noises that the locusts’ wings make are “punned upon
and interpreted as omens” (173), and the returning soldier, who sees
spiders’ webs and marks of wild deer on his way home, interprets them as
“good omens”: “These are not things to be feared,/But rather to rejoice in.”
(116)
If we look into the scholarly discussions of imagery in the Shijing,
especially those on the elusive xing compositions, we find another school
of interpretation on the nature of elusive images. Indeed, as Joseph Allen
remarked, “the inherent difficulty in bringing coherence to the relationship
between image and referent is often the telling sign of a xing composition”
(Allen 1996: 368) and great efforts were made by scholars ancient and
modern to understand the nature of such poetic composition. 109 Some
modern scholars turned to the possible formal function of the xing. Chen
Shih-hsiang, most notably, regarded xing as a component in the “uplifting
dances” of primitive communal life (Chen 1969). C. H. Wang suggested “a
formal relationship between xing and the incremental repetitions of orally
composed verse” (Wang 1974) and Stephen Owen suggested that “the xing
image might be a device to set the rhyme for the poem or stanza; thus its
function would be almost entirely formal and related to oral performance.”
(quoted in Allen 1996: 368)

of these discussions are reviewed in chapter two of The Reading of Imagery in the Chinese
Poetic Tradition by Pauline Yu.

109Most
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Again, we need not confound traditional categorizations of imagery
in the Shijing (whether this image is xing or not) with Waley’s treatment of
them in The Book of Songs – to do so would be incongruous. But one is led
to ask whether Waley considered the function of some images in the Shijing
purely formal. This is hard to decide, and we need not, perhaps, be too
insistent about this point. One thing, however, is quite certain – Waley
chose not to relegate most of the images to the purely “formal” realm and
render them thus void of meaning. It is not that he denied the formal
quality of some elements in ancient poetry – quite the contrary, as I will
show in what immediately follows – but that he was more interested in
unearthing the obscured or lost meaning behind these images, for they
shed light on the workings of the primitive imagination. It is Waley’s belief
that these images cannot be entirely meaningless at the very outset, and
though their original meanings grow elusive with the passage of time, the
recovery of these meanings can be pursued to a certain point:

I do not think that in these songs the nature-references have ever become mere
meaningless refrains, as they sometimes appear to have done in our own ballads
–‘the bird and the broom grows bonnie’ being put in merely to fill out the tune.
But there are probably cases in which the clue to their full meaning has been lost. It
is not likely that we can recreate all the mental associations of people in China
three thousand years ago. We must be content to miss a great many small points,
expecting the songs, handed down from so long ago, to be at times somewhat
baffling, seeing that even our own ballads (some two thousand years less ancient)
are so often mysterious. (17)
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Here I will supply one more example to illustrate Waley’s efforts to recover
the obscured meaning of imagery in the Shijing:

召南·鵲巢
維鵲有巢、
維鳩居之。
之子于歸、
百兩御之。
Now the magpie had a nest,
But the cuckoo lived in it.
Here comes a girl to be married;
With a hundred coaches we’ll meet her. (83)

Joseph Allen mentioned that “Owen has effectively exposed the difficulty
of bringing that apparent analogy to a satisfying completion.” (Allen 1996:
368) 110 In Waley’s translation, he made an effort to resolve the difficulty,
trying to bring coherence between the image and the theme of the poem:

It is an honour for other birds to rear the cuckoo’s young, as we may see by this
poem of To Fu on the Small Cuckoo:
It gets its young reared in many birds’ nests,
And the many birds do not dare complain,
But continue to care for the feeding of its young
With mien as reverent as one who serves a god.
Here the bride coming as an honoured stranger into the family is compared to the
young cuckoo.” (83)

110See

also Legge (1876: 67), Van Zoeren (1991: 167-168).
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Here Waley perceived that such comparison as occurred in this piece might
cause confusion; some explanation is needed, and Waley’s knowledge of
Chinese literature was brought in to deal with the apparent incongruity.

3.3.2 Compositional features
Though Waley tended not to suggest that the images at the head of
the poems serve as “formulas” with a purely formal function, he did
identify quite a few “formulas” in the Shijing pieces. Waley’s grouping of
the Shijing pieces into topical categories has the effect of foregrounding the
formulaic elements in the Shijing, for similar themes, recurrent phrases,
motifs and images were placed in close proximity. This leads us from the
world of the primitive imagination to that of what it generates – the body
of songs that manifests the workings of the primitive imagination, and the
“tradition” of the making and distribution of these songs. Like the minds
that engendered these songs, the tradition that these songs comprise has its
own modes and mechanisms. Waley was also interested in this aspect of
the Shijing, and in his translation he tried to convey the various
compositional features that define the tradition of which the Shijing poems
partake. To achieve this, a high level of “literalness” in rendition is required
– adherence to stanza structures and line breaks; faithful presentation of
repetition, refrain and parallelism; uniformity in the rendering of similar
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imagery, theme, stock motif and formulae. This literalness may at first sight
seem quite innocent in a translated text, but a glance at other translations
of the Shijing– say those of Legge and Pound 111 – would show that Waley’s
translation is quite special is in this respect. This formal literalness, in fact,
is far from being insignificant, for these formal features themselves
embody some essential qualities of the Shijing poems, and the translator,
through such formal literalness, aims to retain those qualities in his
translation. In the Shijing and other ancient poetry, these qualities are often
loaded with anthropological import; they spring from the performance
environment of these songs, and show how these early songs form and
operate as a tradition.
In the original Shijing poems “enjambment”’ seldom occurs, and the
line is often the unit of composition. Stanza structures and line breaks
pertain to the music and movement that originally accompany these songs
(Bowra 1962: 74-79). Repetition, refrains and parallelism are prominent
features not only of the Shijing, but are also common among different
forms of folk poetry in various traditions (Preminger and Brogan 1993:
863-866). These repetitive features have their roots in the performance
context of these early songs – the accompaniment to music and dancing,
the singing of the songs by different parts of the performing group, the
need to repeat in an oral performance context and the transmission of

111Legge

was led astray from literal presentation by commentarial tortuousness, while Pound
subjected the original text to his own poetic conceits.
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these songs in a largely oral and “folk” arena. The resulting aesthetic effect
is the counterpointing of variation and sameness, as if to compose these
songs is to give the disorderliness of experience some shapeliness and
uniformity. They are also a way of allowing an elongated expression for
overwhelming emotions – some of them are too strong and spontaneous,
and can only find relief in repetitive outcry:

O sun, ah, moon
That shine upon the earth below,
A man like this
Will not stand firm to the end.
How can such a one be true?
Better if he had never noticed me.
Oh sun, ah, moon
That cover the earth below,
A man like this
Will not deal kindly to the end.
How can such a one be true?
Better if he had not requited me. (63)

The formal features of the Shijing poems (and other forms of ancient
poetry) embody the workings of the primitive imagination, showing how it
puts the variegated experience into the shape of a song, and how in
composing the song it responds to the various demands and expediencies
of the performative context. Waley’s choice to be literal in these respects,
therefore, further reveals these various aspects of the primitive mind. This
literalness can sometimes reach a high level, as in Waley’s frequent use of
inversion in his translation:
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邶風·柏舟
汎彼柏舟、亦汎其流。
Tossed is the cypress boat,
Wave-tossed it floats. (71)
邶風·谷風
習習谷風、以陰以雨。
Zip, zip the valley wind,
Bringing darkness, bringing rain. (100)

This is very characteristic of Waley’s first lines in The Book of Songs. It could
be understood as a way to render the prominence of sensory experience in
the minds of the ancients (recalling Lévi-Strauss) – how these various
senses, say some bodily sensation or the color and shape of something
perceived, captivated their attention. 112
The use of set formulae and themes is a definitive feature in the
formation and operation of

a largely oral tradition of

poetry.

Oral-formulaic theory originated from the study of Homeric epics and the
living oral tradition of the South Slavic epic undertaken by Milman Parry
and Albert B. Lord. “Formula”, “theme” and “story pattern” are technical
terms in oral formulaic theory developed by Parry and Lord; “formula” is
defined as “a group of words which is regularly employed under the same
112This

is speculative. Waley used inversion (not restricted to the first lines) even when the
original is not inverted. He seemed to prefer its aesthetic effect; it might also relate to metrical
considerations.
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metrical conditions to express a given essential idea” (Preminger and
Brogan 1993: 867), and “theme” and “story-pattern” are “formulas at the
higher levels of the typical scene and tale-type” (ibid.: 866) The theory of
oral formulaic composition later acquired broad comparative significance,
and is applied in the study of a wider range of genres and traditions. It is
employed in analyzing the Shijing by C. H. Wang, in his work The Bell and the
Drum: Shih Ching as Formulaic Poetry in an Oral Tradition, where he finds
“formulaic and thematic structures to be pervasive features and argues that
the texts that have survived were composed during a transitional period in
which oral-formulaic devices were employed by lettered poets.” (Foley 1988:
90, Wang 1974) The validity of application was contested, however, for the
theory of Parry and Lord was originally intended for long narrative
compositions like the epic, while the Shijing consists mainly of short lyric
pieces. 113 Wang has indeed mentioned Waley’s translation of the Shijing in
The Bell and the Drum, saying that Waley was surprisingly perceptive in
identifying the “themes” and “formula” in the Shijing: “Waley is probably
the first of all the Shih Ching readers to illuminate the aesthetic bearings of
a poem through the observation of its formulaic language.” (Wang 1974:
13) Wang attributed such insights to Parry’s influence on Waley (ibid.:
70-71), but whether such influence did actually occur is hard to ascertain,
and I tend to think that Wang here is projecting his model onto Waley’s
translation – Waley did use terms like “theme” and “formula” when
113See

Fusek (1979), Bynum (1979) and Wang’s reply to this discussion (Wang 1985).
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discussing the compositional features of the Shijing, but it need not be
understood in the strictly technical sense that Wang took them to be.
Indeed, we need not take concepts like “theme” and “formula” in the
strictly technical sense designated by Parry and Lord; they could be used in
a more general manner, as in the recurrent themes, sentiments, motifs,
images and stock phrases (formulae) that characterize different kinds of
“folk” poetry, or poetic compositions that circulate mainly among the
common people and imply an oral performance context. Again, such
compositional features are common in different kinds of oral or
oral-derived poetry in various traditions, and they reveal how an oral
tradition of poetry comes into being and propagate itself. The recurrent
elements, say, an image or a stock phrase, conjure up a certain theme and
sentiment, and a kind of referentiality is put into operation in the minds of
the audience through the poet-singer’s evocation of these stock elements
and repeated core of ideas. This is, as it were, a form of “intertextuality”
within the oral arena114: the poet-singer creates resonances, or “a form of
linguistic evocation and reinforcement of the thematic association between
individual poems” (Preminger and Brogan 1993: 865), in the minds of the
audience through these set devices. Marcel Granet, in his discussion of the
set sceneries of the Shijing – or the “rustic themes”, as he called them –
wrote that they are “themes, formulae to be introduced ready-made into
114Such

borrowings, however, can be understood in a completely different manner. Dobson
thought this a proof of “literary influence” or literary allusion, when one poet quotes the works
other poets.
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the songs”; the use of such set sceneries in the Shijing has a particular
anthropological link: “They constitute a sort of stereotyped landscape, and,
if they are connected with the sentiments expressed, it is not for the
purpose of particularizing them, but rather … to connect them with
general customs.” (Granet 1932: 86)
Waley’s consistency in rendering the set elements made apparent the
repetitive features in the original, and in several instances he did mention
the use of “formula”. As I hinted above, the effect is further heightened by
Waley’s re-arrangement of the Shijing pieces into topical categories, for
poems sharing similar themes, among which similar imagery and set
phrases occur, were put within close proximity; the reader could easily
recognize the similarity between these pieces, and the recurrence of certain
elements and the sense that some poems share the same “theme” were
reinforced.
Take the courtship and marriage groups of poems for example. In the
“Courtship” group, the reader cannot fail to notice how frequently a
comparison is drawn between the beauty or desirability of the beloved and
the exuberance of the natural world, and how sentiments like eager
anticipation, felicitous passion and the melancholy of longing and
desertion are reiterated within the same group. In the “Marriage” group of
poems, “now that I have seen my lord”, which is designated as “bridal
hymn formula” by Waley, frequently occurs within a few pages. The
repeated phrases in the Shijing are sometimes conceived as “quotations” or
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“proverbs” in Waley’s translation, and are related to communal sets of
value, as shall be discussed in what immediately follows. Waley further
arranged sub-groups within the larger groups – “Secret Courtship”,
“Love-suits” etc. – and the different types of themes and similarity within a
theme are made apparent to an even higher degree; these re-arrangements
go still further into the placing of individual pieces, as he took care to
arrange pieces with similar motifs to follow one another – for example, the
rainbow motif in 鄘風·蝃蝀 and 曹風·候人 (No.64 and 65 in Waley);
the folk-story element in 邶風·新臺 and 邶風·凯風 (No. 77 and 78 in
Waley), and the repeated image of “the valley wind” (谷風) in No. 108 and
109.
Based on the above discussion of how Waley rendered the more
“formal” features of the original, it can be said that Waley’s rendition has
the effect of foregrounding the “folk” elements in the original, which at
the same time indicate the oral compositional nature of some of the Shijing
pieces. Further support can be found in Waley’s care to reveal how some
pieces originate or distribute in a “folk” domain, among the common
people and in the context of communal life. Take the following for
example. 小雅·菁菁者莪 describes the vassal’s gratitude towards the
feudal lord’s generosity:

小雅·菁菁者莪
菁菁者莪、在彼中阿。
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既見君子、樂且有儀。
菁菁者莪、在彼中沚。
既見君子、我心則喜。
菁菁者莪、在彼中陵。
既見君子、錫我百朋。
汎汎楊舟、載沉載浮。
既見君子、我心則休。
Thick grows the tarragon
In the centre of that slope.
I have seen my lord;
He was pleased and courteous to boot.
Thick grows the tarragon
In the middle of that island.
I have seen my lord,
And my heart is glad.
Thick grows the tarragon
In the centre of that mound.
I have seen my lord;
He gave me a hundred strings of cowries.
Unsteady is that osier boat;
It plunges, it bobs.
But now that I have seen my lord
My heart is at rest.

(104-105)

Waley pointed out that this piece, as its compositional pattern suggests, is
originally a folk marriage song, and contains the conventional bridal hymn
formula 既見君子 (“I have seen my lord”); Waley chose to place this
piece in the “Marriage” category, among other bridal songs, and he
explained how it was later adapted to suit a new purpose:

No doubt most of the other marriage songs in this book were often used in the
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same way; but this is the only one in which the wording has manifestly been altered
to fit the new purpose. The line which has been changed is the last line in verse 3:
‘He gave me a hundred strings of cowries.’ Vast numbers of inscriptions record the
giving of cowries by feudal lards to their vassals, as a reward for faithful
services…Judging by the analogy of numerous similar songs, the line must
originally have run, ‘My spirits rise’ (wo hsin tse hsing), or something to that effect.”
(104)

Waley also pointed out that some pieces in the Shijing originated from
communal festivals. The following courtship poem, for example, is
connected with “a spring festival at which there was a custom of general
courtship and mating.”(28)

鄭風·溱洧
溱與洧、方渙渙兮。
士與女、方秉蕑兮。
女曰觀乎。
士曰既且。
且往觀乎。
洧之外、洵訏且樂。
維士與女、伊其相謔、贈之以勺藥。
When the Chen and Wei
Are running in full flood
Is the time for knights and ladies
To fill their arms with scented herbs.
The lady says, ‘Have you looked?’
The knight says, ‘Yes, I have finishes looking;
Shall we go and look a little more?
Beyond the Wei
It is very open and pleasant.’
That knight and lady,
Merrily they sport.
Then she gives him a peony. (28)

The poem narrates the interchange between “the knight and lady”; Waley
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added that “we must take our knight and lady not as an individual romance,
but as typical of the general courtship that went on in the land of Chen in
the third month.” (28)
While many of the Shijing poems are lyric expressions of a personal,
solitary voice, Waley made equally audible the voice of the community:
“Now the magpie had a nest,/ But the cuckoo lived in it./ Here comes a
girl to be married;/ With a hundred coaches we’ll meet her.” (89 召南·鵲
巢); “Swallow, swallow on your flight,/Wing high, wing low./ Our lady that
goes home,/ Far we escort beyond the fields./ Gaze after her, cannot see
her,/ And our tears flow like rain.” (107 邶風·燕燕) Some pieces which
depicts the life of the aristocracy are also presented from the perspective
of the community: “Fair, fair, cry the ospreys/ On the island in the river./
Lovely is this noble lady,/ Fit bride for our lord/… In patches grows the
water mallow;/ To left and right one must gather it./ Shy is this noble
lady;/ With great zithern and little we hearten her…” (81 周南·關雎) In
Waley’s translation, these poems with the imagery, diction and themes of
royal association not only flourishes in the imagination of the people, they
also enter into the reality of communal life. In 衛 風 ·碩 人 , Waley
remarked that this poem “celebrates the most famous wedding of Chinese
antiquity, that of Chuang Chiang, daughter of the Lord of Ch’i, who
married the Lord of Wei in 757 B.C.” (80). But the poem ventures outside
of its compositional origin and disseminates into a larger communal
context: “One has to bear in mind that the bridegroom and bride are in
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other parts of the world often treated as though they were a king and a
queen. It is not impossible that such a song as this, though royal in origin,
was afterwards sung at ordinary people’s weddings.” (81)
The communal voice, which is another prominent feature in folk
poetry, is especially audible in Waley’s translation. One observes a strong
tendency (though not exclusively) in Waley to adopt the communal “we” as
the voice or point of view in his translation. It is not that in Waley’s
translation the individual lyric voice is entirely lacking – far from it – but
that Waley chose to render many pieces which were traditionally ascribed to
a solitary speaker from the point of view of the community, and in many
other instances the communal voice is interposed with that of the
individual. The adoption of communal voice can be seen from the above
noted examples; in groups like “Agriculture”, “Welcome”, “Feasting”,
“Sacrifice”, and “Building”, the voice is almost uniformly communal, and
the communal “we” is especially audible.
Waley sometimes interposed the communal voice with that of the
individual, and we have in his translation the juxtaposition of communal
impersonality and the solitary, lyric voice:

周南·漢廣
南有喬木、不可休思。
漢有游女、不可求思。
漢之廣矣、不可泳思。
江之永矣、不可方思。
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翹翹錯薪、言刈其楚。
之子于歸、言秣其馬。
漢之廣矣、不可泳思。
江之永矣、不可方思。
翹翹錯薪、言刈其蔞。
之子于歸、言秣其駒。
漢之廣矣、不可泳思。
江之永矣、不可方思。
In the south is an upturning tree;
One cannot shelter under it.
Beyond the Han a lady walks;
One cannot seek her.
Oh, the Han it is so broad,
One cannot swim it,
And the Kiang, it is so rough
One cannot boat it!
Tall grows that tangle of brushwood;
Let us lop the wild-thorn.
Here comes a girl to be married;
Let us feed her horses.
Oh, the Han it is so broad,
One cannot swim it,
And the Kiang, it is so rough
One cannot boat it!
Tall grows that tangle of brushwood;
Let us lop the mugwort.
Here comes a girl to be married;
Let us feed her ponies.
Oh, the Han it is so broad,
One cannot swim it,
And the Kiang, it is so rough
One cannot boat it. (82)

The poem opens with the solitary voice of a man, lamenting his
hopeless love for a lady through the analogies of the up-turning tree and
difficult waters. In the first lines of the second (and third) stanza, the voice
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suddenly shifts into the plural we, and another level of narration unfolds –
just as the seasonal growth of the plants needs cutting, the ritual
processions of the girl to be married demand our help. Within the same
stanza, the man’s private tale of woe re-emerges as the refrain of this song.
Now a lethal dose of poignancy is added to the man’s sorrow – what
stands between him and his love is more than geographical distance; now
that the girl has been married to some other man, his love will be forever
unrequited. The voice of the individual sounds more solitary and private
when juxtaposed with the detached, matter-of-fact utterances of the
community; the implicit narrative of the man’s secret love for the lady
becomes at once expressive and secretive when it is overheard within the
explicit narrative of the community.
In 周南·漢廣, the alternation of voices is implicated in Waley’s
translation, while in many other instances, the speaker or point of view of
is marked out by Waley. Take 邶風·匏有苦葉 for example:

匏有苦葉、濟有深涉。
深則厲、淺則揭。
有瀰濟盈、有鷕雉鳴。
濟盈不濡軌、雉鳴求起牡。
雝雝鳴鴈、旭日始旦。
士如歸妻、迨冰未泮。
招招舟子、人涉卬否。
人涉卬否、卬須我友。
HE: The gourd has bitter leaves;
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The ford is deep to wade.
SHE: If a ford is deep, there are stepping-stones;
If it is shallow, you can tuck up your skirts.
HE: The ford is in full flood,
And baleful is the pheasant’s cry.
SHE: The ford is not deep enough to wet your axles;
The pheasant cried to find her mate.
On one note the wild-geese cry,
A cloudless dawn begins to break.
A knight that brings home his bride
Must do so before the ice melts.
The boatman beckons and beckons.
Others cross, not I;
Others cross, not I.
‘I am waiting for my friend.’ (54)

In this translation, we have three different points of view. The first two
stanzas present in alternation the self-justification of the man and the
discontent of the lady, which effortlessly explains the contradictory image
motifs in the original. In the third stanza, the chorus – or the communal
voice – enters, 115 speaking as a representative of the community that the
man has disobeyed the communal convention. In the last verse, the course
of action resumes and Waley brought us back to the dramatic scene when
we hear the embittered voice of the lady: “I am waiting for my friend”.
As can be noticed from the above examples, a whole array of poetic
voices was brought into play in The Book of Songs – Waley attributed
different lines to different speakers, made frequent use of dialogues and
juxtaposed different perspectives in his translations. Compared to
115Yet

one may argue that this is also uttered by the lady.
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traditional commentators and other translators of the Shijing, Waley
exhibited greater attentiveness to the possible multiplicity of voices existing
within the same piece; the use of dialogue, of course, is exploited in
Granet, but Waley’s treatment displays greater variety and subtlety. One
may realize from the above quoted example the tone of impersonality in
the communal voice – the sentiments uttered is not derived from some
individual’s subjective point of view, but is in accordance with the ethos
and customs of the community. 116 The communal ethos sometimes figures
in Waley’s translation as “proverbs”, as the poet-singer drew from the
common folkloric repertoire to convey his ideas. Here again, we perceive a
strong anthropological import, in the presentation of the communal voice.
The alternation of voices or perspectives in Waley’s translation also brings
to light the performance context of some pieces. In No. 143 (小雅·小明),
Waley pointed out that in the last verse, “the minstrel addresses the
audience” (145), and in No.208 (邶風·簡兮), the last lines were interpreted
as the lyric of the song that accompanied the dance. Some songs are
comprised of alternating performing parts throughout. 唐風·蟋蟀, which
Waley categorized as a feasting song, is sung in exchange between “the
feasters” and “the monitor”, and No. 145 (小雅·杕杜) alternates between
the part of the “wife” and the “chorus” (149).
The multiplicity of voices in Waley’s translation increases the aesthetic

116It

can sometimes be very didactic, see for example No. 143 in Waley’s order, when “the
minstrel addresses the audience”.
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richness and subtlety of his translation, and the identification of different
voices are often key to resolving philological difficulties. It also brings a
vivid sense of drama to some pieces, and it is interesting to note that in
other forms of folk poetry, especially the ballad, dramatic intensity is a
distinctive feature. The last stanza in 邶風·匏有苦葉, quoted above, is
shown in a dramatic manner, and here I will supply one more example:

召南·野有死麕
野有死麕、白茅包之。
有女懷春、吉士誘之。
林有樸樕、野有死鹿。
白茅純束、有女如玉。
舒而脫脫兮、無感我帨兮、無使尨也吠。
In the wilds there is a dead doe;
With white rushes we cover her.
There was a lady longing for the spring;
A fair knight seduced her
In the wood there is a clump of oaks,
And in the wilds a dead dear
With white rushes well bound;
There was a lady fair as jade.
‘Heigh, not so hasty, not so rough;
Heigh, do not touch my handkerchief.
Take care, or the dog will bark.’
(60)

Waley explained in the note that “If people find a dead deer in the woods,
they cover it piously with rushes. But there are men who ‘kill’ a girl, in the
sense that they seduced her and fail to ‘cover up’ the damage by marrying
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her.” (60) The last three lines recall the scene of seduction through the
voice of the lady. The aesthetic experience is greatly intensified by the
quickening tempo of Waley’s rendition: the poem opens with the still pace
of the performance of covering a dead deer piously with white rushes; it
then glides towards the languid, clandestine longing of a fair lady and a
knight, and the calm movement of the poem is prolonged till the delicate
image and sonic effect of “a lady fair as jade.” In the last stanza, we are
suddenly brought into dramatic intimacy with the lady and the knight when
we overhear the nervous gasping of the lady. Here, as Waley pointed out,
the last three lines call up “elliptically the scene of the seduction” (60). This
elliptical manner of introducing the dramatic scene, apart from creating the
sense of dramatic intensity, also increases the narrative complexity of the
piece, for different narrative time-frames and motives were juxtaposed
within the same piece. Waley called this type of composition “elliptical
ballad”, in which “themes are juxtaposed without explanation” (56). This
type of song is “peculiar to early China” (56), and 王風·大車 and 豳
風·東山 were pointed out as examples:

王風·大車
大車檻檻、毳衣如菼。
豈不爾思、畏子不敢。
大車啍啍、毳衣如璊。
豈不爾思、畏子不奔。
穀則異室、死則同穴。
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謂予不信、有如皦日。
‘I brought my great carriage that thunders
And a coat downy as rush-wool.
It was not that I did not love you,
But I fear that you had lost heart.
I brought my great carriage that rumbles
And a coat downy as the pink sprouts.
It was not that I did not love you,
But I feared that you would not elope.’
Alive, they never shared a house,
But in death they had the same grave.
‘You thought I had broken faith;
I was true as the bright sun above.’ (57)

Waley explained that in this poem, “the theme is one common in ballads in
the West and in later China: a double suicide following upon a
misunderstanding between two lovers.” (56) In the first two stanzas the
man expresses his fearful apprehension when he awaits the lady to come
and elope with him. In the third stanza enters the chorus – it stands apart
from the dramatic proceedings and speaks directly to the audience, telling
us that the misunderstanding between the lovers has led to a double suicide,
which has so moved the people in the place that they bury the lovers in the
same place: “Alive, they never shared a house, /But in death they had the
same grave.” This tragic plot ends with the plea of the lady: “You thought I
had broken faith; /I was true as the bright sun above.”
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3.3.3 Mimesis of ancient life
Waley presented the Shijing as a symphony of poetic voices; a
remarkable degree of verbal versatility is required to fulfill the expression
of such richness: the mellifluous lyricism of secret desire, the sorrows and
pangs of despised love, the bootless cries over incessant warfare and labor,
the festive celebration of good harvest, and the solemn homage of the
living to the dead – all these various facets of ancient life call for distinctive
articulation. The Shijing in Waley’s understanding is copiously inclusive of
every aspect of ancient life, and he tried to re-embody this aesthetics of
wholeness in The Book of Songs through the distinctive voices he bestowed
upon the individual songs. It might therefore be said, that in its multiplicity
and distinctness of voices, The Book of Songs is a mimesis of ancient life.
Moving from the dimension of language onto the structural design of
Waley’s translation, one is induced by analogy to think that The Book of
Songs, in its structure and lay-out, also offers a mimesis of ancient life.
Waley’s re-arrangement of the Shijing pieces into topical categories is
mentioned several times in the discussion; there is a special aesthetic and
intellectual value in this new arrangement. The Shijing pieces were woven
into a continuous narrative of the lives of ancient people: the collection
opens with the most seductive group of “Courtship” poems, proceeding
thence onto the “Marriage” group, and then follows the separation and
union of families – “Warriors and Battles”, and the other aspects of
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ancient life: “Agriculture”, “Feasting”, “Hunting”, “Music and Dancing”,
etc. The dynastic hymns and legends were reserved till later: “only very
gradually, and with well-placed notes to ease the passage, does Waley lead
the reader to the most forbidding pieces of the Daya and Song sections, the
dynastic legends and sacrificial hymns which constitute the oldest stratum
of the Shijing.” (Schaberg 1999: 180) The last section is “Lamentation”.
Waley considered the poems in this group mostly political in nature and
creations of poets rather than singers, for “these may very well have been
literary pieces from the start”(emphasis mine); 117 they are, “from the
general reader’s point of view, by far the least interesting in the book.” (304)
Waley’s omission of fifteen “political” pieces from translation are made
partly on grounds of their textual corruption; at a deeper level, however,
the decision is informed by Waley’s aesthetic judgment – he saw little of
interest (at least for the “general reader”) in the private grievances and
political discontent of an individual poet. The more interesting part of the
Shijing, according to Waley, is the class of songs that remains “refractory”
to “moral instruction” unless “interpreted allegorically” (336). In Waley’s
reading, this class of songs comprises the largest portion in the Shijing; they
are the courtship and marriage songs, songs of communal festivities and
the works and days of the common people. It can be inferred from Waley’s
selection and re-arrangement of the Shijing poems that he accorded greater
This issue is listed among “Questions Awaiting Research” in Appendix V of The Book of
Songs: “Which (if any) of the songs are literary compositions, written down when they were first
made?” (347)
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aesthetic interest and value to pieces that carry significant anthropological
import.
This mimetic narrative of ancient life is carried further down within
each topical category – the subcategories in each part also form a
continuous narrative. Take, for example, “Courtship”: this group of poems
starts with the longing for love, and the imagination of an ideal lover; then
the lovers would exchange tokens and date each other at night (“Secret
Courtship”), and, when the height of passion wanes a sad emptiness creeps
in (“Separation, Hopeless passion”); finally the story ends with “Broken
faith” and “Desertion” – when put together, these poems map out the plot
of tragic romance. In the “Marriage” category, the poems are summoned
to their proper place to re-enact the marriage ritual performance, and the
otherwise uninteresting ritual proceedings are enlivened into drama. The
Book of Songs itself might be likened to a dramatic presentation, or mimesis,
of ancient modes of life; indeed, it is a carefully designed invitation,
delivered through Waley for the Western reader, to experience the different
levels of rhythm in ancient China.
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Conclusion

The Shijing, with its remoteness in time, obsolete linguistic usage and
antiquated custom, stands as something of an enigma. The answer to this
enigma is multiple, as its very linguistic opacity gives rise to ambiguity in
meaning and open-endedness in interpretation. This indeterminacy is
deepened by the mode in which it presents itself – poetry, and a poetic
language that is elliptical and allusive, delivered with grammatical and
rhythmic compression. The Shijing as a text thus possesses some form of
the “e-minent” quality designated by Gadamer 118 – it “confronts us in
historical distance” (Gadamer 1980: 9), transcends the temporality and
provenance of its composition and emerges from the temporality of each
interpreter. It “goes beyond every limited form of address and occasion”
and is “never to be exhausted through explication”. It poses a demand on
the reader, inviting him to enter into the hermeneutic process with
heightened alertness when he tries to make the text “articulate itself ”, or to
bring the indeterminacy of meaning to a temporary and individual
resolution. The eminent text “wants to be read anew, again and again, even
118Hans-Georg

Gadamer (1980), “The Eminent Text and Its Truth”. Gadamer had also pointed
out that though he was referring to “textual” materials, oral poetry or the oral tradition also
share some of the eminent quality he described: “…one would not hesitate to classify as
literature oral poetry which is anterior to all written tradition and, in remote cultural regions, can
maintain itself deep into literary ages. It is as if the memory of the singer or rhapsodist already
represented the first book in which oral tradition was inscribed. Oral poetry is already always on
the way to being text, just as poetry transmitted in rhapsodic elocution is always on the way to
being ‘literature.’ Song, too, which intends to be sung more than once, appears to be already on
such a path, indeed on the way to both poetry and music.” (Gadamer 1980: 5-6)
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when it has already been understood”, and these various readings generated
by different readers are different instantiations of the original text
(Gadamer 1980: 5-7).
When readers approach the Shijing they bring with them different
hermeneutic resources – their attitudes, orientations, methodological
repertoire and world-views. These resources constitute each interpreter’s
hermeneutic pre-understanding, which at once determines and enables the
interpretive act and is indicative of the linguistic, historical and perspectival
situatedness of each interpreter. Traditional commentators of the Shijing
approached the text with their various “commentarial mentalities”; James
Legge entered into a dialogical relation with commentarial scholarship,
seeking a fusion of horizons between his own background as a
missionary-scholar and the Chinese commentarial tradition. Bernhard
Karlgren exemplified the commitment of a rigorous modern philologist –
he collected philological data from the vast textual reservoir of ancient
China, putting these data under scrutiny with the methodological
advancements in modern philological science. Ezra Pound, the modernist
poet who envisioned The Cantos as a poem that encompasses history, saw in
this ancient Chinese book of poetry an all-encompassing tradition,
inclusive of the various aspects of personal psychological experience,
mimetic of the multifarious modes of expression that converge to form a
literary tradition. Each of these interpretations has its special mode of
validity and effectiveness: Legge’s grounding in commentarial literature
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makes his translation representative of a traditionalist view of the Shijing,
or how the collection is conceived and incorporated in the Chinese literary
tradition. Karlgren’s validity is a positivist philological one, correlated with
the idea of a “scientific” (Karlgren 1964: 71) method and standard in the
study of ancient languages. The “truth” that Pound perceived in the Shijing
is subjective, psychological and literary; it resonates for those whose
psychological experience is modulated by the literary, a literary knowledge
that merges traditions East and West, and finds the ultimate vision in a
cosmopolitan literary experience. Each of these interpretations, at the same
time, implies some form of acquiescence to certain attitudes and
world-views and is mediated by the particular historical, linguistic, cultural
and personal attributes of the interpreter.

In making a translation of the Shijing, Waley is in fact actualizing his
vision of the world of the Shijing into his translation. This vision has its
own “historicity”, which reveals Waley’s hermeneutic situatedness in the
larger historical and cultural contexts. It is pursued through what Waley
called the “historical” approach, which at once implies his hermeneutic
attitude or interpretive orientation and the more specific procedures and
repertoires he employed when reading this ancient document. This
historical approach rests on the idea that ancient modes of thought and
experience are different from modern ones, and the belief that this
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difference can be articulated, delineated and made intelligible through the
efforts of the historical researcher. It also maintains that something is
amiss in commentarial scholarship when it comes to revealing the original
intention of the Shijing; traditional commentaries, in their different ways,
are “a-historical” or anachronistic, for they allow their own assumptions
and beliefs to infiltrate the interpretation of this ancient text. The historical
researcher is thus required to assume a certain discriminating distance from
commentarial literature, and part of Waley’s efforts was to penetrate the
commentarial tradition and reach the “original” meaning of the Shijing. In a
sense he was trying to supplement the commentarial world-view with his
own historical vision, and this vision is substantiated or brought into
concrete forms through Waley’s use of philological, anthropological and
poetic resources. Waley continued the efforts of Qing evidential scholars
who performed critical philological enquiries; he was also equipped with
the newly-developed methods of historical phonology in Western sinology
and furnished with his own extensive knowledge of early Chinese texts. As
to anthropology, Waley tried to dissociate ancient “ritual and usages” from
“current ritual theories” (Waley 1938: 72); he merged ancient China with
the larger anthropological tradition of man, supplying new interpretations
to recognized practices, revealing unrecognized ones through parallels
drawn from other anthropological traditions. Furthermore, Waley’s
knowledge of folk poetry in other folkloric traditions also informs his
understanding of the Shijing and determines the ways in which he
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embodied the original text in English translation.
It might be said that the rich and somewhat opaque ambiguity of the
Shijing allows the perpetuation of Waley’s vision; it allows his re-allocation
of the Shijing poems from the moral-allegorical realm to the realm of
common humanity and folklore, the alteration of the voice of the poet
praising and remonstrating to that of ancient men and women uttering
their sentiments and communal ethos in poetry, and Waley’s evasion and
undoing of the more culturally particular “literary tradition” associated
with the Shijing to reveal (especially for the Western reader) the more
universally familiar aspects inherent in this foreign collection of ancient
poetry. In making a translation of the Shijing, Waley disclosed another of
the yet-to-be-revealed aspects of the unfathomable depth of meaning that
inheres in the original text, or he actualized its concealed rich potentials in
some form of specificity.
One might question how close to “truth” this presentation is. Waley’s
interpretation assumes, for instance, a reified idea of an ancient mode of
living and thinking and the possibility of reaching that ancient state of
mind. It also rests upon a belief in the objective value of historical
philology, and the validity of a comparative anthropological approach. Yet
the interpretation and translation of an ancient classical text like the Shijing
is none other than a process of one into many; no interpreter can exhaust
the wealth of meaning and significance which a literary classic acquires
through

the

long

history

of

interpretive
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efforts,

and

each

interpretation/translation is yet another addition to the richness and
complexity of its meaning.
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